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Need for the Study 
Economic planning and policy analysis are essential at national 
and regional levels to evaluate changing economic and social problems. 
Public policy increasingly is concerned with problems of a regional 
nature. Area development, regional transport systems, metropolitan 
urban planning, and natural resources development and utilization are 
all examples of public concern for small areas and regions. There is 
a growing need for economic planning and policy analysis due to in-
creasing urbanization and population movements, changing structural, 
social and economic conditions, advancing technologies, and increasing 
federa1, state and local government budgets. Other pressures such as 
evaluating alternative energy sources and energy conservation are gen-
erating increased demand for improved planning and policy analysis by 
state and federal government bodies. Research is required to investi-
gate the level and situation of economic and social events so as to 
evaluate alternatives and formulate appropriate social policies. This 
research information is vital for decision-making by planners involved 
·in agriculture, industry, and government activities. 
The current increasing worldwide demand for, and declining supply 
of, energy products has caused energy prices to rise sharply. The 
1 
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Arab Oil Embargo of 1973 and the accompanying energy supply disruption 
altered many of the structural economic and social relationships that 
previously existed. The trend toward increased oil and gas consumption 
has been altered considerably. A significant permanent change in the 
world-wide energy system has occurred. This change involves new owner-
ship rights and control over world crude oil produced outside the 
United States. Substantial uncertainty of recent occurrences of abrupt, 
temporary events such as nuclear accidents, political instability in 
oil producing nations, and extraordinary weather conditions may further 
affect economic planning and public policies. Such developments and 
changes have intensified the energy problems. 
Oklahoma cannot be isolated from the world energy condition. The 
various developments and changing characteristics of the energy situa-
tion affects Oklahoma's economy. Like the economies of all other 
states, Oklahoma depends on the use of vast amounts of energy. The 
economic and social development of the state has been directly related 
to an unrestricted energy supply at relatively low prices. Its eco-
nomic growth depends strongly on its ability to continue as a major 
energy producer. This ability, in turn, depends on the extent of Okla-
homa 1s remaining energy resources, most of which are highly influenced 
by state and national policies regarding alternative choices of energy 
utilization. The demand for energy continues to rise sharply. Energy 
prices are accelerating from time to time, more truly reflecting their 
relative scarcity. The current energy situation leads to more effi-
cient energy utilization and stimulates energy-saving innovation. The 
increasing need for energy, even at rising prices, and the short supply 
of energy resources, particularly oil and gas, require an analysis of 
3 
alternative strategies in energy utilization. 
Energy choices facing Oklahoma relate to choice of energy source 
for carrying out economic activities, rate of development of alterna-
tive energy sources, and rate of growth of high energy consuming in-
dustries. A large share of the energy resources is used for electric-
ity generation. Electricity can be generated by utilization of natural 
gas, coal, fuel oil, nuclear and water. Most of the electricity 
used in Oklahoma is presently generated by burning natural gas. The 
state's known and potential natural gas reserves are its largest re-
maining energy source. However, much of this gas lies at great depths, 
hence drilling costs are high. Oklahoma is slowly substituting im-
ported low-sulfur coal from Western states for natural gas in genera-
tion of electricity. More natural gas, therefore, may be available 
for agricultural uses, residential and commercial heating, industry 
use and export. Most of Oklahoma's coal has high sulfur content, and 
thus may cause some environmental problem in its use. Using Oklahoma 
produced coal in electric power generating plants would require either 
lowering air pollution standards, installing the technology for trap-
ping sulfur, or blending high and low sulfur coals. Many factors 
affect the decisions of electric utilities in their choice of fuel mix 
and operating options. 
It is necessary to identify the key alternative strategies and 
evaluate the effect of these energy choices on state development. 
Decisions in such matters cannot be achieved without an adequate energy 
information base. Due to lack of an adequate data base for analyzing 
energy choices, the Oklahoma social accounting system needs to be up-
dated and an energy account constructed. An energy data base designed 
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to fit into a comprehensive and logically consistent economic frame-
work is needed by legislators, policy makers, researchers, and conser-
vation strategists. In view of recent and continuing public interest 
in these problems and the absence of previous intensive investigation 
of energy choices for Oklahoma, the production of this study seems 
timely and important to evaluate the various alternative strategies in 
energy production and utilization for Oklahoma. 
Objective of the Study 
The overall objective of this study is to construct an energy 
data base for Oklahoma centered on the base year of 1972 and to use 
this information in the analysis of alternative energy choices for 
benefiting Oklahomans engaged in agriculture, industry and other 
sectors of the state economy. Most specifically, the objectives are 
to: 
1. Develop a social accounting system for the state which 
includes: 
a. a transaction account; 
b. a capital account; 
c. a human resource account; 
d. a government account; 
e. an energy account. 
2. Construct an energy balance sheet for the base period 1972 
showing production and consumption of energy by energy 
source, and 
3. Integrate the 1972 energy data base into a dynamic simu-
lation model of the state economy. This model will: 
a. project energy balance sheets (choices) to the 
year 2000, and 
b. provide a tool which can be used for analyzing 
the impacts of alternative energy choices on 
state employment, income, and government revenues. 
Organization of the Study 
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The components of a social accounting system (data base) for ana-
lyzing Oklahoma's energy choices are presented in Chapter II. Empiri-
cal components of the social acco~nting system are presented in four 
chapters. The transaction and capital accounts are presented in Chap-
ters III and IV, respectively; the human resource and government 
accounts are presented in Chapter V; and the energy account is devel-
oped and presented in Chapter VI. The simulation model of Oklahoma 
energy is developed and presented in Chapter VII. Two analytical and 
empirical chapters follow. Simulation of economic variables which in-
clude baseline projections of employment, income, revenue, population, 
energy, etc., are presented and discussed in Chapter VIII. Economic 
impact analysis and policy implications from alternative energy choices 
are presented and evaluated in Chapter IX. The summary and conclusions 
are presented in Chapter X. Data sources and supplementary information 
are given in the appendices. 
CHAPTER II 
COMPONENTS OF A SOCIAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
FOR ANALYZING ENERGY CHOICES 
Increasing dependence upon energy for society 1 s economic and 
social changes, rapidly declining supplies of conventional energy 
sources, accelerated population growth, increasing per capita incomes 
and changing political powers of oil producing countries, all have 
contributed to the worldwide current energy crisis. There is an im-
balance between the demand for energy and the current capacity to pro-
duce energy from conventional sources in the United States. By com-
paring the reserves of energy and current energy consumption by source 
in the United States, the imbalance is immediately apparent. Tyner [70] 
indicates that about 50 percent of U.S. energy consumption is from oil, 
about 25 percent from natural gas, about 18 percent from coal, and the 
remaining 7 percent from nuclear, hydropower and other sources. In 
contract, about 90 percent of U. S. proven energy reserves are in coal 
and only 8 percent in oil and natural gas. So oil and natural gas 
constitute 75 percent of U.S. energy consumption and only 8 percent of 
U. S. energy reserves. It is this imbalance which is the main concern 
in the current energy situation [70]. 
Oklahoma, as one of the leading producers and consumers of energy 
products, cannot be isolated from the prevailing situation. Thechang-
ing characteristics of the energy situation could dramatically affect 
6 
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Oklahoma's economy directly or indirectly. To this effect, the present 
energy condition has, in turn, resulted in an awareness to evaluate 
the energy resources and future energy utilization at the state level. 
In this chapter, simulation, input-output, and other components of an 
Oklahoma social accounting system used to analyze energy choices are 
discussed in detail. 
Application of Simulation and Input-Output Model 
Oklahoma's economic expansion, social change and population growth 
have resulted in increased energy utilization. Oklahoma ranks as a 
major consumer of energy products in short supply--mostly natural gas 
and petroleum products [51]. A large portion of its fossil fuels, 
mainly natural gas, is used for generating electricity. Electricity 
consumption including hydropower has increased more rapidly than the 
increase in total energy requirements, and as a result the contribution 
of electricity to the total picture has increased sharply during the 
past decade [52]. 
Electricity is more efficient than other forms of energy in many 
end use applications. With the present energy situation, that is, ris-
ing energy prices and declining energy resources, the investigation of 
the best alternative energy choice becomes important. As industries 
and population continue to grow in Oklahoma there is a need to gener-
ate the necessary electric power through effective fuel mix and opera-
ting options. In other words, the general utilization of energy 
source needs to be evaluated whether to utilize Oklahoma coal or im-
ported coal from Western states, or continueto use natural gas for 
electric power generation under the prevailing energy situation. 
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There also is the choice for further resource development and utiliza-
tion or conservation of energy resources to minimize the energy prob-
lem created by uncertainties and to satisfy future energy needs. 
A comprehensive economic model is required in building a social 
information system for evaluating the various alternative energy 
choices for Oklahoma. Simulation with an input-output approach is 
applied in the analysis of interrelationships of social accounts in 
this study. 1 Simulation and input-output models allow the introduction 
of many relationships which conventional models fail to do. Such mod-
els have the advantage of providing an organizational framework and a 
set of consistency checks that are difficult to achieve with less for-
mal techniques. Simulation and input-output models contain a numberof 
economic sectors and provide an opportunity to formulate an Oklahoma 
social accounting system in the detail needed to evaluate the alterna-
tive energy choices. The application of siumlation formulated around 
an input-output model offers a promising approach for improving the 
quality of information desired for analysis of public energy policies. 
Concurrent with the rise in importance of regional and social an-
alysis, has been the availability and usefulness of the digital compu-
ter. Despite the obvious complexities involved in regional and social 
analysis, the large-scale computer simulation models are able uniquely 
to deal with many of these complexities. Computer simulation models 
with input-output tables have currently become important techniques 
used in regional analysis. Considerable progress has been made in 
1simulation is a sequential numerical technique representing the 
dynamic behavior of a system to solve a series of equations for the 
endogenous variables in a mathematical model. 
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applying simulation and input-output techniques to regions and states 
within a nation. The development of the model and review of previous 
simulation and input-output studies are presented in Chapter VII. 
A dynamic input-output analysis can be employed by considering 
the intersectoral dependence involving lags and rates of change over 
time. Temporal differentiation of state energy production and utili-
zation usually exists. Energy production changes through changes in 
productive capacity, technology, and changes in productivity of re-
source use. Energy utilization changes through changes in consumption 
patterns, substitutions among energy products, and change in relative 
energy prices due to higher costs of energy production and shortages 
of energy products. 
Changes in economic activity affect energy use through changes in 
direct energy inputs, additional capital requirements and investments 
to attain a given level of energy production, and changes in incomes 
and the subsequent changes in energy consumption by the private and 
public sectors. The total number of energy consumers, as measured by 
the population level, and the existing energy consumption habits affect 
energy utilization as they change over time. Energy prices affect 
current energy use directly, but also affect future energy use through 
impacts on current investments in energy-using equipment and buildings. 
Government energy policy can play an important role on the rate of fu-
ture energy consumption. Most energy policies enacted in recent years 
have been designed to reduce energy consumption or to encourage sub-
stitution of domestic fuel sources for imported energy products. The 
interaction of all these and other factors affect state energy pro-
duction and utilization as they change over time. 
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The Oklahoma social accounting system and an extension of previous 
work of simulation models centered around an input-output analysis for 
Oklahoma by Doeksen [9] and Sarigedik [65]. Doeksen [9] developed a 
social accounting system for Oklahoma (1963) composed of a transaction 
account, capital account and human resources account. Sarigedik [65], 
extended Doeksen 1 s study by updating the system to 1967, adding a gov-
ernment account and expanding the human resource account. This study 
updates the previous work to 1972 and incorporates a comprehensive en-
ergy account. The major contribution of this study is the sector dis-
aggregation of energy utilization and production by basic energy source, 
thus recasting energy data into a form consistent with the input-output 
model composed of processing and final demand sectors. 
Oklahoma is limited in its analysis of energy choices because of 
the lack of a consistent analytical framework and energy data base re-
lating energy production and consumption to the various energy choices. 
This study specifically addresses the problem of developing an energy 
data base for use in analytical models dealing with Oklahoma's energy 
choices. The energy data base developed will serve other analytical 
models and other proposed analyses of energy related problems. 
There are practical problems of data collection in regional input-
output systems. Most regional and state accounts dealing with the 
transaction account and capital account are derived from national ac-
counts instead of estimating from regional and state data. A central 
preoccupation of this study therefore has been the adaptations involved 
in building state control totals and applying these to national coeffi-
cients [77]. The use of national coefficients is also aimed at en-
hancing the empirical detail needed in regional and social analysis. 
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Collection of regional primary data requires much time and is very ex-
pensive. 
Sector Specifications 
The Oklahoma input-output structure is basically derived from the 
input-output structure of the United States for 1972 [79]. It consists 
of eighty-one processing (or purchasing) sectors, seven dummy and spe-
cial industries, and eight final demand sectors. Production is grouped 
into eighty-eight industry groupings as the industrial categories, 
input-output numbers and standard industrial classification by SIC 
composition. Industry aggregation and classification by SIC are illu-
strated in detail in the methods and sources used for the construction 
of state total sector outputs of Apµendix A. The base year of this 
study is 1972, primarily because the most recent and complete national 
input-output structure is available for that year. 
According to the developed input-output structure for Oklahoma 
there are four sectors of agricultural activities, four sectors of min-
ing except fuels, two sectors of construction, fifty-two sectors of 
manufacturing, thirteen sectors of service-type activities, two gov-
ernment sectors and four energy producing sectors. All these make up 
eighty-one sectors representing the endogenous processing sectors of 
the study. A complete listing of the sectors, which are referred to 
throughout this study, is presented in Table I along with the asso-
ciated sector numbers. 
The Oklahoma Model in Brief 
The Oklahoma social accounting system is composed of five major 
TABLE I 
SECTORS OF THE OKLAHOMA MODEL 
PROCESSING SECTORS 
AGRICULTURE 
1, Livestock and Livestock Products 
2, Crops a1 l C'ther Agricultural Products 
3. Forestry and Fishery Products 
4. Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery Services 
MINING EXCEPT FUELS 
5. Iron and Ferro Alloy Ores Mining 
6. Nonferrous Metal Orea Mining 
7, Stone and Clay Mining and Quar17ying 
8, Chemicals and Fertilizer Mineral Mining 
CONSTRUCTION 
9. New Con9truction 
10. Maintenance and Repair Construction 
MANUFACTURING 
11, Ordnance Accessories 
12. Food and Kindred Products 
11. Tobacco Manufactures 
14. Broad and Narrow Fabrics• Yarn and Threa<l Mills 
15. Miscellaneous Textile Goods and Floor Coverin~s 
MANUFACTURING (CONTINUED) 
16. Apparel 
17. Miscellaneous Fabricated Tex.tile Products 
18. Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 
19. Wood Containers 
20. Household Furniture 
21. Other Furniture and Fixtures 
22. Paper and Allied Products, Except Containers 
23. Paper Board Containers and Boxes 
24. Printing and Publishing 
25. Chemicals and Selected f.hemic11l J>rorlucts 
26. Plastics and Synthetk Materi.als 
27. Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 
28. Paints and Allied Products 
29, Paving and Roofing Material 
30. Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products 
31. Leather Tanning and Finishing 
32. Footwe:ir and Other Leather Products 
33, Glass and Glass Products 
34. Stone and Clay Products 
35, Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing 
36. Primary NonfeJ:"rous Metals Manufacturing 
37. Metal Containers 
38. Heating, Plumbing, and Struc.t. Metal Products 
39. Screw Machine Products and Stampings 
40. Other Fabricated Metal Products 
t-·J 
t,) 
TABLE I (Continued) 
MANUFACTURING (CONTINUED) 
41. Engines and Turbines 
42. Farm and Garden Machinery 
43. Construction and Mining Machinery 
44. Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 
46. Special Industry Machinery and Equipment 
47. General Industrial Machinery and Equipment 
48. Hise. Machinery, Except Electrical 
49. Office, Computing, and Accounting Machines 
50. Service Industry Machines 
51. Electrlc Industdal Equipment and Apparatus 
52. Household Appliances 
53. Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 
54. Radio, T.V., and Communication Equipment 
55, Electronic Components and Accessories 
56. Misc.. Electrical Machinet·y and Supplies 
57, Motor Vehicles and Equipment 
58. Aircraft and Parts 
59. Other Transportation Equipment 
60. ScientHlc and Controlling Instruments 
PROCESSING SECTORS 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL '!'Mil£ 
67. Wholesale and Retail trade 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTA1'E 
68, Finance ~nd Insurance 
69. Real Estate. and Rental 
SERVICES 
70. Hotels, Personal and R.::pa l r Servi.ces Exe. Au tu 
71. Business Serv:l.ces 
72. Eating and Drinking Places 
73. Automobile Repair and Services 
74. Amusements 
75. Medical, Educational Services and Nonprofit Org. 
GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISE 
76. Federal Government Enterprises 
77. State and Local Government Enterprises 
61. Optical, Ophthalmic, and Photographic Equipment 
62. Mlscellaneou.s Manufacturing 
TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND UTILITY 
63. Transprrtation and Warehousing 
64, Couununicatlons, Except Radio and T.V. 
65. Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 
66. Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
ENERGY SECTORS 
78. Petroleum Products Prod. 
79. Natural Gas Frod. 
80, Coal Mining 
81. Electricity and Hydro-Power 
..... 
w 
TABLE I (Continued) 
DUMMY AND SPECIAL INDUSTRIES 
82, Noncomparable Imports 
BJ, Direct Imports 
84. Scrap, Used, and Secondhand Goode 
85. Government Industry 
86. Rest of the World Industry 
87, Household Industry 
88, Inventory Valuation Adjustment 
V.A, Value Added 
T.I. Total Input 
FINAL DEMAND 
89. Personal Consumption Expenditures 
90. Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment 
91, Change in Business Inventories 
92. Net Export 
PJlOCESSIHG SECTORS 
93. Federal Government Purchases, National Defense 
94, Federal Government Purchases, Nondefensa 
9S, State and Local Government Purchases, Education 
96. State and Local Government Purchaaea, Other 




accounts as outlined in a flow chart in Figure 1. The accounts in-
cluded in the system are a transaction account, a capital account, a 
human resource account, a government account and an energy account. 
The transaction account is the base of the Oklahoma social accounting 
system. Capital, human resource, government and energy accounts are 
directly related to the interindustry account. The five components of 
the information system and their characteristics are defined and dis-
cussed in detail in Chapters III through VI. 
The Transaction Account 
The interindustry account of the Oklahoma social accounting system 
consists of three major parts, namely a transaction flow table, a di-
rect coefficients table, and a direct and indirect coefficients table. 
The transaction table is a double accounting system indicating dollar 
value of the goods and services traded by each sector of the economy. 
Each row and its corresponding column represents the transactions of 
an individual sector. The sales of the sectors are shown along the 
rows and the purchases of the sectors shown in the columns. The sum 
of a row is the total output of the sector represented by that row. 
The sum of a column is the total inputs of the sector represented. 
The direct coefficients indicate input requirements per dollar of 
output for a given sector. The direct coefficients are relevant only 
for the processing sectors. The direct and indirect coefficients in-
dicate the total change in input requirements as a result of a one dol-
lar change in final demand. The total change includes the direct 
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dollar change. The transaction account is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter II I. 
The Capital· Account 
The capital account is composed of a capital coefficient matrix, 
capital-output ratios, sector output at capacity levels, a capital 
stock matrix, a capital unit matrix, an investment matrix and depre-
ciation rates. The capital coefficient matrix forms the base of the 
capital analysis. The capital coefficient matrix and capital-output 
ratios at capacity output are mainly used in estimating the capital 
stock matrix and capital unit matrix. 
The capital account is important for measuring impacts of dynamic 
change in Oklahoma 1 s economy through the social accounting system. 
Changes in state energy production and utilization bring about other 
changes in the state 1 s economic activity. These changes are related 
to investments, productive capacity and technology. It is necessary 
to evaluate changes in capacity due to economic growth and structural 
change as a result of different energy choices. The dynamics of the 
model help to investigate the impact of alternative energy choices on 
the capital economy. The definition and composition of the capital 
account are discussed in more detail in Chapter IV. 
The Human Resource Account 
The human resource account is of vital importance in a state so-
cial accounting system. Employment and income measures are used for 
analyzing effects of alternative energy choices. By including the 
human resource account the model provides measures of regional impacts 
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for alternative energy choices on the levels of employment and income. 
The human resource account provides data about the employment, in-
come and population of the state. Estimates of wage and salary employ-
ment and proprietor employment by sector are included. With employment 
and ouput data, employment-output ratios are developed. The income 
portion includes wage and salary payments and proprietor income by sec-
tor. By using the employment and income data, income rates for wage 
and salary workers as well as proprietors by industry groupings are 
estimated. Personal income per capita and disposable income per capita 
are calculated from total personal income, disposable income, and popu-
lation information. Data sources and computation procedures are dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter V. 
The Government Account 
The government account is also important in the social accounting 
system because it provides the basis for estimating the cost of govern-
ment and revenue of government from alternative energy choices. The 
analysis develops measures of regional iMpact for alternative energy 
choices on government revenues. 
The government activities are analyzed in two sub-sections: fed-
eral government and state and local government in which discussion is 
centered around revenues and expenditures. State and local government 
revenues are discussed in six categories: (1) state sales tax; (2) in-
dividual and corporation income tax; (3) gasoline, fuel excise and 
special fuels-use tax; (4) all other state and local taxes; (5) federal 
aid to state and local government; and, (6) all other revenues. State 
and local government expenditures are analyzed in five categories: 
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(1) education, (2) highways, (3) public welfare, (4) health and hos-
pitals, and (5) other. Complete data base and definitions for the ac-
count are discussed in more detail in Chapter V. 
The Energy Account 
The energy account is the unique component of the presentOklahoma 
social accounting system. The energy account provides the basis to 
investigate Oklahoma energy production and utilization and to evaluate 
alternative energy choices. Direct energy use coefficients (or energy 
use-to-output ratios) are estimated by using sector disaggregation of 
energy use and sector output. These and other coefficients of the so-
cial accounting system provide measures of regional impact for alter-
native energy choices on the level of state employment, income, and 
government revenues. The energy account presents sector disaggregation 
of energy production and utilization and interregional energy trade by 
basic energy source. The study has classified energy data into four 
sectors: petroleum products, natural gas, coal mining and electricity 
plus hydroelectric power. All energy is measured in physical terms 
and converted to BTU units which is convenient for analytical purposes 
in aggregation and comparison between the energy sources. Data base 
and computation procedures are presented in more detail in Chapter VI. 
The five accounts mentioned above complete the regional social 
accounting system. These components comprise the information system 
and data basis for the simulation and input-output model developed in 
Chapter VII. The difference of this study from the previous simula-
tion studies for Oklahoma is that a comprehensive energy account is 
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developed. It is the basis for the study and evaluation of alternative 
energy choices on the economy of the state of Oklahoma. 
CHAPTER III 
THE INTERINDUSTRY TRANSACTION ACCOUNT 
Implementation of an integrated social accounting system for a 
state economy necessitates a current transaction account. This sec-
tion consists of three basic parts: a transaction matrix, a set of 
direct coefficients. Data sources, definitions, assumptions, and tech-
niques used in estimating state control outputs by sector for the 
transaction account are presented in Appendix A. To illustrate the 
concept and definition of input-output economics, a brief review of 
methodology is presented in this section. 
Input-Output Methodology1 
Input-output or interindustry economics is both an accounting sys-
tem that measures interdependence of industries and an analytical tool 
that evaluates the impact of autonomous changes on a closed economic 
system such as a state or nation. The central concept is a fundamental 
relationship between the volume of output and the volume of inputs for 
an industry. It represents a double entry accounting system. The 
transaction account is an empirical description that shows the sales 
and purchases of goods and services among the endogenous sectors of an 
1For complete presentations of the historical development and for-
mulation of input-output economics see Miernyk [35], Richardson [62] 
and Isard [30]. 
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economic system. It also shows the interaction of the endogenous 
sectors with components of the exogenous sectors. Sectors of the 
transactions matrix are divided into two groups, the processing or in-
termediate sectors and the final demand· sectors, making a distinction 
between production and final disposition of goods, and services. Each 
processing sector appears in the accounting system twice, as a producer 
of output and as a user of inputs. The transactions matrix is the 
basic account of the input-output model from which the other matrices 
are derived. Flows of inputs and outputs in the transactions matrix 
are expressed in dollar values to the producer (producer's prices) [16]. 
The transactions matrix can be divided into four quadrants as show in 
Figure 2. Quadrant I is the processing or interindustry section of 
the table that shows the flow of goods which are currently produced 
and sold but do not reach the ultimate users. The input-output model 
concentrates on this quadrant of the transactions matrix which shows 
the interrelationships of processing sectors. 
A total of 11 n11 processing sectors are listed in Quadrant I of 
Figure 2. The elements in each row indicate the sales of a sector to 
all other sectors in the economy during the given accounting period. 
The outputs of the sectors can be represented as x1, x2, ... , Xn. 
The flow of goods and services between two sectors can be designated 
as Xij which denotes the amount of product moving from producing sec-
tor 11 i 11 to purchasing sector 11 j 11 • Part of the output of the process-
ing sectors is sold to final demand of Qudrant II. Dollar values of 
sales to final demand sectors are designated as Yi. The row total for 
a given sector, Xi' represents the gross output for the sector, the 
sum of sales to processing sectors plus the sum of sales to final 
. 
Intermediate or Processing Sectors Final 
1. 2, - - - - - j - - - - - - - n Demand 
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( i = 1, 2, ... , n) 
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Final payments by sector in the form of wages and salaries, pro-
prietor income, rents, profits, and other factor payments are represen-
ted in Quadrant III. Quadrant IV, where final demand and final payments 
sectors intersect, includes inputs to final demand sectors not pur-
chased from the processing sectors of Quadrant I and transfer payments. 
The column total for a given sector, Xj' represents the gross out-
lay for a sector; the sum of purchases from the processing sectors X .. 
1J 
plus the sum of payments to final payment sectors designated as Vj. 






x .. + v. 
1J J 
(j = 1, 2, ... , n) 
Gross output must equal gross outlay for each processing sector 
as the receipts from sales must equal receipts paid out for goods and 
services plus value of final payments. 
The basic assumption of input-output analysis is that the rela-
tionship between the purchases of a sector and the level of output of 
that sector is linear. The relationship can be expressed in the fol-
1 owing form: 
X •• = a .. x. + C •• 
1J 1J J 1J 
(i = j = 1, 2, ... , n) 
where the a .. 'sand c .. 's are constant parameters in the expression. 
1 J 1 J 
In most empirical work the intercept Cij is assumed zero and aij 
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represents the direct purchase of the jth purchasing sector from the 
ith producing sector per dollar of output (outlay) in the jth purchas-
ing sector. The coefficient aij is obtained from the ratio between Xij 
and Xj. Mathematically it is presented as: 
x .. 
a .. = -11.x, 
1 J . 
(i = j = 1, 2, ... , n) 
J 
Each a .. indicates the direct dependence per dollar of output of each 
lJ 
sector. A matrix of direct coefficients is computed from the proces-
sing portion (Quadrant I) of the transaction matrix. 
The set of equations given above to show the disposition of out-
put in the transactions matrix can be written as: 
n 
x.= L: a .. X.+Y. 
1 j=l lJ J 1 
(i = 1, 2, ... , n) 
If 11 X11 represents a column vector of output totals, 11 A11 represents the 
matrix of input-output coefficients, and Y the column vector of final 
demand then: 
X = AX + Y 
X - AX + Y 
(I - A)X + Y 
Employing the use of the identity matrix and matrix algebra, under the 
condition that (I - A) is non-singular, both sides of the equation can 
be multiplied by the inverse of (I - A) yielding: 
(I - A)-l (I - A)X = (I A)-l Y 
X = (I A)-l Y 
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which is the standard "solution" to the input-output system where total 
outputs (X) are a function of final demands (Y). Any size and composi-
tion of final demand can be represented in the sector Y and the level 
of gross output for each sector is determined. This provides a power-
ful tool for the analysis of the accumulated impact of exogenous forces 
on the economy. (I - A)-l is the total requirements or direct and in-
direct coefficients matrix. The coefficients in a given column "j" of 
this matrix reflect the total dollar production directly and indirectly 
required from each sector 11 i 11 to support a dollar of delivery to final 
demand by sector 11 j 11 • The fundamental condition must be met that there 
are no negative entries in the total requirements matrix. In essence 
it would mean that each time the industry with a negative entry ex-
panded its sales to final demand, its direct and indirect input re-
quirements would decline [35]. 
Oklahoma Interindustry Transaction Account 
Current Transaction Flow Table 
The use of a regional input-output model for development planning 
and public policy often is prevented by the extensive data gathering 
process required in developing a model from primary data. The develop-
ment of an input-output transaction table from primary sources is ex-
pensive and time consuming. Consequently the state transaction matrix 
is developed from national technical coefficients based on the location 
quotient technique as described and developed by Schaffer and Chu [66]. 
The location quotient (LQ) is a number comparing the relative impor-
tance in the nation. It is defined for industry i as: 
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x. ~ LQ. = _z1 z 
1 . 
1 
where Xi represents the regional output of industry i, X the total re-
gional output, Zi the national output of industry i and Z the total 
national output, all for the same base year. The location quotient 
procedure provides the best estimates of production coefficients. Con-
sidering the cost differences and the applications, answers to policy 
questions based on secondary data models will not be significantly 
different from the results of primary data models [66]. 
The unique feature of the procedure is that information of a na-
tional technical coefficient matrix, state total output, and state 
total final demand without trade for each sector are required. The 
state flow of goods and services to final demand sectors is computed 
separately. The basic function of the procedure is to compute the 
state interindustry transactions matrix, technical coefficients matrix, 
and interdependence coefficient matrix. The disposition of output in 
the transactions matrix can be defined as follows: 
ANXA + yO = XR 
xA - xR = yT 
where: 
XA = Column vector of state total 
AN = National direct coefficients 
yO = Column vector of state total 
xR = Column vector of state total 
yT = Column vector of state trade. 
actual output. 
matrix. 
final demand without trade. 
required output. 
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If the state's actual sector output is equal to the state's re-
quired output (XA = XR), the state sector is assumed to be just self-
sufficient, that is, it has its 11 proper share 11 • If the state's actual 
sector output is greater than the state's required output (XA > XR), 
the state sector, in this case, produces more than its proportionate 
share, and exports its surplus production. In both situations, nation-
al technical coefficients (Aij = Z;j/Zj) for that sector's row may be 
used directly to represent the state technical coefficients (a .. = X .. 
lJ lJ 
In other words, if LQ. > 1, a .. = A ... 
1 - lJ lJ 
As the result, the sur-
plus production by sector is put in the export column vector of final 
demand. 
However, if the state's actual sector output is less than the 
state's required output (XA < XR), that is, if LQi < 1, the state pro-
duces less than its proportionate share and imports the deficit require-
ments. In this situation the state technical coefficients (aij) are 
not equal to the national technical coefficients (Aij), but equal to 
aij = LQi · Aij' The national coefficients of the sector's row are 
reduced proportionally to account for the state's deficit production 
and the difference placed as an import row vector in the final pay-
ments. The final state flow table is developed by including the inter-
industry flows, final demand and imports and exports derived in the 
manner explained above. Once the state flow table is developed, the 
state technical and interdependence coefficients matrices are obtained 
by mathematical manipulation of the derived state flow table by assum-
ing a linear relationship between the purchases of a sector and the 
level of output of that sector. The derived transactions matrix for 
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the Oklahoma economy estimates the flow of goods and services forl972. 2 
Column sectors of an interindustry flow matrix represent the con-
suming sectors, whereas row sectors represent the producing sectors. 
The interindustry flow of goods and services provides the base for 
analysis of the interindustry transaction account. By reading down a 
column of the Oklahoma transactions matrix the dollar value of inputs 
that a given sector purchased from the other sectors can be determined. 
At the same time by reading across a row of the transaction matrix the 
dollar value of output that a given sector sold to the other sectors 
can be estimated. 
Direct Coefficients 
These coefficients are sometimes referred to an input-output co-
efficients or technical coefficients in which the level of technology 
and trade patterns chiefly determine the characteristics of the coeffi-
cients over time [35]. These coefficients are relevant only for the 
processing sectors; therefore, direct coefficients are computed only 
for the columns of the purchasing sectors. The coefficients are ob-
tained from the Oklahoma transactions matrix by dividing each column 
entry by the sector's total outlay. The result is a column of decimal 
fractions whose sum in one. No column sum can be greater than unity. 
This is because an industry cannot pay more for its input than it re-
ceives from the sales of its output [35]. The matrix of direct coeffi-
cients by itself is of limited usefulness because it shows only the 
11 fi rst-round 11 - effects of a change in the output of one industry on the 
2The Oklahoma transactions matrix is not presented in the textdue 
to its size. 
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industries from which it purchases inputs. However, the matrix pro-
vides the basis for a general solution of the input-output model. 
The input coefficients indicate the direct purchases of each 
sector from every other sector per dollar of output. For each dollar 
of output by an industry listed at the top of a column, each column 
entry in the input coefficient matrix is an estimate of the direct 
requirement from the industry listed on a row. 
The direct coefficients for the 77 non-energy producing sectors 
and the direct requirements of the output of the energy producing sec-
tors are estimated from the transactions account. The energy outputs 
in BTU of the energy producing sectors are estimated separately. The 
direct energy coefficients for the four energy producing sectors and 
the direct energy requirements of the non-energy producing sectors are 
estimated in the energy account. 3 
Direct and Indirect Coefficients 
Direct and indirect coefficients are also referred to as total 
requirements or interdependence coefficients. These coefficients in-
dicate the total change in input requirements as a result of a one 
dollar change in sector final demand. The total change includes the 
direct effect, an estimate of the initial change, as well as all in-
direct effects or secondary changes resulting from the initial one 
dollar change. The combined direct and indirect effects on processing 
sectors, which result from a dollar increase in final demand for the 
output of each processing sector, is computed by inverting the (I-A) 
3This accounting is further explained in Chapter VI and 
Chapter VI I. 
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matrix as illustrated in the input-output mtthodology section. The 
state direct and indirect coefficients for' seventy-seven non-energy 
producing sectors are estimated from the final Oklahoma interindustry 
transactions matrix. 
Each column entry in the total requirements matrix is the total 
direct plus indirect output requirement from the industry named at the 
row to support a dollar of sales to final demand by the industry named 
at the top of the column. 
The direct coefficients, and direct and indirect coefficients are 
an integral part of the simulation model. It is through these accounts 
that the total impact of structural changes in the economy are measured. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CAPITAL ACCOUNT 
The capital account allows certain dynamic factors to be intro-
duced into a social accounting system. Sector capacities can be 
increased by use of sector capital-output ratios and the capital 
coefficient matrix. Capital replacements can be estimated through use 
of sector depreciation rates. Inventory changes are estimated using 
inventory coefficients. When data are available, changes in capital-
output ratios, capital coefficients, depreciation rates and inventory 
coefficients can be estimated given changes in technologies or changes 
in economic structure. For instance, a sharply rising demand for and 
declining supply of energy products effect a change in the economic 
structure and consequently the components of the capital accounts 
change. In this way dynamic models can be formulated using invest-
ment coefficients and the accelerator principle to evaluate the effects 
of new capital investment for alternative development strategies. 
The capital account can be used in several ways. First, capital 
flow tables can be used to obtain information on the markets for capi-
tal goods. Conventional input-output tables provide marketing infor-
mation only for current account transaction. Second, capital flow 
tables can be used to measure each industry's total output required 
for a specified level of investment in a given industry. Third, 
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capital stocks by industry can be estimated using a series of capital 
flow tables [76]. 
The capital account in this section is presented in eight parts 
with each composed of the 81 sector input-output industry grouping: 
capital coefficient matrix1, capacity estimates, capital-output ratios, 
capital stDck matrix2, capital unit matrix3, inventory coefficients, 
investment coefficient matrix4 and depreciation rates. A complete 
discussion of concepts and definitions used in deriving the Oklahoma 
capital account is obtained from Doeksen and Schreiner's extensive 
work about capital structure in Oklahoma [10]. 
Concepts and Definitions-
The input-output transactions matrix of the proceeding section 
shows only the interindustry flows of current outputs and inputs while 
capital expenditures are aggregated into the capital formation compo-
nent of the final demand. In a capital flow matrix this column is 
disaggregated with rows representing sales of capital-producing sec-
tors and columns representing the purchases of capital-consuming 
sectors. 
The capital coefficient matrix forms the base of the capital anal-
ysis. It can be derived from a capital flow matrix or by using direct 
survey techniques. Construction of capital coefficients using survey 
data is expensive and time consuming. The capital coefficient matrix 
is computed from a capital flow matrix by finding the percentage 
l, 2, 3, and 4 Because of the size of the matrices the data of 
these components are not presented in the text. 
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- 1 J 
gij - b:-
J 
where b .. is an element of the capital flow matrix measured as the dol-
lJ 
lar value of capital purchases of the jth sector from the ith sector, 
and bj is the dollar value of total capital purchases of the jth sec-
tor from all sectors (b. = i::b .. ). Each capital coefficient (g1.J.) J 1 J 
indicates the amount of capital goods purchased from the ith sector 
per dollar's worth of capital expenditures by the jth sector per unit 
of time. 
A capital stock matrix can be computed from the capital coeffi-
cient matrix and sector capital-output ratios. Capital-output ~atios 
(K/X) for this analysis are defined as the ratio of total cost of 
plant and equipment to output at capacity. For this analysis, capa-
city is defined as that output equal to peak production. Once capacity 
output X~ is defined, the total amount of capital in each sector can 
J 
be estimated. The procedure is as follows: 
where Kj is the dollar value of the capital stock of sector j, X~ 
is output at capacity for sector j, and (K/X)j is the capital-output 
ratio for sector j. The capital stock matrix can then be determined 
by multiplying total sector capital stock estimates (Kj) by the capi-
tal coefficient matrix, that is: 
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K. • g .. = K •. 
J 1 J 1 J 
where each K .. represents the total amount of capital goods from sec-1J 
tor invested in sector j. 
A capital unit matrix is defined as the amount of capital invested, 
and the composition of that capital, per unit of output capacity of 
the producing sectors. This matrix is computed from the capital coef-
ficient matrix and the capital-output ratios at capacity output. It 
is estimated as follows: 
( K/ X) . • g . . = 0 . . J 1J 1J 
where (K/X)j is the capital-output ratio of sector j and gij is the 
capital coefficient. Each coefficient (O;j) indicates the amount of 
capital needed from the ith sector to provide one unit of output capa-
city for the jth sector. 
Another matrix of importance is the investment coefficient matrix 
[9]. By adding the capital unit coefficients (O;j) and the diagonal 
matrix of inventory coefficients (Sij ), the total amount of capital 
required per unit of output expansion is estimated. The investment 
coefficient matrix is calculated as follows: 
o .. + s .. 
1J 1J 
E (0 .. + S .. ) 
1J lJ 
= I .. lJ 
where (O .. + S .. ) are the combined capital unit and inventory coeffi-
1 J 1 J 
cients. Each Iij indicates the value of output of the ith sector re-
quired by the jth sector per unit of investment in j. The difference 
between the investment coefficient matrix and the capital coefficient 
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matrix are the inventory estimates. Inventory coefficients are defined 
as the amount of inventory held per unit of output. 
The capital analysis is completed by developing depreciation coef-
ficients. The coefficients dj indicate the depreciation rate per 
dollar of depreciable assets: 
d o. j = J 
K. 
J 
where Dj is the total annual depreciation of capital (Kj) in sector j. 
Oklahoma Capital Account 
Capital Coefficient Matrix 
The capital coefficient matrix for Oklahoma was developed from 
the capital flow matrix for the United States in 1967 prepared by the 
office of Business Economics (OBE) of the Department of Commerce [76]. 
This represents the latest and most detailed data available for devel-
oping a capital coefficient matrix. The OBE capital flow matrix has 
79 columns representing users of capital and 38 rows representing in-
dustries which produce capital. The Oklahoma capital coefficient 
matrix composed of an 81 by 81 matrix is derived from the national 
capital coefficient matrix. The location quotient approach is used 
to make the necessary adjustments for a row vector of Oklahoma rela-
tive to the national row vector. The estimates are based on the 
information of new structure and equipment components of gross private 
fixed capital purchases. Consumption of capital goods represents pur-
chases made for replacement as well as for new plant construction. 
Flows are recorded in producers 1 prices as is the convention for the 
national input-output transaction matrices. 
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The capital coefficients indicate the amount of capital goods re-
quired from each row sector for every dollar 1 s worth of capital expen-
ditures made by each column sector. One weakness of these data is that 
the coefficients refer to 1967 and thus market distribution patterns 
could change for other years. Another weakness is that technology is 
assumed to remain constant when 1967 capital coefficients are used for 
1972 and technological efficiency in Oklahoma is the same as the nation-
al average. The sector capital expenditures for 1972 are updated from 
1967 by assuming the growth rate of capital expenditures from 1963 to 
1967 is equal to the growth rate from 1967 to 1972. In each case the 
annual average growth rate for each five-year period of capital expen-
diture is estimated. 
The capital coefficients for the 81 input-output industry grouping 
for Oklahoma is part of the simulation model. By reading down a col-
umn, purchases of capital goods from producing sectors (row sectors) 
per dollar of capital outlay by the column sector are given. 
Capacity Estimates 
Capacity estimates are used to determine the output level that 
triggers new investment, primarily for additions to output. Bert Hick-
man [28] defines capacity as the 11 output at which average total costs 
is minimum for the given techniques factor prices and physical plants 11 
(p. 96). Capacity estimates are difficult to measure and all studies 
on this subject have i ntri ns i c weaknesses. The most recent capacity 
measure is that of the Wharton School of Econometrics Unit [31]. The· 
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method is extremely simple, however it is considered as good as any 
other estimate. In the Wharton procedure the Federal Reserve Board 
Indexes of industrial production are averaged into quarterly figures. 
The figures are charted and peaks determined by inspection. One hun-
dred percent capacity is assumed for each peak period and a straight 
line connecting peaks describes capacity between peaks. For any period 
which the latest peak has not been reached, a straight line is extra-
polated from the last peak period until production intersects that 
line. After such an intersection, capacity is assumed equal to the 
line connecting the last peak and the most recent production figure [9]. 
A similar method was used to measure capacity levels for the 81 
input-output industry grouping in Oklahoma. However, employment figures 
are used as proxies for the production indexes of Oklahoma in 1972. 
Although employment data are not as good an indicator as the production 
index, it is the best statistic available at the state level. To de-
rive the capacity estimates for Oklahoma the employment data from 1970 
through 1974 are considered [44]. Employment of each industry category 
and year is averaged into quarterly figures. The employment peaks with-
in the five year period are identified by inspection on a plotted graph. 
Each employment peak is assumed to represent one hundred percent capa-
city. Then quarterly employment of each industry category for 1972 is 
averaged into annual figures. Dividing the 1972 annual average sector 
employment data by the peak period sector employment data, the capacity 
estimates by industry classification are determined. Capacity estimates 
and output by sector for Oklahoma in 1972 are presented in Table II. 
The first column indicates capacity estimates by sector at the base 
year. For instance the coal mining industries (sector 80) is estimated 
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to be operating at 83.8 percent of capacity and natural gas production 
(sector 79) at 92.7 percent of capacity. Similar analysis can be made 
for the other sectors. 
The second column of Table II indicates output at capacity esti-
mated by multiplying 1972 sector output by the reciprocal of the capa-
city estimate. For instance, output at capacity for wholesale and 
retail trade (sector 67) is estimated to be $2,815 million compared 
to $2,568 million of actual output in 1972. Livestock and livestock 
products (sector 1) can function at capacity output of $1,350 million 
compared to $1,197 million actual output and food and kindred products 
(sector 12) at $978 million of output at capacity compared to actual 
output of $941 million. Similar analysis can be made for the other 
sectors. 
Capital-Output Ratios 
The capital-output ratios are very important in the capital ac-
counts of the Oklahoma social accounting system. There are many diffi-
culties, however, in the measurement of the capital stock and its 
relationship to output flows. Capital is defined as the capital stock 
which is the value of depreciable assets. Output, to be consistent 
with the input-output model, is defined as the dollar value of receipts, 
except for the wholesale and retail trade sector where output is de-
fined as the value of receipts less cost of goods purchased. Capital-
output ratios, therefore, indicate the dollar value of capital required 
in order to obtain one dollar's worth of output. 
To analyze the relationship between capital and output, either the 
marginal ratio or the average ratio is used. For this capital analysis, 
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TABLE II 
CAPACITY LEVELS AND CAPACITY OUTPUT BY SECTOR, OKLAHOMA, 1972 
5 
Capacity Level, Capacity Output 
6 
I/0 Sector Percent $1,000 
1. Livestock and Livestock Products ·88. 65 1,349,815 
2. Other Agricultural Products 88.65 628,925 
3. Forestry and Fishery Products 88.65 12,054 
4. Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery Services 82.97 56,930 
5. Iron and Ferroalley Ores Mining 100.00 0 
6. Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining 93.51 2,999 
1. Stone and Clay Mining and Quarrying 88.68 31,209 
8. Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral ~J.ning 100.00 20 
9. New Construction 82.75 1,720,046 
10. Maintenance and Repair Construction 82.75 218,280 
11. Ordance Accessories 71.86 5,917 
12. Food and Kindred Products 96.24 977,625 
13. Tobacco Manufactures 80.00 128 
14. Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn and Thread ~.ills 76.87 1,7318 
15. Miscellaneous Textile Goods and Floor Coverings 89.34 79,053 
16. Apparel 81.06 153,519 
17. Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products 93.99 31,038 
18. Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 81.12 160,312 
19. Wood Containers 81.20 4,155 
20. Household Furniture 75.40 38,422 
21. Other Furniture and Fixtures 72.56 21,010 
22. Paper and Allied Products, Except Containers 90.78. 90.474 
23. Paperboard Containers and Boxes 90.70 42,252 
24. Printing and Publishing 90.66 213,927 
25. Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products 84.40 58,710 
26. Plastics and Synthetic Haterials 100.00 0 
27. Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 84.40. i ,807 
28. Paints and Allied Products 88.56 12,204 
29. Paving and Roofing Material 84.43 62,362 
30. Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products 80.68 341,308 
31. Leather Tanning and Finishing 74.90 136 
32. Footwear and Other Leather Products 74.91 32,432 
33. Glass and Glass Products 94.52 138,304 
34. Stone and Clay Products 90.58 167,653 
35. Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing 71. 76 f39,289 
36. Primary Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing 96.47 68,632 
37. Metal Containers 80.60 1,230 
38. Heating, Plumbing, and Struct. Metal Products 86.20 369,931 
39. Screw Machine Products and Stampings 84.94 11,316 
40. Other Fabricated Metal Products 80.60 122,431 
41. Engines and Turbines 71.56 8,160 
42. Farm and Garden Machinery 56.91 43,760 
43. Construction and Mining ~...achinery 76.50 399,554 
44. Materials Handling Machinery and Equ.tpment 76.50 20, 728 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 71.60 19,911 
46. Special Industry Machinery and Equipment 78.02 59,019 
47. General Industrial Machinery and Equi'P!lletlt 80.34 175,235 
TABLE II (Continued) 
I/O Sector 
48. Misc. Machinery, Except Electrical 
49. Office, Computing, and Accounting Machines 
50. Service Industry Machines 
51. Electric Industrail Equipment and Apparatus 
52. Household Appliances 
53. Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 
54. Radio, T.V. and Communication Equipment 
55. Electronic Components and .Accessories 
56. Misc. Electrical Machinery and Supplies 
57. Motor Vehicles and Equipment 
58. Aircraft and Parts 
59. Other Transportation Equipment 
60. Scientific and Controlling Instruments 
61. Optical, Ophthalmic, and Photo. EauiPlD.ent 
62. Miscellaneous Manufacturing - -
63. Transportation and Warehousing 
64. Communications, Except Radio and T.V. 
65. Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 
66. Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
67. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
68. Finance and Insurance 
69. Real Estate and Rental 
70. Hotels; Personaland Repair Services Exe. Auto 
71. Business Services -
72. Eating and Drinking Places 
73. Automobile Repair and Services 
74. Amusements 
75. Medical, Educ. Services, and Nonprofit Or~. 
76. Federal Government Enterprise -
77. State and Local Government Enterprise 
78~ Petroleum Products Production 
79. Natural Gas Production 
80. Coal Mining 












































































Sources: Estimated using employment figures from the Oklahoma Employment Security 
Col!llllission [44]. 
6Estimated using capacity estimates and 1972 sector outputs. 
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capital-output ratios are used as averages and defined as the ratio of 
the total cost of plant and equipment to output at capacity. The mar-
ginal relationship is potentially much more unstable than the average 
since the average ratio compares a stock of capital accumulated over 
many years with the current output while the marginal ratio relates an 
addition to the capital stock over a short period to the change in out-
put over the period [120]. The average ratios, defined for a time 
period of one year, 1972, are estimated as sector capital stock divided 
by sector output. Capital-output ratios for the U.S. estimated from 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [101] and [104] are used for the Okla-
homa 1972 capital analysis. 
Capital-output ratios by industry grouping are presented in Table 
III. Type I capital-output ratios (column 1) reflect capital needs at 
average output, whereas Type II capital-output ratios (column 2) are 
defined as the ratio of the total cost of capital goods to the value 
of output at capacity, or the quantity of capital required per unit 
of capacity [62]. Considering the automobile repair and service indus-
tries (sector 73) as an example, capital stock needs of the automobile 
repair and service industries must be increased by $0.75283 to increase 
the sector's output by one dollar. Type II ratios represent the capi-
tal-output ratios at capacity levels of output. Type II capital-output 
ratios are obtained by multiplying the average capital-output ratio 
(Type I) by the estimated capacity levels in 1972. The ratios indicate 
the capital goods requirements by each sector to increase the sector's 
output by a dollar when the sector's output is at the capacity level. 
In this case the automobile repair services sector's need for capital 
TABLE I II 
CAPITAL OUTPUT RATIOS AND CAPITAL STOCK BY SECTOR, 
OKLAHOM/l., 1972 
1/0 Sector 
1. Livestock and"Livestock Products 
2. Other Agricultural Products 
3, Forestry and Fishery Products 
4. Agricultural, Forestry & Fishery Services 
5. Iron & Ferroalley Ores Ydning 
6. Nonferrous Hetal Ores Mining 
7. - Stone & Clay Mining & Quarrying 
8. Chemical & Fertilizer Mineral Mining 
-9. New Cons.truction • 
10. Mai~tenance & Repair Construction 
11. Ordance Accessories 
12. Food and Kindred Products 
·13, Tobacco Manufactures 
14. Broad & Narrow Fabrics, Yarn & Thread Mills 
15. }Iiscellaneous Textile Goods ~ Floor Coverings 
16. Apparel 
17. Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products 
18. Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 
19• Wood Containers 
20. Household Furniture 
21. Other Furniture and Fixtures 
22. Paper & Allied Products, Except Containers 
23. Paperboard Containers & Boxes 
24. Printing and Publishing 
25. Chemicals & Selected Chemical Products 
26. Plastics & Synthetic Materials 
27. Drugs, Cleaning & Toilet Preparations. 
28. Eaints 4nq ~llied. Products 
29. Paving and Roofing Material 
30. Rubber & Miscellaneous Plastics Products 
31. Leather Tanning & Finishing 
32. Footwear & Other Leather Products 
33. Glass and Glass Products 
34. Stone and Clay Products 
35. Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing 
36. Primary Nonferrous M~tals Manufacturing 
37. Metal Containers 
38. Heating, Plumbing, & Struct. Metal Products 
39. Screw Machine Products and Stampings 
40. Other Fabricated Metal Products 
41. Engines and Turbines 
42. Farm and Garden Machinery 
43. Construction & Mining Machinery 
Capital--Output Ratios 
























































































TABLE III (Continued) 
I/O 
Capital-OutpuC Ratios 
Sector Type I Type II 
44. Materials Handling Machinery & Equipment 0.22610 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 0.42668 
46> Special Industry Machinery & Equipment 0.31430 
47. General Industrial Machinery & Equipment 0.37011 
48. Misc. Machinery, Except Electrical 0.38876 
49. Office, Computing, and Accounting Machines 0.32485 
50. Service Industry Machines 0.25628 
51. Electric Industrial Equipment & Apparatus 0 .• 34040 
52. Household Appliances 0.24543 
53. Electric Lighting & Wiring Equipment 0.28850 
54. Radio, T.V. and Communication Equipment 0.27428 
55. Electronic Components & Accessories 0.30633 
56. Misc. Electrical Machinery & Supplies 0.29706 
57. Motor Vehicles and Equipment 0.25815 
58. Aircraft and Parts 0.38149 
59. Other Transportation Equipment 0.25954 
60. · Scientific and Controlling Instruments 0.30596 
61. Optical, Ophthalmic, & Photo. Equipment 0.35860 
62. Miscellaneous Manufacturing 0.25044 
63. Transportation and Ware.housing 1.09911 
64. Com:nunications, E;iccept Radio and T. V. 2.23877 
65. Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 2.23877 
66. Water Supply and Sanitary Services 2.2!877 
67. Wholesale and Retaif.Trade 0.4!390 
68. Finance and Insurance O.SC246 
69. Real Estate and Rental a.32646 
1a. Hotels; Personal & Repair Services exc. Auto C.6C690 
71. Business Services ~.3€209 
72. Eating and Drinking Places 0.54696 
73. Autoi:iobile Repair and Services 0.6~088 
74. Amusements 0.62592 
75. Medical, Educ: Seryices & Nonprofit Org. 0.59692 
76. Federal Goverr.ment Enterprises 0.0 
77. State and Local Government Enterprises 0.0 
78. Petroleum Product Production 0.0000008088 
7'9. Natural Gas Products a.0000008329 
80. Coal Mining 0.0000002645 







































Sources: Estimated using the data avai1able in the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics 101 and 104 • 
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goods when output is at capacity is $0.67710. Similar analysis could 
be made for the other sectors. 
Capital Stock Matrix 
Capital stock and new plant and equipment for the energy and non-
energy sectors are presented in Table IV. The first column indicates 
sector capital stock in 1972. The amount of capital in each sector 
is derived by multiplying the capital-output ratio (Type II) defined 
at capacity level of output by the estimated output at capacity. The 
amount of capital in a sector times that sector's capital coefficients 
column (from the capital cdefficient matrix) yields the composition of 
capital in each sector. Each entry represents the total value of capi-
tal goods produced by the row sector and purchased by the column sector. 
For instance, in the coal mining industries (sector 80) total capital 
investment for 1972 is $16,692,000 of which $3,836,000 is from new 
construction (sector 9), $8,522,000 from construction and mining 
machinery industries (sector 43), and $1,113,000 from wholesale and 
retail trade (sector 67). 
The second column of Table IV indicates sector new plant and capi-
tal equipment in 1972. Investments on new plant and equipment by 
energy and non-energy sectors for the base period are estimated from 
the national data using the state sector output to national sector out-
put ratio. For instance, automobile repair and services (sector 73) 
invested $36,729,000 and transportation and warehousing (sector 63) in-














































CAPITAL STOCK AND INVESTMENT ON NEW PLANT AND 
EQUIPMENT BY SECTOR, OKLAHOMA, 1972 
7 New Plant anCI Capital Stock Equipment.8 
Sector $1,000 $1,000 
1 2 
Livestock and Lives~ock Products 208,667 56,579 
Other Agricultural Products 416,324 113,768 
Forestry and Fishery Products 3' 0.61 831 
Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery Services 26,352 7,200 
Iron and.Ferroalley Ores Mining 0 0 
Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining 4,625 641 
Stone and Clay Mining and Quarrying 22,572 3,244 
Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining 30 0 
New Construction 245,243 64,653 
Maintenance and Repair Construction 37 ,477 9,947 
Ordance Accessories 730 115 
Food and Kindred Products 256,230 27 ,277 
Tabacco Manufactures ~6 0 
Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn and Thread }fills 5,818 754. 
Miscellaneous Textile Goods and Floor Cover:iJ;l~s 21,344 2,766 
Apparel 14,205 3,130 
Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products 2,286 464 
Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 57,271 6,444 
Wood Containers 486 54 
Household Furniture 5,907 1,327 
Other Furniture and Fixtures 3,262 732 
Paper and Allied Products, Except Containers 60,939 8,114 
Paperboard Containers and Boxes 18,303 2,441 
Printing and Publishing 68,039 10,521 
Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products 38,058 4,831 
Plastics and Synthetic Materials 0 0 
Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 2,468 314 
Paints and Allied Products 4,199 535 
Paving and Roofing Material 36,234 2,861 . 
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products 126,588 20, 777 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 9 0 
Footwear and Other Leather Products 4,116 799 
Glass and Glass Products 11,403 10,459 
Stone and Clay Products 95, 776 8,795 
Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing 106,347 7,867 
Primary Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing 48,038 3,555 
Metal Containers 236 37 
Heating, Plumbing, and Struct. Metal Products 125,305 17,460 
Screw Machine Products and Stampings 3,488 486 
Other Fabricated Metal Products 30,171 4,201 
Engines and Turbines 2,488 339 
Fann and Garden Machinery 7,187 1,011 
Construction and Mining Machinery 143,112 19,458 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
I/O Sector 
44. Materials Handling Machinery 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 
46. Special Industry Machinery and Equipment 
47. General Industrial Machinery and Equipment 
48. Misc. Machinery; Except Electrical 
49. Office, Computing, and Accounting Machines 
50. Service Industry Machines 
51. Ele~tric Industrial Equipment and Apparatus 
52. Household Appliances 
53. Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 
54. Radio, T.V. and Communication Equipment 
55. Electronic Components and Accessories 
56. Misc. Electrical Machinery and Supplies 
57. Motor Vehicles and Equipment 
58. Aircraft and Parts 
59. Other Transportation Equipment 
60. Scientific and Controlling Instruments 
61. Optical, Ophthalmic, and-Photo. Equipment 
62. Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
63. Transportation and Warehousing 
64. Coimnunications, Except Radio and T.V. 
65. Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 
66. Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
67. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
68. Finance and Insurance 
69. Real Estate and Rental 
70. Hotels; Personal and Repair Services Exe. Auto. 
71. Business Services 
72. Eating and Drinking Places 
73. Automobile Repair and Services 
74. Amusements 
75. Medical, Educ. Services and Nonprofit Org. 
76. Federal Government Enterprises 
77. State and Local Government Enterprises 
78. Petroleum. Product Production 
79. Natural Gas Products 
80. Coal Mining 
81. Electricity and Hydro-Power 
7 New Plant and 
















































































Sources: 7Estimated using sector output at capacity (Table II), capital-output ratios 
(Table III) and capital coefficients. 




Capital Unit Matrix 
The capital coefficients and the capital-output ratios (Type II) 
are used to construct a capital unit matrix. The coefficients of this 
matrix are computed by multiplying the capital coefficients of a sec-
tor and the corresponding capital-output ratio at capacity level. 
Since unit of output is defined in dollars, each coefficient in the 
capital unit matrix indicates the dollar amount of capital goods needed 
from the producing sectors (row sector) per dollar increase in output 
of the purchasing sector (column sector). 
The capital unit matrix is useful when considering the amount of 
capital needed to increase output in a particular sector. Output can 
be increased without additional capital if a sector is not operating 
at capacity. However, if a sector is operating at capacity and output 
needs to be expanded, capital per unit output will be required accord-
ing to the capital-output ratio [9]. The composition of the required 
capital is determined from the capital unit matrix. 
Inventory Coefficients 
Inventory consists of raw materials, goods in process, and fin-
ished goods. The inventory coefficients indicate the amount of inven-
tory needed per unit of output and are presented in Table V. Methods 
used to estimate the inventory coefficients and the data sources are 
discussed separately for the agricultural sectors, manufacturing sec-
tors, and the remaining sectors. 
The total inventories of the agricultural sector for the base 
year 1972 is available in Oklahoma Agriculture, 1974 [40]. It is 
25.4 million dollars and is distributed among the four agricultural 
TABLE V 
INVENTORY COEFFICIENTS BY INDUSTRY GROUPINGS, OKLAHOMA, 1972 
I/O Sector 
l. Livestock and livestock products 
2. Other agricultural products 
3. Forestry and fishery products 
4. Agricultural, forestry and fishery services 
5. Iron and ferroalley ores mining 
6. Nonferrous metal ores mining 
7. Stone and clay mining and ouar-rving 
8. Chemical and fertilizer mineral mining 
9. New construction 
10. Maintenance and repair construction 
ll. Ordance accessories 
12. Food and kindred products 
13. Tobacco manufactures 
14. Broad and narrow fabrics, yarn and thread mills 
15. Miscellaneous textile goods and floor coverings 
16. Apparel 
17. Miscellaneous fabricated textile products 
18. Lumber and wood products, except containers 
19. Wood contoiners 
20. Household furniture 
21. Other furniture and fixtures 
22. Paper and allied products, except containers 
23. Paperboard containers and boxes 
24. Printing and publishing 
25. Chemicals and selected chemical products 
26. Plastics and synthetic materials 
27. Drugs, cleaning and toilet preparations 
28. Paints and allied products 
29. Paving and roofing materials 
30. Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products 
31. Leather tanning and finishing 
32. Footwear and other leather products 
33. Glass and glass products 
34. Stone and clay products 
35. Primary iron and steel manufacturing 
36. Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing 
37. Metal containers 
38. Heating, plumbing, and struct. metal products 
39. Screw machine products and stampings 
40. Other fabricated metal products 
41. Engines and turbines 
42. Farm and garden machinery 
43. Construction and minin2 machinerv 
















































TABLE V (Continued) 
I/O Sector 
45. Metal working machinery and equipment 
46. Special industry machinery and equipment 
47. General industrial machinery and equipment 
48. Misc. machinery, except electrical 
49. Office, computing, and accounting machines 
50. Service industry machines 
51. Electric industrial equipment and app~ratus 
52. Household appliances-
53. Electric lighting and wiring equipment 
54. Radio, TV, and communication equipment 
55. Electronic components and accessories 
56. Misc. electrical machinery and supplies 
57. Motor vehicles and equipment 
58. Aircraft and parts 
59. Other transportation equipment 
60. Scientific and controlling instruments 
61. Optical, ophthalmic, and photo~raphic equip. 
62. Miscellaneous manufacturing 
63. Transportation and warehousing 
64. Communications, except radio and TV 
65. Radio and TV broadcasting 
66. Water supply and sanitary services 
67. Wholesale @md retail trade 
68. Finance and insurance 
69. Real estate and rental 
70. Hotels; personal and repair services exc. auto. 
71. Business services 
72. Eating and drinking places 
73. Automobile repair and services 
74. Amusements 
75. Medical, educ. services and nonprofit org. 
76. Federal government enterprises 
77. State and local ~overnment enterprises 
78. Petroleum products prod. and dist. 
79. Natural gas prod. and dist. 
80. Coal mining 








































Source: Estimated using the data available in Oklahoma Agriculture, 1974 




sectors using the national inventory coefficients. Sector inventory 
is divided by sector output to estimate the inventory coefficients for 
the agricultural sectors. 
The census of manufactures [86] estimates Oklahoma's change in 
inventories to be 88.2 million dollars for 1972. The amount of domes-
tic production is the value of shipments plus the change in inventories. 
The total change of inventories is distributed to the 52 manufacturing 
sectors by the ratio of sector value of shipments to the total state 
value of shipments. Value of inventories is then divided by domestic 
production yielding the inventory coefficient. 
The remaining sectors include: mining; construction; transporta-
tion and public utilities; finance, insurance, and real estate; whole-
sale and retail trade; and services. State data for these sectors are 
not directly available. Hence national inventory coefficients are 
adopted. Data to derive estimates are obtained for Internal Revenue 
Service [118] and the 1972 U.S. Input-Output table [80]. Internal 
Revenue Service presents data on the amount of inventory as used in 
this analysis. Inventory coefficients by sector are derived by divid-
ing inventory by output estimates. Use of national coefficients 
assumes that the inventory level per unit of output in Oklahoma is the 
same as in the nation as a whole. 
Investment Matrix 
It is necessary to know the total amount of capital needed to ex-
pand output as well as its composition. The total amount of capital 
required per unit of output expansion is obtained by adding the capital 
unit coefficients and the inventory coefficients for a sector. By 
52 
using the combined capital unit and inventory coefficient matrixes, 
an investment matrix is estimated. Each coefficient (Iij) in the in-
vestment matrix is derived by dividing the column entry of the combined 
matrix by the total of all entries for that column. Investment Coef-
ficients are defined as the value of output of the producing sector 
needed by the purchasing sector j per unit of investment in j. The 
difference between the investment coefficients and the capital coeffi-
cients is that the investment coefficients include capital and inven-
tory expenses per unit of investment, while the capital coefficients 
include only the capital requirements per dollar of capital investment 
in a sector. 
Depreciation Coefficients 
To complete the capital structure analysis, depreciation coeffi-
cients are estimated. These coefficients are estimated as the ratio 
of annual depreciation to total depreciable assets. The amount of 
annual depreciation and depreciable assets for 1972 are obtained from 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) [119], and U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics [101]. Depreciation rates adopted for the Oklahoma capital 
analysis are presented in Table VI. The U.S. depreciation coefficients 
are used in the Oklahoma model of capital analysis. It is assumed 
that the depreciation rate of capital goods by sector at the national 
level is the same as that of the state. 
The depreciation coefficients indicate that the annual deprecia-
tion rate varies from industry to industry. For instance, it is about 
6.5 percent per year in the food and kindred products industries (sec-
tor 12), versus 11.2 percent in automobile repair and services (sector 
TABLE VI 
DEPRECIATION RATES BY SECTOR, OKLAHOMA, 1972 
Sector 
1. Livestock and livestock products 
2. Other agricultural products 
3. Forestry and fishery products 
4. Agricultural, forestry, and fishery services 
5. Iron and ferroalley ores minina 
6. Nonferrous metal ores mining 
7. Stone and clay mining and quarrying 
8. Chemical and fertilizer mineral mining 
9. New construction 
10. Maintenance and repair construction 
11. Ordance accessories 
12. Food and Kindred Products 
13. Tobacco manufactures 
14. Broad and narrow fabrics, yarn and thread-mills 
15. Miscellaneous textile goods and floor coverings 
16. Apparel 
17. Miscellaneous fabricated textile products 
18. Lumber and wood products, except containers 
19. Wood containers 
20. Household furniture 
21. Other furniture and fixtures 
22. Paper and allied products, except containers 
23. Paper board containers and boxes 
24. ~rinting and Publishing 
25. Chemicals and sele_cted chemical products 
26. Plastics and synthetic materials 
27. Drugs, cleaning and toilec-pret>arations 
28. Paints and allied products 
29. Paving and floor material 
30. Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products 
31. Leather tanning and finishing 
32. Footwear and other leather products 
33. Glass and glass products 
34. Stone and clay products 
35. Primary iron and steel manufacturing 
36. Primary- nonferrous metals manufacturing 
37. Metal containers 
38. Heating, plumbing and struct. metal ?roducts 
39. Screw machine products and stampings 
40. Other fabricated metal products 













































TABLE VI (Continued) 
42. Farm and Garden Machinery 
43. Construction and Minim~ Machinery 
44. Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 
46. Special Industry Machinery and Equioment 
47. General Industrial Machinery and Equipment 
48. Misc. Machinery, Except Electrical 
49. Office, Computing, and Accounting Machines 
50. Service Industry Machines 
51. Electric In dust rial Equipment and Apparatus 
52. Household Appliances 
53. Electric Lighting and Wirin~ Equipment 
54. Radio, T.V. and Communication Equipment 
55. Electronic Components and Accessories 
56. Misc. Electrical Machinery and Supplies 
51. Motor Vehicles and Equipment 
58. Aircraft and Parts 
59. Other Transportation Equipment 
60. Scientific and Controlling Instruments 
61. Optical, Ophthalmic, and Photographic Equipment 
62. Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
63. Transportation 4nd Warehousing 
64. Communications, Except Radio and T.V. 
65. Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 
66. Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
67. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
68. Finance and Insurance 
69. Real Estate and Rental 
70. Hotels; Personal and Repair Services exc. Auto. 
11. Business Services 
72. Eating and Drinking Places 
73, Automobile Repair and Services 
74. Amusements 
75. Medical, Educ. Services & ~onprofit Org. 
76. Federal Government Enterprises 
77. State and local government enterprises 
78. Petroleum products production 
79. Natural gas production 
80. Coal mining 














































73). The depreciation rate of capital goods in the coal mining indus-
tries (sector 80) is 6.8 percent while for petroleum products producing 
industries (sector 78) it is 9.1 percent. 
CHAPTER V 
THE HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNT AND 
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT 
The Human Resource Account 
The human resource account is necessary in a comprehensive social 
accounting system. The account identifies quantity and quality changes 
of human resources over time. Such changes make human resources an 
important area for research study. Quantity of human resources is 
recorded by labor force, sector total employment, sector wage and 
salary and proprietor employment, while quality of human resources are 
recorded in terms of output-employment ratios, sector wage and salary 
and proprietor income levels, sector wage and salary and proprietor 
income rates, personal income, and per capita personal income. The 
human resource account is, therefore, discussed in terms of population, 
employment, income, and productivity rates. 
Population 
The population of Oklahoma shown in Table VII is based on the 
most recent Bureau of Census estimate. Oklahoma population has been 
increasing continuously since 1970. There were 2,559,463 people liv-
ing in Oklahoma in 1970, 2,669,000 in 1973, compared to 2,770,000 in 
1976 and reached 2,892,000 people in 1979. This represented an in-
crease of 332,000, or 13.0 percent, in the total number of residents 
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recorded in terms of output-employment ratios, sector wage and salary 
and proprietor income levels, sector wage and salary and proprietor 
income rates, personal income, and per capita personal income. The 
human resource account is, therefore, discussed in terms of population, 
employment, income, and productivity rates. 
Population 
The population of Oklahoma shown in Table VII is based on the 
most recent Bureau of Census estimate. Oklahoma population has been 
increasing continuously since 1970. There were 2,559,463 people liv-
ing in Oklahoma in 1970, 2,669,000 in 1973, compared to 2,770,000 in 
1976 and reached 2,892,000 people in 1979. This represented an in-
crease of 332,000, or 13.0 percent, in the total number of residents 
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The state population is expected to continue to increase in and 
around the two major metropolitan areas. Between 1970 and 1979, the 
largest population changes in Oklahoma occurred in the state 1 s Stan-
dard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA 1 s). The Oklahoma City SMSA 
experienced the largest numerical increase in population for the pe-
riod. Specifically, the number of inhabitants of the area grew by 
95,100 or 13.6 percent, bringing the 1979 total to 794, 200 residents. 
The Tulsa SMSA expanded to 635,800 an increase of 86,700 or 15.8 per-
cent from 1970 to 1979. The Lawton SMSA increased to 120,800 resi-
dents. This is a gain of 12,600 or 11.7 percent. 
Employment 
Employment data refer to persons on establishment payrolls who 
received pay for any part of the pay period. This shows that one per-
son can have more than one job in the same period of time. The employ-
ment analysis tends to use crude but readily available employment data 
to measure labor inputs. The employment data series includes: 
(1) Oklahoma labor force for 1970-77; and, (2) wage and salary, pro-
prietor and total employment for 81 input-output industrial grouping 
for the year 1972. 
Employment data were obtained from U.S. Department of Labor, Em-
ployment and Earning Statistics for States and Areas, 1939-74 [102]. 
Separate estimates of wage and salary employment are available only 
by relatively broad sector categories. The 1970-1974 covered employ-
ment data of Oklahoma Employment Security Commission [41] were used 
to allocate the broadly classified employment figures into the 81 
input-output industrial grouping. Employment in agriculture was 
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obtained from Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, 1974 [40]. Esti-
mates of self-employed, unpaid family workers and domestic servants 
were available as total proprietor employment for the non-agricultural 
sectors from the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission [44], and 
from Oklahoma Department of Agriculture 1974 [40]. Proprietor employ-
ment among the input-output industry grouping, computed by Schreiner, 
et al [69], was used to disaggregate the 1972 proprietor employment of 
Oklahoma. 
General characteristics of the Oklahoma labor force for 1970-1977 
are presented in Table VIII. Wage and salary employment made a drama-
tic change through the years.· Employment in industry and related ser-
vices as reflected by wage and salary employment estimates was 787,500 
in 1970, and 996,000 in 1977, a 26.5 percent increase. The population 
movement from the rural to urban areas, mainly metropolitan centers, 
was associated with a decline in employment in agriculture and an in-
crease in employment in the non-agricultural industry and related 
services. The number of unemployed increased 48.2 percent from 41,500 
in 1970 to 61,500 in 1977. Total labor force increased from 1,059,000 
in 1970 to 1,282,300 in 1977, an increase of 21.0 percent and self-
employed non-agriculture increased from 130,500 in 1970 to 149,800 in 
1977, an increase of 14.8 percent. Total employment has increased 
continuously through the years. It increased from 1,017,500 in 1970 
to l,220,800 in 1977 or about 20.0 percent. 
Total proprietor employment is composed of self-employed and un-
paid family workers in agriculture and non-agricultural industry and 
related services. The self-employed and family workers in agriculture 
accounted for 44.3 percent of the total proprietor employment in 1972 
TABLE VIII 
OKLAHOMA LABOR FORCE, 1970-1977 
( IN THOUSANDS) 
ProErietoT EmElo~ent 
Wage & Salary Non Total b Total Labor Employment Agriculture a Agriculture To.tal Employed Unemployed 
787.5 99.5 130.5 230.0 1,017 .5 41.5 
795.8 98.7 133.2 231.9 1,027. 7 41.3 
832.2 96.7 134.8 231.5 1,063.7 44.2 
869.2 95.3 134.0 229.3 1,095.5 33.5 
896.9 93.9 135.l 229.0 1,1.25.9 50.3 
903.4 89.0 138.0 227.0 1,139.4 83.8 
950.1 84.0 141.6 225.6 l, 175.5 66.5 
996.0 75.0 149.8 224.8 1,220.8 61.5 
8 !ncludes family workers in_agriculture 
b!ncludes those idled or unemployed as a result of labor dispute 
Source: Oklahoma Department of Agricult11re [40], Oklahoma Employment SecuTity 












and 33.4 percent in 1977. Total proprietor employment indicated a 
continuous decline from 1972 to 1977. The decline in total proprietor 
employment is strictly associated with the continuous drop in the pro-
prietor employment in agriculture. Proprietor employment in agricul-
ture decreased 24.6 percent from 99,500 in 1972 to 75,000 in 1977. 
Distribution of wage and salary employment, proprietor and total 
employment for the 79 input-output industrial grouping in 1972 and the 
percentage distribution of each industry sector to the total employ-
ment category is presented in Table IX. A sector's percent of total 
wage and salary employment indicates the relative importance of that 
sector as a source of employment. In 1972, in broad sector classifi-
cation, government and service sectors employed 23.1 percent and 19.0 
percent of all wage and salary workers, respectively. These sectors 
are followed by wholesale and retail trade, manufacturing, and trans-
portation and public services with 18.6 percent, 16.8 percent and 6.4 
percent, respectively. Agriculture accounted for 2.2 percent of the 
total wage and salary employment in 1972. Natural gas production em-
ployment and petroleum products production employment accounted each 
for 41.2 percent of total wage and salary employment in the energy 
sectors and 2.9 and 2.6 percent of total wage and salary employment, 
respectively. Food and kindred products employed 16,400 workers or 
11.7 percent of total wage and salary employment in the manufacturing 
sector. 
Total employment is composed of wage and salary employment and 
proprietor employment. The addition of proprietor employment changed 
the ranking of the broad sectors in the total employment. In order of 
































WAGE AND SALARY, PROPRIETOR AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT BY 
INDUSTRY SECTOR, OKLAHOMA, 1972 
Wage and Salary Proprietor 
Emelo}'.!!1ent Emeloyment 
Sector Number % Number % 
Livestock and Livestock Products 9,303 1.12 55,303 22.87 
Other Agricultural Products 8~606 1.03 51,157 21.16 
Forestry and Fishery Products 91 0.01 540 0.22 
Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery Services 5,645 0.68 1,828 0.76 
Iron and Ferroalley Ores Mining 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining 137 0.02 0 0.0 
Stone and .Clay Mining and Quarrying 1, 352 0.16 78 0.03 
Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral l1ining 1 0.0 0 o.o 
New Construct.ion 36,472 4.38 15,448 6.39 
Maintenance and Repalr Construction 4,628 0.56 2,705 1.12 
Ordnance and Accessories 429 0.05 0 0.0 
Food and Kindred Products 16,400 1.97 409 0.17 
Tobacco Manufactures 3 o.o 0 o.o 
Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn and Thread Milla 685 0.08 0 o.o 
Hiac. Textile Goods and Floor Coverings 1,909 0.23 0 o.o 
Apparel 9,933 1.19 246 0.10 
Misc. Fabricated Textile Products 1,467 0.18 0 o.o 
Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 2,709 0.33 702 0.29 
Wood Containers 91 0.01 0 0.0 
Household Furniture 1,466 0.18 122 o.os 
Other Furniture and Fixtures 518 0.06 55 0.02 
Paper and Allied Products, Except Containers 1,313 0.16 0 0.0 
Paperboard Containers and Boxes 828 0.10 0 o.o 
Printing and Publishing 8,700 1.05 955 0.40 
Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products 1,444 0.17 ' 29 0.01 
Plastics and Synthet"ic Materials 0 o.o 10 o.o 
Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 192 0.02 4 o.o 
Paints and Allied Products 315 0.04 7 o.o 
Paving and Floor Material 447 0.05 8 o.oo . 

































6,675 0.62 (J'\ 
N 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Sector 
31. Leather Tanning and Finishing 
32. Footwear and Other J,eather Products 
33. Glass and Glass Products 
34. Stone and Clay Products 
35. Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing 
36. Primary Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing 
37. Metal Containers 
38. Heating, Plumbing, and Struct. Metal Products 
39. Screw Machine Products and Stampings 
40. Other Fabricated Metal Products 
41. Engi.nes and Turbines 
42. Farm and Garden Machinery 
43. Construction and Mining Machinery 
44. Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 
46. Special Industry Machinery and Equipment 
4 7. General Industrial Machinery and Equipment 
48. Miscellaneous Machinery Except Electrical 
49. Office, Computing and Accounting Machines 
50. Service Industry Machines 
51. Electric Industrial Equipment and Apparatus 
52. Household Appliances 
53. Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 
54. Radio, T. V. and Conununication Equipment 
55. Electronic Components and Accessories 
56. Miscellaneous Electrical Machinery and Supplies 
57. Motor Vehicles and Equipment 
58. Aircraft and Parts 
59. Other Transportation Equipment 
60. Scientific and Controlling Instruments 
61. Optical, Ophthalmic, and Photo. Equipment 
62. Mlscellaneous Manufacturing 
63. Tr11nsportation and Warehousing 
64. Cooununications, Except Radio and T. V, 
65. Radio Rnd T.V. Broadcasting 















































































































































































































































TABLE IX (Continued) 
Sector 
Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 
Finance and Insurance 
Real Estate and Rental 
Hotels; Personal and Repair Services Except Auto 
Business Services 
Eating and Drinking Places 
Automobile Repair and Services 
Amusements 
Medical, Educ. Services and Nonprofit Org. 
Federal Government Enterprises 
State and Local Government Enterprises 
Petroleum Products Production 































17. 468 7.22 
13,995 5.79 



























25 ,409 2.37 
510 0.05 
6,035 'l.56 
I, 063, 700 100.0 




wholesale and retail trade sectors, containing 20.2 percent, 17.9 per-
cent and 17.8 percent of total employment, respectively. These are 
followed by manufacturing with 13.5 percent and agriculture with 11.6 
percent of total employment. For proprietor workers, 44.3 percent 
were employed in agriculture, 23.6 percent in the service sector, and 
16.2 percent in wholesale and retail trade. 
Income 
This section of the human resource account analyzes personal in-
come, personal income per capita, total labor income, wage and salary 
payments, proprietor income, and total civilian income by industrial 
classification. The income payments were obtained from the U.S. 
Department of Commerce [75] in broad sector categories. The 1970 pay-
roll and proprietor income by sectors of Schreiner, et al [69] was 
used to allocate the wage and salary payments and proprietor income. 
Wage and salary payments measure earnings for the wage and salary 
employment in agriculture and non-agricultural industries and services. 
Proprietor income measures the net business earnings of owners of un-
incorporated enterprises which consist of sole proprietorships and 
partnerships. Farmers, independent professional practitioners, entre-
preneurs in non-farm business, and others in a self-employment status 
are covered by the proprietors 1 income measure. 
Personal Income Analysis. Total personal income is estimated by 
summing wage and salary payments, proprietor income, other labor in-
come, property income and transfer payments, and subtracting the per-
sonal contribution to social insurance. Data which summarizes personal 
income are contained in Table X. Total personal income in Oklahoma 
TABLE X 
PERSONAL INCOME, OKLAHOMA, 
1970-1975 
1970 1971 1972 1973"' 1974 
(Millions of Dollars) 
Wage and Salary Payments 
Proprietor Income 
Other Labor Income 
Property Income 
Transfer Payments 
Personal Contribution to 
Social Insurance 
5,323 5,646 6,171 6,805 7,663 
926 857 1,033 1,598 1,494 
314 350 389 443 524 
1,343 1,451 1,528 1, 575 l,979 
979 1,130 1,238 1, 423 1,703 









Total Personal Income 8,693 9,232 9,995 11,558' 12,933 
Personal Income Per Capita J,387 3,551 3,834 4,336 4,823 
Starting from 1973, the data are published differently. For every 
sector other than farms and government, under wage and salary 
14,237 
5,250 
heading, total payments are listed instead of wage and salary payments. 
Sources:· U.S. Department of Commerce. 1975-1976 [75]. 
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increased about 16.0 percent from $8,693 million in 1970 to $9,995 
million in 1972, and increased by 43.3 percent to $14,247 million from 
1972 to 1975. Wage and salary payments increased significantly from 
15.9 percent from 1970 to 1972 and 36.8 percent from 1972 to 1975. In-
come data indicate substantial increases in almost all categories over 
time. As shown in Table X, transfer payments, property income, other 
labor income, and personal contribution to social insurance made sig-
nificant increases of 68.0 percent, 40.4 percent, 58.7 percent and 
62.4 percent, respectively, from 1970 to 1975. However, proprietor in-
come declined in 1972, 1974 and 1975. The main cause of the drop was 
identified as the decline of proprietor income in the farm sector. 
Personal income per capita is defined as total personal income 
divided by population. Per capita personal income in Oklahoma has 
been increasing continuously as shown in Table X. Per capita personal 
income was $3,387 in 1970 and $5,250 in 1975. This was an increase of 
55.0 percent in five years. Disposable income is obtained by subtract-
ing personal taxes from total personal income. 
Wage and Salary, Proprietor, and Total Civilian Income. Sources 
of wage and salary income, proprietor income and total civilian income 
are displayed in Table XI. Listed in Column (1) are wage and salary 
payments by industry classification and in Column (2) are the percen-
tages by industry grouping of the total wage and salary payments. 
These percentages indicate the relative importance of each industry 
sector as a source of wage and salary income earned in Oklahoma in 1972; 
The manufacturing sector has the largest share in the total wage 































WAGE AND SALARY INCOME, PROPRIETOR INCOME, AND TOTAL CIVILIAN 
rncor·IE GY INDUSTRY SECTOR' OKLAHOMA t 1972 
Wage and Salary Income Pro2rietor Income 
Thousand of Thousand of 
Sector Dollars % Dollars % 
Livestock and Livestock Products 
(1) (2) p> (4) 25,702 0.42 20 ,191 19.86 
Other Agricultural Products 23. 771 0.39 189,803 18.37 
Forestry and Fishery Products 527 0.01 2,005 0.19 
Agricultural, i;•orestry and Fishery Services 18,076 0.29 5,461 0.53 
Iron and Ferro Alley Ores Mining 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Nonferrous Metal Ores Mi.ning 1,127 0.02 0 0.0 
Store and Clay Mini.ng and Quarrying 11,869 0.19 . 0 o.o 
Chemical and FeL·tilizer Mineral Mining 4 o.o 0 0.0 
New Construction 303,490 4.92 67,993 6.58 
Maintenance and Repair Construction 38,510 0.62 11,908 1.15 
Ordance Accessories 2,842 0.05 0 0.0 
Food and Kindred Products 123,3i3 2.00 752 0.07 
Tobacco Manufactures io o.o 0 o.o 
Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn and Thread Mills 3,345 0.05 0 o.o 
Miscellaneous Textile Goods and l'loor Coverings 12,248 0.20 0 0.0 
Apparel 43,235 o. 70 677 0.07 
Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Prod.ucts 7,380 0.12 0 o.o 
Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 19,426 0.31 1,938 0.19 
Wood Containers 1,436 0.02 0 o.o 
Household Furniture 8,142 0.13 176 0.02 
Other Furniture and Fixtures 4,634 0.08 79 0.01 
Paper and Allied Products, Except Containers 11,001 0.18 0 0.0 
Paper Board Con.tainers and Boxes 6,537 0.11 0 0.0 
Printing and Publishing 63,756 1.03 2,258 0.22 
Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products 12,957 0.21 79 0.01 
Plastics and Synthetic Materials 0 o.o 26 o.o 
Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 1,215 0.02 11 o.o 
Paints and Allied Products 2,640 0.04 19 o.o 
Paving and Floor Material .5,204 .08 .22 o.o 
Civilian Income 
Thousand of 
Do1 lars % 
(5J 






11, 869 0.16 
4 0.0 
371,483 5.16 






















TABLE XI (Continued) 
Wage and Salary Income 
Thousand of 
Sector Dollars % 
(1) (2) 
30. Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products 59,924 0.97 
31. Leather Tanning and Finishing 9 o.o 
32. Footwear and Other Leather Products 2,957 0.05 
33. Glass and Glass Products 39,143 0.63 
34. Stone and Clay Products 40,840 0.66 
35. Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing 21,028 0.34 
36. Primary Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing 16,880 0.27 
37. Metal Containers 640 0.01 
38. Heating, Plumbing, ar:d Struct, Metal Products 96,563 1.56 
39. Screw Machine Products and Stampings 5,732 0.09 
40. Other Fabricated Metal Products 24,701 0.40 
41. Eng:l.nes and Turbines 716 0.01 
42. Farm and Garden Machinery 5,207 0.08 
43. Construction and Mining Machinery 80,860 1. 31 
44. Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment 4,190 0.07 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 1,556 0.03 
46. Special Industry Machinery and Equipment 5,924 0.10. 
47. General Industrial Machinery and Equipment 32,685 0.53 
48. Misc. Machinery, Except Electrical 16;691 0.27 
49. Office, Computing, and Accounting Machines 28,016 0.45 
50. Service Industry Machines 10,473 0.17 
51. Electric Industrial Equipment and Apparatus 12,596 0.20 
52. Household Appliances 506 0.01 
53. Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 1,209 0.02 
54. Radio, T.V., and Communication Equipment 84,513 1. 37 
55. Electronic Components and Accessories 4,970 0.08 
56. Hise. Electrical MachinP.r}' and Supplies 2,385 0.04 
57. Motor Vehicles and·Equipment 27,301 0.44 
58. Aircraft and Parts 64,311 1.04 
59. Other Transportation Equipment 16,848 0.27 
60. Scientific and Controlling Instruments 4,755 0.08 

















































97,083 1. 35 









17 ,049 0.24 
28,057 0.39 














TABLE XI (Continued) 
Wa&e and SalotJ Income Pro2rietor Income Civilian Income 
Thousand of Thouaand of Thouaand of 
Sector Dolls re % Dollars % Dollars 
12~1J74 (2) (~66 o~4J8 \ 5t,940 62. Miscellaneous Manufacturing ., o. 20 
63. Transportation and Warehousing 326,000 5.28 15,986 1.55 341,986 
64. Communications, Except Radio and T.V. 93,843 1.52 0 o.o 93,843 
65. Radio and T.V. BroadcaRting 13,679 0.22 0 o.o 12,679 
d6. Water Supply and Sanitary Services 5,174 0.08 5,607 0.54 10,781 
67. Wholesale and Retail Trade 953,333 15.45 152,987 14.81 1,106,320 
68. Finance and Insurance 240,066 3.89 34,106 3.3C 274,172 
69. Real Estate Rental 47,934 0.78 25,929 2.51 73,863 
70. Hotels; Personal and Repair Services Exe. Auto 134,076 2.17 41,316 4.00 175,392 
71. Business Services 185,677 3.01 61,521 5.96 247,198 
72. Eating and Drinking Places 89,373 1.45 14,343 1.39 103, 716 
73. Automobile Repai1 and Services 34,857 0.56 11,531 1.12 46,388 
74. Amusements 19,817 0.32 5,985 0.58 25,802 
75. Me~ical, Educ, Services and Nonprofit Org, 315,791 5.12 157,272 15.22 473,063 
76. Federal Government Enterprises 874,000 14.16 0 o.o 874,000 
77. State and Local Government Enterprises 789.000 12.79 0 o.o 789.000 
78. Petroleum Products Production 239,375 3.88 5,794 0.56 245.169 
79. Natural Gae Procution 251,235 4.07 7,348 0.71 258,5R3 
80. Coal Mining 6,000 0.10 0 o.o 6,000 
81. Electricity 54,953 0.89 0 o.o 54.953 
TOTAL 6,171,000 100.0 1,033,000 100.0 7,204,000 
Source: U.S. Department of Co111111erce, 1973 (75) Oklahoma Employment Security Comlilission (41) and Dean F. Schreiner, 


























next with 15.5 percent. These sectors are followed by federal govern-
ment, state and local government, and service sectors with 14.2 percent, 
12.8 percent and 12.6 percent, respectively, of total wage and salary 
payments in 1972. Natural gas and petroleum products industries con-
tained over 88.2 percent of the total wage and salary income of energy 
producing industries. 
Proprietor income by industry is given in Column (3) of Table XI 
with percentages of each industry to total proprietor income given in 
Column (4). About 40 percent of proprietor income earned in Oklahoma 
was accounted for by agriculture. Services ranked second with 28.3 
percent and wholesale and retail trade sector ranked third with 14.8 
percent of total proprietor income. 
The distribution of total civilian income and the percentage 
shares of total income by industry are given in Columns (5) and (6) 
of Table XI. The manufacturing sector accounted for 16.0 percent of 
total civilian income. This was followed by wholesale and retail 
trade, federal government and state and local government with 14.2 
percent, 12.8 percent, and about 11 percent, respectively, of total 
civilian income earned in Oklahoma in 1972. 
Productivity Rates 
Productivity identifies labor's contribution to output by indica-
ting efficiency and the associated cost considerations. This section 
illustrates the quality of human resources which are measured by out-
put-employment ratios and wage and salary, and proprietor income rates. 
72 
Output-Employment Ratios. Output-employment ratios indicate the 
value of output produced by each employee. The ratios are obtained by 
dividing output ~Y employment of each industry category. The employ-
ment-output ratio is the reciprocal of the output-employment ratio. 
The output-employment ratios in 1972 are presented in Table XII. 
Comparing the output-employment ratios in Table XII, real estate 
and rental (sector 69) had the highest output-employment ratio at 
$201,522. This sector requires less labor per unit of output as com-
pared to other sectors. Paving and roofing materials (sector 29) also 
had one of the highest output-employment ratios at $92,372. The high 
degree of capital intensity in some industry categories accounts for 
the large output-employment ratios. Following the paving and floor 
material industries (sector 29) are engines and turbines (sector 41) 
and office, computing, and accounting machines (sector 49) with $78,013, 
and $77,537, respectively. 
Wage and Salary, and Proprietor Income Rates. Wage and salary, 
and proprietor income rates indicate the amount of income accounted 
for by each worker in each industry category as presented in Table 
XIII. The wage and salary, and proprietor income rate for each indus-
try grouping is computed by using the income data from Table XI and 
the employment figures from Table IX. Income divided by employment 
gives the income rate. 
Wage and salary income rates are listed in Column (1) of Table 
XIII. These rates were obtained by dividing wage and salary payments 
by the number of wage and salary workers in each industry grouping. 
Federal government had the highest yearly wage and salary rate at 
$15,607. Coal mining, petroleum products, and natural gas producing 
TABLE XII 




1. Livestock and Livestock Products 
2. Other Agricultural Products 
3. Forestry and Fishery Products 
4. Agricultural. Forestryand Fishery Services 
5. Ironand Ferroa!ley Ores Mining 
6. Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining 
7 ~ Stone and Clay Mining and Quarrying 
s. Chemcial and Fertilizer Mineral Mining 
9. New Construction 
10. Maintenance and Repair Construction 
11. Ordance Accessories 
12. Food and Kindred Products 
13. Tobacco Manufactures 
14. Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn and Thread Mills 
15. Miscellaneous Textile Goods and Floor Coverings 
l6. Apparel 
17. Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products 
18., Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 
19. 'Wood Containers 
20. Household Furniture 
21. Other Furniture and Fixtures 
22. Paperand Allied Products, Except Containers 
23. Paper Board Containers and Boxes 
24. Printing and Publishing 
25. Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products 
26. Plastics and Synthetic Materials 
27. Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 
28. Paints and Allied Products 
29. Paving and Roof Material 
30. Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products 
31. Leather Tanning and Finishing 
32. Footwear and Other Leather Products 
33. Glass and Glass Products 
34. Stone and Clay Products 
35. Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing 
36. Primary Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing 
37. Metal Containers 
38. Beating, Plumbing, and Struct. Meta! Products 
39. Screw Machine Products and St~ings 
40. Other Fabricated Metal Products 
41. Engines and Turbines 
42. Farm and Garden Machinery 
43. Construction and Mining Machinery 
44. Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment 
45. Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 
46. Special Industry Machinery and Equipment 



















































































TABLE XII (Continued} 
Sector 
Misc. Machinery, Except Electrical 
Q.ffice, Computing, and Accounting Machines 
Service Industry Machines 
Electric Industrial Equipment and Apparatus 
Household Appliances 
Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 
Radio, T.V., and Communication Equipment 
Electronic Components and Accessories 
Misc. Electrical Machinery and Suoplies 
Motor Vehicles and Equipment 
Aircraft and Parts 
Other Transportation Equipment 
Scientific and Controlling Instruments 
Optical, Ophthalmic, and Photographic Equipment 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
Transportation and Warehousing 
Communications, Except Radio and T.V. 
Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 
Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
Wh.olesale and Retail Trade 
Finance and Insurance 
Real Estate and Rental 
Hotels; Personal and Repair Services exc. Auto 
Business Services 
Eating and Drinking Places 
Automobile Repair and Services 
Amusements 
Medical, Educ. Services and Nonprofit Org. 
Federal Government Enterprises 
State and Local Government Enterprises 
Petroleum Products Production 
Natural Gas Pioduction 
Coal Mining 
Electricity and Hydro-Pewer 
Output-EmploY,ment 



































.!/Output-_ employment ratio for all sectors is indicated i:i. ·dollar$ 
· per unit of labor except for energy producing sectors (78 to 81) 
which are presented in millions of BTU per unit of labor. 
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industries also paid large wage and salary rates per employee at 
$11,765, $10,988 and $10,382 respectively. Agriculture (sectors 1 and 
2) and agricultural forestry and fishery services (sector 4) paid very 
low wage and salary rates $2,763 and $3,202, respectively. 
Proprietor income rates are presented in Column (2) of Table XIII. 
The rates are computed by dividing the number of proprietors into the 
proprietor income of each industry grouping. Water supply and sanitary 
services (sector 66) has the highest proprietor income rate at $41,428. 
This industry category is followed by real estate and rentals (sector 
69), and medical, educational services and non-profit organizations 
(sector 75) for proprietor income rates of $20,113, and $13,667 per 
year, respectively. 
The Government Account 
The government account plays an important role in the simulation 
and input-output model. It provides the basis for estimating the 
government expenditures and revenues. The model develops measures of 
regional impact on government expenditures and revenues for alterna-
tive energy choices. The necessary equations for projecting the 
expenditures and revenues and relevant statistical information about 
the procedures of estimation are available in Chapter VII. The govern-
ment account is analysed in two major activity groups: federal and 
state and local government. 
Federal Government Activities 
Federal government revenues in Oklahoma are generated from federal 











































WAGE AND SALARY AND PROPRIETOR INCOME RATES, 
OKLAHOMA, 1972 (DOLLARS) 
Sector 
Livestock and Livestock Products 
Other A£ricultural Products 
Forestry and Fishery Products 
Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery Services 
Iron and Ferroalley Ores Mining 
Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining 
Stone and Clay Hi.ning and Quarrying 
Chemical and Fertilizer Nineral Hining 
New Construction 
Maintenance and Repair Construction 
Ordance Accessories 
Food and Kindren Products 
Tobacco Manufact~res 
Broad and ·~arrow Fabrics, Yarn and Thread Mills 
Miscellaneous Textile Goods and Floor Coverings 
Apparel 
Miscellaneous Fabricated Textile Products 
Lumber and Wood Products, Except Containers 
Wood Containers 
Household ~urniture 
Other Furniture and Fixtures 
Paper and Allied Products, Except Containers 
Paper Board Containers 
Printing and Publishing 
Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products 
Plastics and Synthetic Materials 
Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 
Paints ~nd AlliPd Froducts 
Paving and Roof Material 
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 
Footwear and Other Leather Products 
Glass and Glass Products 
Stone and Clay Products 
Primary Iro1i and Steel Manufacturing 
Primar.r Nonferrous Hetals Manufacturing 
Metal Containers 
Heating, Plumbing, and Struct. Hetal Products 
Screw Machine Products and Stampings 
Other Fabricated Metal Products 
Engines and Turbines 
































































































































TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Sector 
Farm and Garden Machinery 
Construction and Mining Machinery 
Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment 
Metal Working Machinery and Equipment 
Special Industry Machinery and Equipment 
General Industrial Machinery and Equipment 
Misc. Machinery, Except Electrical 
Office, Computing, and Accounting Machines 
Service Industry Machines 
Electric Industrial Equipment and Apparatus 
Household Appliances 
Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 
Radio, T.V. and Communication Equipment 
Electronic Components and Accessories 
Misc. Electrical Machinery and Supplies 
Motor Vehicles and Equipment 
Aircraft and Parts 
Other Transportation Equipment 
Scientific and Controlling Instruments 
Optical, Ophthalmic, and Photographic Equipment 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
Transportation and Warehousing 
Conununications, Except Radio and T.V. 
Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 
Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 
Finance and Insurance 
Real Estate and Rental 
Hotels; Personaland Repair Services exc. Auto 
Business Services 
Eating and Drinking Places 
Automobile Repair and Services 
Amusements 
Medical, Educ. Services and NonprofitOrg. 
Federal Government Enterprises 
State and Local Government Enterprises 
Petroleum Products Productions 
Natural Gas Production 
Coal Mining 
Electricity and Hydro-Power 























































































corporation income tax, and all other federal taxes such as employment, 
excise and miscellaneous (Table XIV). Among these three sources, indi-
vidual income tax has the largest share. Individual income tax collec-
tions increased annually when the other sources showed ups and downs 
through the years. The highest rates of increase for the individual 
income tax collections were in 1974 and 1978, more than 25 percent 
above the previous year. In 1978, federal individual income tax col-
lections increased by 145.4 percent over the collections in 1972. 
Corporation income tax collections declined in 1976 by 15.5 per-
cent from 1975 and by 7.4 percent in 1978 from 1977. Corporation 
income tax collections had the highest rates of increase in 1975 and 
1977. The increase was 41.3 percent for 1975 and 44.5 percent for 1977 
over the respective previous year. In 1978, corporation tax collec-
tions were 236.6 percent higher than the collections in 1972. 
All other tax collections indicated a slight drop in 1975 and 
1977. They declined 2.2 and 3.4 percent from the previous year, re-
spectively. In 1978 all other tax collections increased by 23.6 
percent and 31.1 percent above the collections in 1977 and 1972, re-
spectively. Total federal tax collections declined by 0.8 percent in 
1976 from 1975 but increased at an annual average rate of 15.6 percent 
through the seven-year period. In 1978 total federal tax collections 
were 134.7 percent higher compared to the total collections in 1972. 
Federal tax collections for each source and the total collections 
through the years are given in Table XIV. 
Total federal government expenditures in Oklahoma indicated an 
increasing trend through the years. The expenditures increased at an 
annual average rate of 11.9 percent and this was less than the total 
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federal tax collections. In 1977, the federal government expenditures 
were 74.9 percent higher than the total expenditures in 1972. Total 
federal government outlays in Oklahoma between 1972 and 1977 are shown 
in Table XV. 
State and Local Government Activities 
State and local government revenues in Oklahoma are obtained from 
three sources: tax collections, federal government aid, and all other 
state and local government revenues. 
The main components of tax collections include state sales tax, 
gasoline and fuels excise taxes, individual and corporation income 
taxes, and all other state and local taxes. Among these sources, indi-
vidual income taxes had the highest rate of increase of 190.7 percent 
followed by the state sales tax by 110.3 percent and all other state 
and local taxes with increases of 98.4 percent, respectively, from 
1972 through 1978. Gasoline and fuels excise taxes increased the least 
by 19.3 percent through the years. Federal aid to state and local 
government increased by 53.4 percent between 1972 and 1976 while all 
other state and local government revenues increased by 55.6 percent 
from 1972 to 1976. Total tax collections of state and local govern-
ments increased by 109.2 percent from 1972 through 1978 (Table XVI). 
In 1978, total state and local government revenues rose by 55.5 
percent from 1972 to 1976 (Table XVII). Rates of increase from 1972 
through 1976 are 53.4 percent and 55.6 percent for federal government 
aid and all other state and local revenues, respectively. Major state 
and local government expenditures are education, highway, public wel-










FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TAX COLLECTIONS, 
OKLAHOMA, 1972-1978 
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 
Individual Corporation All Other Federal 
Income Tax Income Tax Tax Collections 
1,272,227 273,952 400,056 
1,463,630 295,008 420,342 
1,829,477 416,912 431,893 
2,123, 770 815,560 422,178 
2 ,207 ,017 689,186 439,188 
2,486,714 996,176 424,316 










Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service (117]. 
TOTAL XV 
TOTAL.FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS, OKLAHOMA, 1972-1977 
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 




1975 4,050, 700 
1976 4,456,855 
1977 5,155, 762 





















STATE ANO LOCAL GOVERNMENT TAX COLLECTIONS, 
OKLAHOMA, 1972-1978 
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 
State Sales Gasoline & Fuels Income All Other State 
. Tax Excise Taxes Tax And Local Taxes 
106,623 93,631 140,731 288,809 
116,494 98,634 162,241 299,377 
134,286 99,687 187,631 343,798 
149,815 99,895 247,097 385,322 
168,981 104,871 287,942 426,965 
190,864 110,020 343,732 498,275 
224,178 111,725 409,073 572,978 
State of Oklahoma Tax Commission, 1973-1978 (59]. 
TABLE XV I I 
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES, 
OKLAHOMA, 1972-1977 
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 
Total :rax Federal ill Other State 
Collections Aid And Local Reve- ' 
nu es 
629.8 444 383 
676.7 514 418 
765.4 559 473 
882.l 626 525 
988.8 681 596 









Oklahoma Tax Colmnisaion,1973-76 [56], U.S. Department of Commerce 
1974-79 (94 J. 
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expenditures (Table XVIII). The rates of increase from 1972 to 1977 
were 75.7 percent, 37.0 percent, 18.0 percent, 95.2 percent and 92.0 
percent for education, highway, public welfare, health and hospitals, 
and all other state and local government expenditures, respectively. 
In 1977 total state and local government expenditures rose by 66.2 
percent over the expenditures in 1972. Total expenditures increased 









STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES, 
OKLAHOMA, 1972-77 
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 
Education_ Highway Ex- Public Health & AHocation 
Expendi- penditures L~e 1 fare Hos pita 1 s State & Local 
tu res Expenditures 
667 227 306 125 442 
715 258 318 149 490 
778 276 286 161 592 
900 294 299 210 664 
1,054 296 337 226 717 










Source~ U.S. Department of Commerce, f94], and U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Government Finances, [85]. 
CHAPTER VI 
ENERGY ACCOUNT 
In a relatively short time-the economy has shifted from a position 
of abundant, low-cost energy to an outlook of possible energy short-
ages and rising energy prices. A combination of factors, culminated 
by the Arab Oil Embargo in 1973, has made apparent both short and long 
term energy problems. Events since the oil embargo have heightened 
the nation's awareness of its tenuous control over the security of the 
energy supplies which are so vital to the economy and way of life. 
The nation 1 s demand for energy will continue to increase, even if a 
major energy conservation effort is instituted. A vast and complex 
set of issues and policy alternatives emerged, both at the national 
and state level, many of which affect both directly and indirectly the 
various sectors of the economy. Research and development studies need 
to be given much higher priorities in an effort to provide the level 
of information required for effective policy making in energy related 
matters. 
The energy account is the basis of this study. It attempts to 
develop the necessary statistical information on energy required for 
critical analyses and evaluation of state energy choices. This be-
comes more important given the considerable impact of energy produc-
tion on the state economy. The use of comprehensive economic models, 
such as input-output, containing a number of economic sectors, provides 
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an opportunity to formulate the energy account in a detailed form for 
analysis. The application of such a model offers a promising approach 
for improving the quality of information available for analysis of 
public energy policies. The energy account appears in three major 
sections: (1) methodology and source of data, (2) consumption of 
energy by sector and source and (3) production and trade of energy by 
source. 
Methodology and Source of Data 
The major contribution of the data base reported here is its esti-
mated distribution of energy utilization by input-output sector and 
basic energy source, thus recasting energy statistics into a form con-
sistent with economic models composed of processing and final demand 
sectors. The energy sources are classified into natural gas, petro-
leum products 1 coal and electricity including hydropower. The input-
output sector classification consists of 81 processing sectors and five 
final demand sectors in which the federal and state and local govern-
ment purchases are each divided into two sub-categories. Four of the 
81 processing sectors are energy producing sectors. For the purpose 
of the model used in the study, energy use and production are measured 
in British Thermal units (BTU's). All of the energy statistics are 
for the benchmark year of 1972, developed from secondary data. 1972 
is a useful year since 1973 was the year in which OPEC carried out 
its massive price increases. 
1 Components include gasoline, heating fuels, non-gasoline trans-
portation fuels and products employed in industrial processing, energy 
production and miscellaneous uses. 
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Energy data by sector and energy source are limited at the state 
level. Data are available for energy consumption by region, energy 
source and major economic sector: namely agriculture, mining, con-
struction, manufacture, service and government. Energy use for 1974 
by the West South Central region is used as a base for allocation of 
energy to Oklahoma. Oklahoma's share of consumption of energy from 
the regional energy use for 1974 was estimated on the basis of the 
ratio of state employment total regional employment. Assuming the 
1974 ratio of energy use by sector and energy source to total energy 
used is equal to the ratio in 1972, total energy used by energy source 
for the base period is distributed to the major economic sectors. Then, 
using the 1972 national ratio of energy use by source to total energy 
used in major economic sectors, the 1972 Oklahoma energy consumption 
is allocated among the input-output industry grouping of the state. 
This whole allocation procedure was used for the manufacturing and 
mining sectors. Sector allocation of energy used by source within the 
agriculture sector was made using depreciable assets. For industry 
groupings within services, construction and government, ratios of sec-
tor output to total output of the major economic sector were used as 
energy allocators. 
The principal source of information on energy use by energy source 
for Oklahoma is from Irving Hoch [29]. Data from the U.S. Bureau of 
Census [81], [88] and [87]; the U.S. Department of Energy [99] and 
[100]; and the U.S. Department of Agriculture [72], were used to allo-
cate total energy use by energy source to the input-output industry 
grouping for Oklahoma. 
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Energy production is generally reported in physical quantities 
such as tons of coal, barrels of crude oil, cubic feet of natural gas, 
kilowatt-hours of electricity, etc. All initial physical quantities 
of energy production for a particular energy source were converted to 
British Thermal Units (BTU 1 s). 2 BTU is a convenient measure by_which 
to compare energy sources. The Bureau of Mines is a primary source 
for converting original measures to BTU [7]. The scale factors for 
petroleum products, coal, electricity, and hydropower are obtained 
from that source. Natural gas data in cubic feet are converted to BTU 
value from data in the American Gas Association report [2]. Coal data 
appeared in BTU form in the National Coal Association report [37]. 
The conversion factors for all energy sources are also available in 
the Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories research report by Reardon 
[61]. The data on physical quantities for petroleum products, natural 
gas, and bituminous coal are obtained from the Bureau of Mines, 1973 
[108] and quantities of electricity and hydropower are obtained from 
the Edison Electric Institute, 1973 [13]. 
The state energy use and production of 1972 and 1975 are used in 
this chapter as an example for a comparative analysis of state energy 
trade. State energy trade is defined as the difference between state 
energy use and production. The principal sources of information are 
Hoch [29], U.S. Bureau of Mines, [108] and U.S. Department of Energy, 
2 British Thermal Unit (BTU) is the amount gf heat necessary tg 
raise the temperature of one pound of water by 1 F at or near 39.02 F. 
The conversion factors are 5.800 million BTU per barrel of crude oil, 
4.011 million BTU per barrel of natural gasoline and cycle products, 
0.0001032 million BTU per cu. ft. of natural gas, 24.050 million BTU 
per ton of coal, 0.003412 million BTU per kwh of electricity and 
0.01379 million BTU per kwh of hydroelectric power [37]. 
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[100]. The Oklahoma energy data base system is illustrated by review-
ing the state's energy production, utilization and trade. 
Energy Consumption 
Oklahoma's economy and population growth has led to increased 
energy use. This increased utilization of energy is both a cause and 
a result of rising per capita income [51]. Total energy consumed by 
all sectors in Oklahoma for 1972 was estimated at 1,067.9 trillion BTUs, 
at a cost of 1,240 million dollars (Table XIX). The processing sectors 
accounted for 73.3 percent of the total energy consumed in the state 
and 45.6 percent of the total expenditures. The final demand sectors 
used 26.7 percent of the total energy and accounted for 54.4 percent of 
total energy expenditures. The household sector alone consumed 252.455 
trillion BTUs of energy or about one quarter (23.6 percent) of the 
total energy at a cost of 610.8 million dollars or about half (49.3 
percent) of the total cost. About 56.5 percent of household consump-
tion of energy was for residential use, with the remaining 43.5 percent 
for transportation use. The federal and state and local government 
share of total energy use was 3.0 percent of BTUs and 5.2 percent of 
expenditures [29]. 
Tota 1 and per capita energy consumption and expenditures for Ok 1 a-
homa by energy source are shown in Table XIX. Natural gas and petro-
leum products accounted for 92.4 percent of total energy consumption 
in Oklahoma for 1972. Natural gas was the largest single energy pro-
duct consumed at 60.9 percent of the total energy use versus 31.6 
percent for petroleum products. Electricity and hydropower 1 s share of 
energy use was 7.4 percent and coal consisted of only 0.2 percent of 
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total energy consumption. Petroleum products and natural gas accounted 
for 72.0 percent of total energy expenditures versus 28.0 percent for 
electricity and hydropower and 0.04 percent for coal. 
TABLE XIX 
CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY IN BTU ANO EXPENDITURES 
BY ENERGY SOURCE, OKLAHOMA, 1972 
Consumption 
Per Capita Mi 11 ions 
Energy Sources BTU 109 % BTU 106 of Do 11 ars O{ 10 
1. Petroleum 337,016.4 31.56 128.00 676.3 54.55 
Products 
2. Natura 1 Gas 649,909.6 60.86 246.83 216.4 17.46 
3. Electricity 78,791.2 7.38 29.93 346.6 27.95 
& Power 
4. Coal 2,166.3 0.20 0.82 0 0.04 
Per Capita 






Total Energy 1,067,883.5 100.00 405.58 1,239.8 100.00 470.88 
Source: Hoch, Irving, [29]. 
Oklahoma ranks 12th in the nation in terms of energy consumption 
for all purposes per capita which is 405,577,000 BTUs in 1972 compared 
to 35i,500,000 BTUs per capita for the United States. The leading 
energy source for consumption in Oklahoma was natural gas at 246.8 
million BTUs per capita followed by electricity and hydropower at 
$131.64 per capita. The total energy expenditure per capita was 
$470.88 in 1972 compared to $490.07 for the United States [29]. 
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In general, the data on Oklahoma consumption of energy in physical 
BTU and dollar expenditure indicate a strong dependence on the conven-
tional energy sources of natural gas and petroleum products. As of 
1972, nuclear power and coal were not significant contributors to to-
tal Oklahoma energy consumption. However, the electric power genera-
ting industry has started to use increased amounts of imported low 
sulfur coal from Wyoming. Coal represents a potentially significant 
source of energy during a period of increasing concern for development 
of U.S. domestic energy supplies [51]. 
Energy Consumption By Sector and Source 
Energy use by source and input-output sector in Oklahoma for 1972 
is presented in Table XX. The manufacturing industries consumed about 
24.6 percent of the total energy used and 33.6 percent of the total 
energy consumed by the processing sectors. Electricity generation 
consumed 20.3 percent of total energy use and 27.7 percent of energy 
consumed by the processing sectors. Petroleum products and natural 
gas producing industries consumed 13.3 percent of total energy used 
and 18.2 percent used by the processing sectors. Agriculture directly 
consumed 1.9 percent of total energy used in 1972. 
Manufacturing and transportation industries dominated the consump-
tion of petroleum products at 21.8 percent and 22.6 percent, respec-
tively, of total petroleum products used. Processing sectors used 
53.7 percent and the final demand sectors consumed 46.3 percent of 
the total consumption of petroleum products. The leading natural gas 
consumer was electricity generation at 29.3 percent followed by manu-
facturing at 27.1 percent and petroleum, natural gas, and coal produc-
TABLE XX 
CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY BY SECTOR AND ENERGY SOURCE 
IN BILLION BTU, OKLAHOMA~ 11)72 
'· l'etroleum Natural Total I/O Sectors . Products Gas Electricity Coal Energy 
·1. Livestock and livestock products . 1723.639 2602-.631 ' 168.609 o.o ':3894. 879 
2, Other agricultural products 4920.564 5517.016 481.336 . o.o 10918.916 
3, Forestry and fishery products 442.384 550.888 43.275 o.o 1036.547 
4. Agricultural, forestry & fishery services 1955.454 2435.068 191.284 o.o 4581.806 
5. Iron & ferroalley ores mining o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
6. Nonferrous metal ores mining 295.892 . 98.459 320.180 o.o 714.531 
7. Stone & clay mining .& quarrying "925.657 2156.859 374.635 0.0 4057.152 
a. Chemical & fertilizer mineral mining 0.883 ~.o.o 0.504 o.o 1.387 
9. New construction 5591.199 0.0 78.759 o.o 5669.958 
10. Maintcnan~e & repair construction 709.546 o.o 59.982 o.o 769.528 
Agriculture, mining and construction 16565.218 13360.921 166$.564 o.o 31594.703 
11. Ordance accessories 254.207 379.892 91.616 o.o 725. 715 
12. Food and kindred products 6908.199 17489.841 953.518 o.o 25351.557 
13 •. Tabacco manufactures 0.270 0.987 10.052 o.o l.309 
i4." Ilroad & narrow fabrics, yarn & thread mills 1430.588 2313.889 409.247 o.o 4153. 724 
15. Miscellaneous textile goods & floor coverings 516.526 1045.937 77. 6Jl1 o.o 1640.097 
16. Apparel · 824.319 1080.473 275.683 o.o 2180.975 
17. Miscellaneous fabricated texttle products 140.625 241. 750 38.817 0.0 421.191 
18. Lumber and wood products, except containers 2247.294 . 2516.169 316.796 o.o 5080.259 
19. Wood containers 62.199 164,138 12.939 o.o 139.276 
20. Household furniture 325. 871- -~6.310 73.699 o.o 1045.850 
21. Other furniture and fixtures 208.233 340.423 42.156 o.o 590.812 
22, Paper & allied products, except containers 7943. 955 12640.048 629.079 o.o 21210.083 
23. Paperboard containers & boxes 459.735 888,060 99.338 o.o 1447.133 
24. Prin t::.ng .ind publishfng 673.377 1282.753 285.492 o.o 2241.622 
25. Chemicals & selected chemical products 10000.595 39237.434 1415.982 o.o 50654.010 
26, • Plastics '& synthetic materials 0.0 o.o 0.0 .o.o o.o 
27. Druga 1 cleaning & toilet prepa~ation1 816. 706 . 1721.849 136.068 o.o 2647.623 
28. Jaint1 and allied pioducta 148.738 291.0BG 32.U7 o.o 472.380 
\.0 
0 
TABLE XX (Continued) 
Petroleum Natural Total 
I/O Sectors Products Gas Electricity Coal Energy 
29. Paving & floor materials 464.693 2355.357 32.447 0.0 2852.492 
• 30. Rubber & miscellaneous plastics products 1667.216 3241.418 466.429 o.o 5375.063 
31. Leather tanning & finishing 0.271 •. 0.987 10.052 o.o 1.309 
32. Footwear & other leather products 85,186 83,872 39.026 o.o 208.084 
33. Glass and glass products 1961. 988 7903.731 138.363 o.o 10004.082 
34. Stone and clay products 6963.637 16207.088 500.446 o.o 23671.171 
35. Primary iron and steel manufacturins 14900,832 28279.764 1407.634 .1221.361 45809.592 
36. Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing 3293.868 10834.327 807.433 867.967 15803.595 
37. Metal containers 4.666 11.446 ·l.044 o.o .17.156 
38. Heating, plumbing & struct. metal products 2185.851 . 5362.343 488.966 o.o 8037.160 
39. Screw machine products and stampings 60.907 149.418 13.625 o.o 323.950 
40. Other fabricated metal products 525.907 1290.184 117.645 o.o 1933. 746 . 
41. Engines and turbines 227.163 508.167 47. i91 o.o 783.121 
.42~ Farm and garden machinery 316.406 705.514 41. 91,7 o.o 1063.867 
43. Construction & mining machinery 332.632 1075.539 81.182 o.o 1489.352 
44, Materials handling machinery & equipment 106,821 231.882 25.461 0.0 35li.164 
45. Hctal working machinery and equipment 336.688 823.922 108.103 0.0 1268. 713 
46. .Special industry machinery & equipment 227.163 . 473.632 66.156 o.o. 766.951 
47. General industrial machinery & equipment '424.579 1238.350 107.686 0.0 1770.614 
48. Misc, machinery, except electrical 232.572 651.244 76.699 0.0 960.615 
49. Office, computing, and accounting machines 151.442 296,020 68.451 o.o 515.913 
50. Service industry machines 310.997 749.917 73.0113 o.o 1133.957 
51. Electric.industrial equipment & aparatus 278.505 653.04'~ - 97.490 o.o 1029.039 
52. Household cppliances 6.923 "16.234 22,1123 o.o 25.580 
53. Electric lighting & wiring equipment 35. 712 . 83. 738 . 2. 501 o.o 131. 951 
54. Radio, TV, and Communication equipment 1297.287 3041. 910 454.111 o.o 4793.308 
55. Electronic 6omponents & accesso~ies 136.891 320.985 47.918 0.0 505.794 
56. Misc, electrical machinery & supplies . 45. 762 252,204 26.019 o.o 229.085 
57. Motor vehicles and.equipment 1907.901 4371.227 439.299 o.o 6718.427 
58. Aircraft and parts 421.875 . 966. 998 174.259 o.o 1563.132 
59. Other transportation equipment 459.735 596.973 119.,998 o.o 1176.707 
60. Scientific and controlling instruments 192.007 419.361 72.834 o.o ~84.202 
61. Optical, ophthalmic & photographic equipment 362.380 276.285 45.495 o.o 684.160 
\.0 ,_.. 
TABLE XX (Continued) 
Petroleum Natural Total 
I/O Sectors Products Gas Electricity Coal Energy 
: 
62. Miscellaneous manufacturing 482. 722· 828.856 . 130.642 o.o 1442.219 
Manufoc turing 79212.930 205947.930 11718.250 2089,328 31794.703 
63. Transportation and warehousing 76044.811 .16360. 698 o.o o.o 92425.509 
64. Cor:ununications, except radio & TV 4.672 33. 724 233.253 o.o 271..649 
65. Redio & 1V broadcasting 0.801 "22.916 139.973 o.o 16 3·. 590 
66, Water supply & sanitary services 0.520 .aJ.706 112.178 o.o · 195.884 
67. Wholesale & retail trade 398.963 29.56'. 4 7 5 3778.117 "o.o ·1133:555 
68. finance and insurance 12.906 215.114 . 116.613 . o.o 344.633 
69. Real estate and rental 33.186 554.149 299.860 o.o 887.195 
70, Ho tels: personal & repair services exc, aut~ 39.988 766,520 361.319 o.o 1167.827 
·71, Business services 95.894 1598', 377 866.t176 o.o. 2560.747 
72. Eating & drinking places 124.1179 779. 889 1069.003 o.o 1973.371 
73. .Auto~obilc repair and services 35,268 587 .844. 31U.669 o.o 941.781 
74. Amusements 13.217 221J.3ll 219.429 o.o 460.957 
75. Medical, educ. services & •.nonprofit org. 51.328 7°857:298 1616.959 o.o 9525.585 
76. Federal goverrunent enterprises 67 .4811. 5595.470 1001. 735 o.o 6664.689 
77. State & locnl gov~rnmant enterprises 35,414 ·,.:?936.395• 665.691 o.o 3637.500 . 
'l'ransportation, com.'111.m., trade & service _,76968.537 4ids.tio6 10998.410 o.o 130101. 353·. 
78, Patt~leum Productions Production 6769.831 . 72Bf6.769 865,659 . o.o 80552.259 
79. Natural Gas Production 1263.221 60047 .482 808.410 o.o 62119.113 
80, Coal Mining 411.599 . 3 93.837 614,304 10.672 1430.413 
81, Electricity and Hydro-power 5747.161 190243~n9 19.663.336·' 66.300 21572 o. 326 
Energy processing .14191.812 323610,617 21951.709 76.972360522;!08 . 
TOTAL PROCESSING SECTORS 181087,100 553888,500 45889.800. 2166.300 783031.700 
82. llousehold industry 146836.000 81660,000 23959.000 o.o 252455.00 
83. Federal govarnmant - defense 1330.342 882,060 758.550 o.o 2970. 952-
84. Federal government ~ non-dcf ense 3118.158 2067 .440 1777. 950 o.o 6963.548 
85, State & local government - education 1755.799 4313.745 21121.482 o.o 8491.026 
86. State and local government - other 2889.001 7097.~55 3984.317· o.o 13971.173 
TOTAL FINAL DEMAND 155929.300 96021.100 • 32901.400' o.o 28485iToO 
I 




ing industries at 20.5 percent. The processing sectors used 85.2 per-
cent of total natural gas consumed while the remaining 14.8 percent 
was used by the final demand sectors. 
Manufacturing sectors consumed 17.3 percent of total electricity 
while 10.5 percent was used within the electricity generating sector 
itself. Final demand consumed slightly more than half of all electri-
city (50.7 percent) with the remaining 49.3 percent used by the pro-
cessing sectors. The household sector consumed 36.9 percent of total 
electricity. The manufacturing industries used most (96.5 percent) 
of the coal consumed with insignificant amounts used for electricity 
generation (3.1 percent). Nuclear power was not produced or consumed 
in Oklahoma in 1972. 
Direct Energy Use Requirements by Sector and Energy Source 
The direct energy use requirement by sector is computed as the 
ratio of energy used to the index of output for 1972. For the non-
energy producing sectors, direct energy requirements show the energy 
consumed by energy source per unit of value of output. For the energy 
producing sectors, direct energy requirements show the energy consumed 
by energy source per unit of energy output. The coefficients indicate 
the amount of energy, measured in BTU, required to produce one dollar's 
worth of output of each sector in the non-energy producing sectors. 
For the energy producing sectors the data measure the amount of energy 
in BTU required to produce one unit of BTU output. These data summa-
rize all the factors that go into determining how much energy was used 
to produce a given amount of output in a sector. This obviously in-
cludes the type of technology and production process used and its 
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efficiency, as well as the scale of individual operations, the degree 
of integration in the industry, the mix of products, and a host of 
other factors which effect the amount of energy used per unit of out-
put. However, it is not possible to separate the rates of energy 
consumed among the complex factors entering into the determination of 
the coefficients [61]. 
Energy use requirements by basic energy source and input-output 
industry grouping are presented in Table XXI. Transportation and ware-
housing is a major user of energy per unit of output at 101,401 BTU 
with manufacturing at about 50,000 BTU per unit of output. The finance, 
insurance and real estate sector used the least energy per unit of 
output (430 BTU). 
Coal is consumed by the primary iron, steel and non-ferrous metals 
manufacturing sectors at an average of 12,219 BTU of coal per unit of 
output. Electricity generation used 0.00065 BTU of coal per unit of 
output and coal mining used 0.00017 BTU of coal per unit of output. 
Manufacturing industries used 14,519 BTU of petroleum products and 
37.749 BTU of natural gas per unit of output. Transportation and 
warehousing consumed 83,430 BTU of petroleum products and 17.922 BTU 
of natural gas per unit of output. Electricity generating and petro-
leum production used 1.86002 BTU and 0.05869 of BTU of natural gas per 
unit of output, respectively. Electricity generation used 0.20203 BTU 
of electricity per unit of output. Federal government and state and 
local government enterprises consumed an average of 19.935 BTU of 






























DIRECT ENERGY REQUIREMENT PER UNIT OF OUTPUT IN 




Livestock and livestock products 1.44043 
Other agricultural products 8.82S44 
Forestry and fishery products 41. 3984 7 
Agricultural, ~orestry and fishery services 41.39841 
Iron and ferroallev ores mines 0.0 
Nonferrous metal ores mining 105.525('5 
Stone~nd clay mining and quarrying 33~44620 
Chemical and fertilizer mineral minine 44.16302 
New construction 3.92823 
Maintenance and repair construction 3.92824 
Onlancc accessories 59. 78518 
Food and kindred products 7.34239 
Tobacco manufactures 2.65130 
Broad and narrow fabrics, yarn and thread mil.ls 107 .Lf6605 
Miscellaneous textile goods and floor coverings 7 .:nJ54 
Apparel 6.62809 
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products 4. 820 38 
Lumber and wood products, except containers 17.28090 
Wood containers 18.45682 
Household furniture ll.24A57 
Other furniture and fixtures 13.65731 
Paper and allied products, except containers 96.72063 
Paperboard containern and boxes 11. 99 664 
Printing and publishing 3.47196 
Chemicals and.selected chemical products 201.82427 
Plastics and synthetic materials ' o.q 
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Paints and allied nroducts 13. 76056 
Pav~1g mix. and block, asphalt felts and coatings 8.82574 
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products 6. 05450 
Le:ither tanning and finishing 2. 65130 
Footwe<Jr and other leather products 3. 50633 
Glass and glass products 15.00851 
Stone and clay products 45.85564 
Primary iron and steel manufacturing 149. 07689 
Prlm"ry nonferrous metals manufacturing 46.37096 
Metal containers 4.70838 
Heating, plumbing, and struct. metal products 6.85475 
Screw machine products and stampings 6.33656 
Other fabricated metal products 5.32952 
Engines and turbines 38.82470 
Fann and garden machinery 12. 70503 
Const rue tion and mining machinery L 08825 
Hacerials handling machinery and equipment 6. 73651 
Meta 1 working ntachinery and equipn:cnt 23. 58423 
S;icd.al industry machinery and equipment 4. 93329 
General industrial machinery 3.01582 
Hise. machinery, except electrical 6.02097 
Office, computing, and accounting machine::; 0. 76972 
Service industry machines 3.27783 
Electric industrial equipment and apparatus 6.50632 
Household appliances 3. 28727 
Electric lighting and wiring equipment 5.70115 
Radio, TV, and c"omniunication equipment 11 , 82421 
Electronic componets an<l accessories 5. 79506 
Misc. electrical 11'.achinery and supplies 6.19494 
Motor vehicles and equipment 19.07463 
A:!rcraft and parts 3.41920 
Other transportation equipment 5.55840 
Scientific and controlling instruments 9. 71401 




































































































































































TABLE XXI (Continued) 
Sect ore 
Miscellaneous manufacturing 
Transportation and ~arehousing 
Communications, except radio and TV 
Rarl!o and TV broa<lcastiµg 
Water supply and sanitary services 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Fi.nance and insurance 
Real estate and.rental 
Hotels; personal and repair services exc. auto 
Business services 
Eating and drinking places 
Automobile repair and services 
Amusements 
Medical, educ. services and nonprofit org. 
Federal government enterprises 
State and local government enterprises 
Petroleum Products Production 
Natural Gas Production 
Coal Mining 


















































































































Energy Production and Trade 
Energy Production By Source 
Oklahoma is a major energy producing state. Energy production by 
basic energy source in trillion BTUs from 1971 to 1976 is illustrated 
in Table XXII. In 1972, total energy produced in Oklahoma was esti-
mated at 3,272.5 trillion BTUs. Over half (57.0 percent) of the total 
energy produced was from natural gas followed by petr.oleum products3 
at 38.0 percent and the remaining 5.0 percent of total energy produced 
consisted of electricity and hydropower (at 3.1 percent) and bitumi-
nous coal (at 1.9 percent). About ten percent of total BTU's of petro-
leum products is used for raw materials and non-energy products such 
as petro chemical inputs. 4 
Petroleum products and natural gas accounted for over 90 percent 
of total energy production in Oklahoma for the years 1971-1976. Pe-
troleum products showed a continuous annual decline in production from 
1971 to 1976. The total petroleum products declined at an average 
annual rate of 4.8 percent over the period. Natural gas production 
increased marginally by 1.6 percent over the entire period. Coal 
production and electricity including hydropower increased at an aver-
age annual rate of 9.5 percent and 6.5 percent, respectively, from 
1971 to 1976. 
3The components of petroleum products include crude petroleum 
(87.2 percent), natural gasoline and cycle products (4.9 percent), 
and liquified petroleum gas (7.9 percent). 
4This estimate is reduced from the total energy production for 
adjustment on the basis of input-output relationships. 
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Energy production is an important element of Oklahoma's economic 
base. About 55,000 workers are employed in the production of the 
state's energy resources, and thousands of others are engaged in the 
distribution and marketing services of those energy supplies. A large 
portion of Oklahoma's jobs, business income and tax revenues are gen-
erated from energy production [52]. 
Energy Trade Analysis 
Oklahoma as a major producer of crude oil and natural gas is also 
a net exporter of energy to the rest of the country {Table XXIII). 
In 1972, the net fossil energy export was 2,181.114 trillion BTU 1 s 
which is 68.8 percent of the total fossil energy production in Okla-
homa. Net fossil energy trade in 1975 dropped to 1,693.433 trillion 
BTU's and amounted to about 62.0 percent of production. Oklahoma 
ranks third among all oil producing states as an exporter of energy. 
Oklahoma exports large amounts of natural gas, crude oil, and natural 
gas liquids, and a small amount of coal to neighboring states and 
abroad. Very little of the coal produced in Oklahoma is used in the 
state. Oklahomacoal generallyexceeds the sulfur content permitted in 
present state antipollution standards. As a result, most Oklahoma 
steam coal is now shipped to other states for use in cement production 
and for electricity generation. Metallurgical coal produced in Okla-
homa is used in making coke for steel production in other states and 
is exported to Japan, Mexico and West Germany. 
Higher energy prices have been an incentive for energy production 
and the resulting shift in related prices has created a positive ef-
fect upon the state economy by transferring income from energy using 
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to energy producing regions [52]. Most of the energy price increase· 
came after the oil embargo in 1973. For instance, a comparison of ex-
port level and values can be made from Table XXIII. Natural gas ex-
port value has increased substantially from 1972 to 1975 due to the 
higher prices despite a lower production level. The value of coal 
exports increased by 249 percent from 1972 to 1975. The export of 
petroleum products from Oklahoma decreased due to a decline of produc-
tion and a slight increase in Oklahoma consumption in 1975 compared to 
1972. In general, the value of energy exports has increased dramati-
cally due to higher energy prices. As energy production decreases, 











ENERGY PRODUCTION BY ENERGY SOURCE IN TRILLION BTU 
OKLAHOMA, 1971-1976 
Petroleum Natural Bituminous Electricity & Total 
Products Gas Coal Hydro power Energy 
1,271.941 1,738.156 53.728 93.826 3,157.651 
1,242.382 1,864.707 63.107 102. 280 3,272.476 
1, 163. 945 1,827.651 52.782 130. 258 3,174.355 
1,093.091 1. 691.388 56.662 138.048 2. 979.189 
1,003. 547 1,656.783 69. 072 134. 019 2,863.421 
999 .118 1,765.325 87.422 130.552 2,982.417 
Estimated from the physical quantities reported by the Bureau 




PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION AND EXPORT OF FOSSIL 
FUELS OKLAHOMA, 1972 AND 1975 
Petroleum Natural 
Products Gas Coal Total 
Production 9 
1972 BTU 10 1,242.382 1,864.707 63 .107 3,170.196 
$1,000,000 2,493.228 620.956 12.878 3,127.062 
1975 BTU 109 1,003.547 1,656.783 69. 072 2,729.402 
$1,000,000 2,342.202 1,208.259 32.320 3,582.781 
Consumption 9 
1972 BTU 10 337.016 649.910 2.156 989.082 
$1,000,000 676.328 216.423 442 893.193 
1975 BTU 109 359.193 673.836 2.940 1,035.969 
$1,000,000 838.688 491.415 1. 376 1,331. 479 
Export 
BTU 109 1972 905.366 1,214.797 60.951 2'181.114 
$1,000,000 1,816.900 404.533 12.436 2,233,869 
1975 BTU 109 644. 354 982.947 66.132 1,693.433 
$1,000,000 1,503.514 716.844 30.944 2 ,251. 302 
Source: Estimated from Hoch [29] and U.S. Bureau of Mines [100]. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE SIMULATION MODEL FOR OKLAHOMA 
Simulation, as applied in economic systems, is a numerical tech-
nique for conducting experiments, usually on a digital computer. It 
involves setting up of mathematical models describing the behavior of 
systems over extended periods of time. Simulation models presently 
and prospectively are the most feasible, the most workable, and prob-
ably the most potentially useful types of models in dynamic systems 
analysis. The introduction and availability of digital computers has 
increased the application of this type of empirical tool and has made 
it possible to manage large, complex economic models [3]. In this 
chapter recent simulation studies based on input-output techniques are 
reviewed. This is followed by a description of the input-output based 
simulation model used to evaluate alternative energy choices for Okla-
homa. 
Previous Simulation Studies 
Input-output and simulation models have been employed as the 
major approach in the analysis of interrelationships in regional eco-
nomic studies. Since the model presented in this study is a simula-
tion model formulated around an input-output model, it is appropriate 
to review similar models of regional economies developed in recent 
years. Of special interest are those models which are impact oriented 
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and relevant to state economies such as Oklahoma. 
The Iowa State study by Maki, Suttor, and Barnard [33] was one of 
the first regional simulation studies based on the input-output model. 
Twenty-three major equations described the economic conditions of Iowa. 
These included derivation of final demand, sector output, sector em-
ployment, value added, total personal income, and disposable income. 
Simulation runs were performed over the 1954-74 period. 
W. H. Miernyk [34] developed a simulation model of the West Vir-
ginia economy. The study focused on the use of an input-output model 
to simulate certain aspects of economic development. The process of 
structural change in the economy was viewed in a dynamic setting. 
Data were obtained by personal interviews from a sample of establish-
ments. 
One of the most cited regional simulation studies is the Susque-
hanna River Basin model developed by H. R. Hamilton, et al. at the 
Battelle Memorial Institute [27]. It is a dynamic simulation model 
representing important categories of variables in a regional economy: 
demographic, employment, and water. The demographic and employment 
sectors are tied together by an important feedback loop including 
variables of population, labor force, wage rate, unemployment, and 
migration. Data from the two sectors are fed into a water resource 
sector, viewed as a "technical sector", to determine water quality 
and quantity variables. However, the water sector's feedback on the 
demographic and employment sectors was not considered critical and 
hence not included in the model. The model might be called an "employ-
ment determining model" since economic activity is specified in terms 
of employment rather than variables such as income, value added, or 
output. The model incorporates export base theory for determining 
employment in which the principal 11driving force 11 of the model is 
market area demand operating through export industry employment. 
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Arthur Ekholm [16] developed a model for determining regional 
economic adjustments to declining groundwater and petroleum supplies 
in the High Plains of Oklahoma and Texas. The model deals with the 
development of an information system and a dynamic simulation model 
which estimates the impact of declining groundwater and petroleum 
resources in a regional economy. The region includes a combination 
of 28 counties of the High Plains of Oklahoma and Texas. The informa-
tion system is estimated from secondary sources and consists of a 42 
sector interindustry transactions matrix, a capital account and a 
human resource account. The regional economy from 1967 to 2010 is 
simulated by means of a system of difference equations arranged in a 
recursive sequence that determines sector and regional population 
subject to groundwater and petroleum supply projections. Output deter-
mination in each year involves the use of an independent resource pro-
jection system, the Leontief inverse matrix, and a feedback loop. 
Beside the above mentioned models, a lineage of other simulation 
studies can be added to the list. Several simulation studies on the 
state of Oklahoma have been fonnulated around the input-output system 
of analysis. Doeksen [9] developed a model for the Oklahoma economy 
for the base period 1963. His input-output formulation consisted of 
twelve endogenous and five exogenous sectors. The major contribution 
of the study was the addition of the capital account in which capital 
coefficients for Oklahoma were developed. Sector output at capacity 
levels, capital-output ratios, a capital unit matrix, a capital stock 
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matrix, and an investment matrix were included. The model was used to 
simulate various major state economic variables over the 1963-1980 
period. The main objective of the study was to develop a social 
accounting system for Oklahoma and to utilize the system in evaluating 
development strategies by projecting output, employment, income, reve-
nue, and other state economic variables. 
Sarigedik updated the Oklahoma model to 1967 and extended the 
model by adding a government account and expanding the human resource 
account [65]. The government account incorporated revenues and expen-
ditures of federal and state and local governments. The model is com-
posed of seventeen endogenous and five exogenous sectors used to simu-
1 ate the state economy over the 1967 to 1985 period. The major purpose 
of the study was to update the social accounting system for Oklahoma 
to 1967 and to utilize the information in evaluating growth of the 
state economy on the government and human resource accounts. 
The input-output and simulation model of this study is related to 
the Ekholm [16], Doeksen [9] and Sarigedik [65] studies. The present 
model is different from these studies in base year model formulation 
and purpose of analysis. All previous accounts in the system have been 
updated to base year 1972. The difference in model formulation from 
the previous studies is development of an energy account which is a 
unique component of the social accounting system. The major contribu-
tion, therefore, lies in the energy account which develops Oklahoma 
energy use and production by economic sector and energy source. Direct 
energy requirements (energy use-output ratios) by sector and energy 
source are estimated. The processing sectors are separated into two 
groups--the non-energy demand determined output sectors (77) and energy 
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supply determined output sectors (4). Outputs of the non-energy sec-
tors are determined by final demand and by direct requirements of the 
energy sectors. Output of the energy sectors are independently deter-
mined outside the model and then fed into the simulation and input-
output model as exogenous data. Projected output of the non-energy 
sectors, direct energy requirements of the processing sectors, direct 
energy requirements of households and government, and projected pro-
duction of state energy are used to determine state energy trade by 
energy source. 
The purpose of the model is to evaluate alternative energy choices 
for Oklahoma. The model is designed to simulate over the period 1972-
2000 using a system of difference equations arranged in recursive 
sequence. It is used to evaluate alternative energy choices for Okla-
homa on such state economic variables as employment, income, govern-
ment revenue and expenditure energy trade. 
The.Oklahoma Simulation Model 
The operation of the simulation model is recursive involving 119 
major equations for a given year. There are four main parts in the 
model which include: (1) estimating final demand, (2) determining sec-
tor output, (3) projecting state economic variables, and (4) projecting 
state energy requirements and trade. All these are discussed in 
detail in this chapter. The specification of the Oklahoma simulation 
model starts first in sequence with the various components of final 
demand. Final demand sectors include personal consumption expendi-
tures, private capital formation, change in business inventories, net 
exports, federal government purchases for national defense and non-
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defense, and state and local government purchases for education and 
other services (i.e. highways, public welfare, health and hospitals). 
Secondly, after final demand is estimated, output requirements by 
endogenous sectors are determined. Thirdly, sector output estimates 
are utilized to derive state economic projections. State economic 
variables projected by the model include income, employment, govern-
ment revenues and expenditures and gross state product. Fourth, the 
data generated on final demand are used in the process of projecting 
the state energy requirements and energy trade. 
The complete listing of economic variables, matrices, and scalers 
are presented in Tables XXIV, XXV, and XXVI, respectively. The eco-
nomic variables are presented by capital letters, matrices by the 
subscripted capital letter "A", and scalers by the subscripted small 
letter "a. 11 All annual growth rates defined either as 11 A11 or 11 a" are 
estimated by least squares with logarithmic exponential functions. 
Figure 3 depicts the flow chart of the economic variables. The flow 
chart helps in explaining how final demand is used to estimate output 
and how output is used to project various state economic variables. 
State economic variables are measured in thousands of constant 1972 
dollars and energy estimates are expressed in thousands of BTU. 
Estimating Final Demand 
There are eight final demand sectors. First, each final demand 
component needs to be estimated. Then, total final demand is estimated 
by summing all components. 




















VARIABLES IN OKLAHOMA SIMULATION MODEL 
Description 
Column vector of non-energy sector capacity output in year t. 
Colllllll1 vector of energy sector capacity output in year t. 
Column vector of new plant and equipment investment for 
~~)tt~n-energy sectors and (INE) for energy sectors ill 
Column vector of output of non-energy demand determined 
sectors in year t. 
Column vector of output of supply energy supply determiDed 
sectors in year t. 
Column vector of capital stock (KD):I: for non-energy sector 
and (KE)t for energy sector at the oeginning of year t. 
Column vector of replacement investment (IRD)t for non-energy 
sectors and (IRE) for energy sectors in year t. 
ColUllDl vector of total investment for energy and non-energy 
secto~s in year·t. 
Column vector of COlllP.osition of nev investment for ener17 
and non-energy sectors in year t. 
Tot.al purchases od durable goods in year t. 
Per capita disposable income in year t. 
Column vector of consumption of durable goods in year t. 
Total non-energy non-durable purchases in year t. 
Column vector of consumption of non-energy non-durable goods 
in year t. 
Oklahoma population in year t. 
Total consumption of services in year t. 
Column vector of consumption of services in year t. 
Column of total personal consumption expenditures for noe-
energy sectors in year t. 
Total. net export demand for non-energy sectors in year t. 



















TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Description 
Column vector of federal goverru;ient purchases for national 
defense in year t. 
Column vector of federal government purchases for non-
defense in year t. 
Column vector of total federal government purcha.ses in 
year t. 
Total state and local government expenditures on education 
in year t. 
Column vector of state and local government expenditures 
on education in year t. 
State and.local government expenditures on highways in 
year t. 
State and local government expenditures on public welfare 
in year t. 
State and local government expenditures on health and 
hospitals in year t. 
Other state and iocal government expenditures in year t 
Total state and local government expenditures other than 
education in year t. 
Column vector.of total state and local expenditures in 
year t. 
Column vector of state and local government expenditures 
on all items except education in year t. 
Column vector of total final demand in year t. 
T~tal personal income in Oklahoua in year t. 
Person.al income per capita in Oklahoma in year t. 
Total Oklahoma population in year t. 

















TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Description 
Column vector' of advancement from cohort i to cohort 
i + l between year t and year t + 1. 
Column vector of net immigration into cohort i between 
year t and year t + 1 of sex j. 
Column vector of deaths by members of cohort i of 
sex j in year t to year t + 1. 
Column vector of births of sex j in year t. 
Column vector of wage and salary employment for non-energy 
sectors in year t. 
Column vector of proprietor employment for non-energy 
sectors in year t. 
Column vector of sector total employment for non-energy 
sectors in year t. 
Sum total of sector employment for non-energy sectors iD 
year t. 
Column vector of wage and salary employment for energy 
sectors in year t. 
Column vector of proprietor employment for energy sectors 
in year t. 
Column vector of sector total employment for energy sectora 
in year t. 
Sum total of sector employment for energy sectors in year t. 
Sum. total of non-energy and energy aector employment in yur t. 
Column vector of wage and salary payments for non-eneru 
sectors in year c. 
Column vector of proprietor income for non-energy secUllr 
in year t. 
Sum total of wage and salary payments for non-energy 
sector• in year t. 














TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Description 
Column vector of wage and salary payments for energy sectors 
in year t. 
SWll total of wage and salary payments for energy seetors 
in year t. 
SUl!l total of non-energy and energy sector wage and salary 
payments in year t. 
ColUllDl vector of proprietor income for energy sectors in 
year t. 
Sum total of proprietor income for energy sectors in year 
t. 
Sum total of non-energy and energy sector proprietor iDcome 
in year t. 
Total transfer payments in Oklahoma in year t. 
Total property income in Oklahoma in year t. 
Total other labo~ income in Oklahoma in year t. 
· Column vector of value qdded for non-energy sectors iD 
Oklahoma in year t. 
Column vector of value added for energy sectors in Okla-
homa in year t. 
Gross state product in Oklahoma in year t. 
Total federal government tax collection in Oklahoma ia 
year t. 
Federal government individual income tax collections in 
Oklahoma in year t. 
Total value of state sales tax collections in Ok.laho .. 
in year t. 
Gasoline and fuels excise and special fuels use tax 
collections in Oklahoma in year t. 
Individual and corpora-::ion incom.e tax withheld by the 




















TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Description 
All other taxes collected by state and local government 
in Oklahoma in year t. 
Federal aid to state and local government in Oklahoma in 
year t. 
Other revenues to state and local government in Oklahoma 
in year t. 
Total state and local government revenue collections in 
Oklahoma in year t. 
Total disposable income in Oklahoma in year t. 
Disposable income per capita in Oklahoma in year t. 
Column vector of state energy trade by energy sources in 
year t. 
Column vector of final energy consumption by energy sources 
in year t. 
Total sum of energy demand in year t. 
Total final energy demand by household sources in year t. 
Total final energy consumption by federal govei:nment by 
sources in year t. 
Total final energy consumption by ~tate and local government 
by sources in year t. 
Total final coal consumption by household in year t. 
Total final petroleum products consumption by household 
in year t. 
Total final electricity and hydro-power consumption by 
household in year t. 
Sum total of federal government pruchases for energy and 
110n-energy 1ector1 in year t. 















TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Description 
!otal final petroleum products consumption by federal 
government in year t. 
Total final natural gas consumption by federal government 
in year t. 
Total final electricity and hydro-power consumption by 
federal government in year t. 
Total final coal consumption by state and local government 
in year t. 
Total final petroleum products consumption by state &J:ld 
local government in year t. 
Total final natural gas consumption by state and local 
govermnent in year t. 
Total final electricity and hydro-power consumption by 
atate and locat government in year t. 
Total final coal consumption in year t. 
Total final petroleum products consumption in -year t. 
Total fin.al natural gas consumption in year t. 
Total final electricity and hydro-power consumption in year 
t. 
col'UlllD vector of state energy consumptioa by energy source 







MATRICES IN OKLAHOMA SIMULATION MODEL 
Description 
Diagonal matrix of average output-capital ratios for non-energy 
and energy sectors. 
I>iagoua.l matrix of average capital-output ratios A1 for aca-energy and A01 for energy sectors. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual change iti capital-output 
ratios ~ for non-energy and A02 for energy sectors. 
Diangonal matrix of depreciation rates for non-energy and 
energy sectors. 
Capital. coefficient matrix. 
Column vector of sector purchases of durable goods to total 
purchases of durable goods. 
Column vector of sector purchases of non-energy non-durable 
goods to total expenditures of non-energy non-durable goods. 
Column vector of sector purchases of services to total 
expenditures of services. 
Diagonal. matrix of one plus annual growth rate of durable 
and non-energy non-durable exports. 
Diagonal matrix of sector inventory to sector output 
lagged one year. 
Column vector of total. state and local government purchases 
by sector for education to total educat:ion expend:i.ture. 
Column vector of total state and local. government purchases 
by sector for other services to total expenditure for other 
•ervices. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in energy 
production. 
Direct and indirect coefficient matrix of non-energy sectors. 
Dir•ct requirements from the non-energy sectors per unit of 
output of the energy sector• ($/BTU). 
Diagon.al matrix of labor-output coefficients for non-.energy 
•ector•. 
Matrix 
TABLE XXV {Continued) 
Description 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in CA15). 
Diagonal matrix of labor-output coefficients for energy 
secto't's. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in (A17). 
Diagonal matrix of wage and salary employment to total 
employment for non-energy sectors. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in (A19). 
Diagonal matrix of ratio of wage and salary employment to 
total employment for energy sectors. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in (~1). 
Diagonal matrix of wage and salary income rates for non-
energy sectors. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in (~3). 
Diagonal matrix of wage and salary income rates for energy 
sectors. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual groWth rate in (~5). 
Di.agonal matrix of proprietor income rates for non-energy 
sectors • 
. Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in (~7). 
Diagonal matrix of proprietor income rates for energy 
lilectors. 
Diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth rate in (~9). 
Diagonal matrix of ratio of value added to sector output 
for non-energy sectors. 
Diagonal matrix of ratio of value added to sector output 
for energy sectors. 
Direct energy requirements per unit of output of the energy 
sectors (Btu/Btu). 
Direct energy requirements per uuit of output of the non-










SCALARS IN OKLAHOMA SIMULATION MODEL 
Deacriptio:l 
Upper limit to capacity output for capital. formation. 
Ratio of durable expenditures to disposable income lagged 
one year. 
- One plus annual growth rate in Ca1). 
Ba.tio of non-durable expenditures to disposable income 
lagged one year. 
One plus annual growth rate in (a4). 
Ratio of service expenditures to disposable income lagged 
one year. 
One plus annual growth rate in (a5). 
One plus annual growth rate in federal. government expendi-
tures for national defense. 
One plus annual growth rate in federal government expendi-
tures for ~on-defense. 
Distributive coefficient of births by sex. 
Average immigration rate for Oklahoma. 
One plus annual growth rate in transfer payment. 
One plus annual growth rate in property income. 
One plus annual growth rate in other labor income. 
Ratio of social. security payments to wage and salary 
income. 
One plus annual growth rate in (a14). 
Ratio of total energy final. demand by household to total. 
disposable income. 
Ona plus annual growth rate in (a16>. 
Ratio of petrole1.1111 products final demand by household to 





TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
Description 
Ratio of natural gas final demand by household to total 
energy demand by household. 
Ratio of coal final demand by household to energy demand by 
household. 
Ratio of electricity and hydropowe= final demand by hous-
hold to total energy demand by household. 
Ratio of total energy final demand by federal government to 
total federal government expenditures. 
One plus annual growth rate in (a22). 
Ratio of petroleum products final demand to total energy 
demand by federal government. 
i.atio of natural gas final demand to total energy demand by 
federal government. 
Ratio of coal final demand to total energy demand by federal 
government. 
Ratio of electricity and hydropower final demand to total 
energy demand by federal government. 
latio of total energy final demand by state and local 
government to total person.al income. 
One plus annual growth rate in (a28). 
Ratio of petroleum products final demand to total energy 
demand by state and local government. 
Ratio of natural gas final demand to total energy demand 
by state and local government. 
iatio of coal final demand to total energy demand by state 
and local govermaent. 
latio of electricity and hydropower final demand to total 
eaer11 demand by state and local government. 
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the fact that a change in output over time influences net investment 
through changes in capital stock. The investment due to changes in 
output is known as 11 induced investment 11 as opposed to 11 autonomous 
investment 11 which is not influenced directly by changes in output. 
Thus, total investment in a period of time is the summation of 
(1) replacement or antonomous investment and (2) new plant and equip• 
ment or induced investment. Composition of new investment is obtained 
by multiplying the capital coefficient matrix by the column vector of 
total investment. 
To initiate the system sector capacity output and new plant and 
equipment for the base year 1972 for both energy and non-energy sectors 
are computed. Sector capacity output is determined as follows: 
(XDC)t = (XDC)t-l + A0d (IND)t-l (7. l ) 
(XEC)t = (XEC)t-l + A0e (INE)t-l (7.2) 
(IND) (t-1) Aod 
(IN )t-1 = ------ Ao = 
(INE)t-1 Aoe 
where, 
(XDC)t and (XEC)t = Column vector of sector capacity 
output for non-energy and energy 
sectors in year t, respectively. 
(XDC)t-l and (XEC)t-l =Column vector of sector capacity 
output for non-energy and energy 
sectors in year t-1, respectively. 
(IND)t_1 and (INE)t-l =Column vector (IN)t-l of new plant 
and equipment for non-energy and 
energy sectors in year t-1, respec-
tively. 
= Diagonal matrix (Ab) of average out-
put-capita1 ratios for non-energy 
and energy sectors, respectively. 
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New plant and equipment, the first component of total investment 
is estimated by using the acceleration principle. It is estimated by 
multiplying capital-output ratios, annual change in capital-output 
ratios, and the difference of sector output in base period 1972 and 
sector capacity output in time period t multiplied by an upper limit 
capacity coefficient. 
(IND )t = (Ald)t [(XD)t-1 - a0 (XDC)t] (7.3) 
(Ald)t = (Ald)t-1 . A2d (7. 4) 
and 
( INE)t = (Al e ) t [ ( X E ) t-1 - a0 (XEC)t] ( 7. 5) 
(Ale)t = (Ale)t-1 . A2e (7.6) 
(Al )t { (~19l~ J ' A2 =1- ~29 -1 
(A;e)t j_ A2e J 
where 
(IND)t and (INE)t = column vector (IN)t of new plant and 
equipment investment for non-energy 
a· 0 
and energy sectors in year t, respec-
tively. 
=upper limit (90%) to capacity output 
for capital formation. 
(A1d)t and (A1e)t = diagonal matrix of average capital-
output ratios (A1)t for non-energy and 
energy sectors in year t, respectively. 
=diagonal matrix of one plus annual 
change in capital-output ratios (A2) 
for non-energy and energy sectors, 
respectively. 
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Investment on new plant and capital equipment by each sector is 
based upon the following conditions for both non-energy and energy 
sectors: 
If (XD)t-l > a0 (XDC)t and (XE)t-l > a0 (XEC)t' sectors invest 
on new plant and capital equipment. But, if (XD)t-l :::._ a0 (XDC)t and 
(XE)t-l ~ a0 (XEC)t , sectors do not invest on new plant and capital 
equipment. 
The diagonal matrix of A2 reflects the technological change and 
incorporates this change into future estimates of capital as trends 
in the capital-output ratios. 
Capital stock at the beginning of each period is equal to capital 
stock at the beginning of the preceding period plus new plant and 
equipment investment made during the followinq period. 
and 
where 
(KD)t = (KD)t-l + (IND)t (7. 7) 
(KE)t = (KE)t-l + (INE)t (7. 8) 
[
(KD)t-11 (K) = - - - - ' 
t-1 (KE) 
t-1 
(KD)t- l and (KE\_ 1 = column vector of capital stock 
(K)t-l for non-energy and energy 
sectors in year t-1, respectively. 
(KD)t and (KE)t = column vector of capital stock (K)t 
for non-energy and energy sectors 
in year t, respectively. 
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Replacement investment is the second component of total invest-
ment. It is a function of sector capital stocks in base period 1972 
times the respective depreciation rates. 
(7. 9) 
and 
(7. 1 0) 
I : 
- I ( IRD )t I 
(IR) -1- - - -I , 







(IRD)t and (IRE)t =column vector of replacement invest-
ment (IR)t for non-energy and energy 
sectors in year t, respectively. 
= diagonal matrix of depreciation rates 
(A3) for non-energy and energy sectors, 
respectively. 
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Total investment is determined by adding the new plant and equip-
ment and the replacement investment made by the non-energy and energy 
sectors. 
where: 
(I)t = column vector of total investment for energy and 
non-energy sectors in year t. 
(7 .11) 
(IN)t =column vector of new plant and equipment for non-
energy sectors (IND)t and energy sectors (INE)t 
inyeart 
(IR)t =column vector of replacement investment for non-
energy sectors (IRD)t and energy sectors (IRE)t 
in year t. 
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The sector composition of new investment is determined by multi-
plying the capital coefficient matrix by total investment. 
(7. 12) 
where: 
(PCF)t =column vector of sector composition of new invest-
ment for both energy and non-energy sectors in 
year t. 
A4 = capital coefficient matrix 
Personal Consumption Expenditures. The model considers durable 
goods, non-energy non-durable goods, and services in estimating the 
personal consumption expenditures. Durable goods include such things 
as lumber and wood products, appliances, electrical and transport 
equipment, and mining products. Non-durable goods include food, 
clothing, drugs, household supplies, and other similar items. Ser-
vice outlays include telephone, cleaning, transportation, recrea-
tion, medical care, education, and religious activities. Total pur-
chases of durable goods, non-energy non-durable goods, and services 
are estimated as a function of per capital disposable income and popu-
lation. 
(7. 1 3) 
where: 
(TDI)t = total disposable income in year t. 
(PCY)t = per capita disposable income in year t. 
(P) =population in year t. 
Total durable purchases and distribution by sector are computed as: 
and 
where 
(al)t = (al)t-1 a2 
(PCD)t = A5 (CD)t 
(CD)t = total purchases of durable goods in year t. 
(a1)t =ratio of durable expenditures to disposable 
income in year t. 
a2 =one plus annual growth rate in (a1 ). 
(PCD)t= column vector of purchases of durable goods 
in year t 
A5 = column vector of sector purchases of durable 
goods to total purchases of durable goods. 




The composition of total and sector purchases of non-energy non-





(CN)t = total purchases of non-energy non-durable 
goods in year t. 
(a 3)t = ratio of non-energy non-durable expenditures 
to disposable income in year t. 
a4 . =one plus annual growth rate in (a3). 
(PCN)t= column vector of purchases of non-energy non-
durable goods in year t 
A6 = column vector of sector purchases of non-
energy non-durable goods to total expendi-
tures of non-energy non-durable goods. 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
The composition of total and sector purchases of services are 
estimated as follows: 
and 
(CS)t = (a5 )t (PCY)t-l (P)t 
(a5)t = (as)t-1 a6 
(7.20) 




(CS)t = total purchases of services in year t. 
(a5)t = ratio of service expenditures to disposable 
income in year t 
(a6) = one plus annual growth rate in (a5). 
(PCS)t= column vector of purchases of services in 
year t. 
A7 = column vector of sector purchases of 
services to total expenditures for 
services. 
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Total personal consumption expenditures is the sum of sector 
purchases of durable goods, non-energy non-durable goods and services. 
(PCE)t = (PCD)t + (PCN)t + (PCS)t 
where: 
(PCE)t =column vector of total personal consumption 
expenditures in year t. 
(7.23) 
Non-energy Export Demand. State export demand is influenced 
mainly by the United States' demand. Therefore, it is assumed that 
Oklahoma's non-energy exports are a given share of U.S. demand and 
estimated from growth in the U.S. economy. Demand for services are 
determined by state economic activity and not related to the United 
States' demand. State exports of services are assumed to be zero. 
Total export demand for both durables and non-energy non-durables 
at the beginning of each period are a function of export demand in 
the previous period and growth in U. S. demand. 
where: 
(EX)t = column vector of export demand for durables 
and non-energy non-durables in year t. 
A8 = diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth 




Business Inventories. Sector inventory changes are estimated as 
a function of sector output lagged one year. 
(7. 25) 
where: 
A9 = diagonal matrix of sector inventory to sector 
output lagged one year. 
(CBI)t= column vector of sector inventory in year t. 
Federal Government Purchases. Federal government purchases are 
divided into two categories: (1) purchases for national defense which 
includes Department of Defense (DOD), Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), 
and defense related; and (2) purchases for non-defense which includes 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Environment Pro-
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tection Activities, Economic and Financial Assistance, and all other 
non-defense federal purchases. Both categories are estimated as a 
function of the previous year's purchases. The column vector of each 
category in year t-1 is multiplied by one plus the growth rate in 
expenditures. 
(TFP)~ = (FPO)~ + (FPO)t 
~ ~ 
where: 
(FPD)t = column vector of federal government purchases 
for national defense in year t. 
(FPO)t =column vector of federal government purchases 
for non-defense in year t. 
(TFP)t = column vector of total federal government 




(a7 =one plus annual growth rate in federal govern-. 
ment expenditures for national defense. 
a8 = one plus annual growth rate in federal govern-
ment expenditures for non-defense. 
State and Local Government Purchases. State and local government 
purchases are divided into two categories: (1) state and local govern-
ment purchases on education, and (2) state and local government pur-
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chases on "other" which includes highways, public welfare, and health 
and hospitals. Following a previous study, purchases are estimated 
as functions of total state personal income and gasoline taxes [1]. 
For each of these estimates, the lagged value of the independent vari-
able is used. It is implicitly assumed that changes in independent 
variables show their effect on dependent variables during the follow-
ing year. Total personal income is the independent variable most fre-
quently used for state and local government expenditure estimates. 
Highway expenditures are projected as a function of gasoline tax col-
lections of the preceding year [8]. Ordinary least square regression 
was used to estimate state and local government expenditures in the 
following five equations (the t statistic, R2 and Durbin-Watson sta-
tistics below in the following equations): 
(TSE)t = 30028.02376 + 0.064390 (TPI)t-l 
2 t = 15.24, R = 0.9831, d = 2.0532 
(SLW)t = -123185.76749 + 3.885700 (GFT)t-l 
t = 4.51, R2 = 0.7524, d = 1.2915 
(SLP)t = 23211.32637 + 0.027368 (TPI)t-l 
2 t = 7.10, R = 0.9264, d = 1 .6938 
(SLH)t = -33078.00000 + 0.015880 (TPI)t-l 





1For estimating equations (7-29) through (7-33) it is assumed 
that the dependent variables do not influence the independent vari-
ables. 
(SLO)t = -10669.00000 + 0.054890 (TPI)t-l 
2 t = 8.53, R = 0.8793, d = 1.3530 
where: 
(TSE)t = state and local government expenditures on 
education in Oklahoma in year t. 
(TPI)t-l = total personal income in Oklahoma in year 
t-1. 
(SLW)t = state and local government expenditures 
on highways in Oklahoma in year t. 
(GFT)t-l = gasoline and fuels excise and special 
fuels use tax in Oklahoma in year t-1. 
(SLP)t = state and local government expenditures on 
public welfare in year t. 
(SLH)t = state and local government expenditures on 
health and hospitals in Oklahoma in year t. 
(SLO)t = other state and local government expenditures 
in Oklahoma in year t. 
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(7.33) 
The two categories of state and local government purchases are 
education, (TSE)t and 11 other11 (TSO)t. The latter category is the sum 
of the following: 
(TSO)t = (SLW)t + (SLP)t + (SLH)t + (SLO)t. (7.34) 
where: 
(TSO)t = total state and local government expenditures 
other than education in year t. 
Sector proportions of total state and local government purchases in 
Oklahoma are estimated as the following: 
(SLE)t = A10 (TSE)t 
(SLR)t = A11 (TSO)t 
(TSL)t = (SLE)t + (SLR)t 
where: 
(TSL)t = column vector of total state and local govern-
ment purchases in Oklahoma in year t. 
(SLE)t = column vector of state and local government 
expenditures on education in Oklahoma in year 
t. 
(SLR)t = column vector of state and local government 
expenditures in the remaining items beside 
education in year t. 




ment purchases by sector for education to total 
education expenditures. 
A11 =column vector of total state and local govern-
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ment purchases by sector for other services 
to total expenditures for other services. 
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Total Final Demand. Total final demand is the sum of final 
demands for private capital formation (PCF), personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE), non-energy net exports (EX), business inventories 
(CBI), federal government purchases (TFP), and state and local govern-
ment purchases (TSL). After estimating each individual final demand 
and summing the individual final demands, total final demand for year 
t is as fo 11 ows : 
(Z)t = (PCF)t + (PCE)t + (EX)t + (CBI)t + 
. (TFP)t + (TSL)t 
where: 
(Z)t = column vector of total final demand in Oklahoma 
in year t. 
Determining Sector Output 
(7.38) 
Sector output estimates are used for determining state energy 
requirements and net energy trade. Projections on employment, income, 
government revenues and population are directly or indirectly estima-
ted from sector outputs. Sector outputs are estimated for the supply 
determining energy sectors and the demand determined non-energy sec-
tors. 
Supply Determined Energy Sectors. Annual projections of energy 
production to the year 2000 are estimated independently of the simu-
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lation model. The energy production estimates measured in BTU are 
fed into the model as exogenous data. One assumption to be tested 
with the simulation model is the impact of energy produced based on 
historical trends. The following relationship expresses this assump-
ti on: 
where: 
(XE)t = column vector of output of energy supply deter-
mined sectors in year t. 
(XE)t-l =column vector of output of energy supply 
determined sectors in year t-1. 
A12 =diagonal matrix of one plus annual growth 
rate in energy production. 
(7.39) 
Other energy choices will be evaluated as discussed in the following 
chapter. 
Demand Determined Non-Energy Sectors. In Chapter III the stan-
dard solution of the disposition of output in the input-output frame-
work was X = (I-A)-l Y. In this analysis of the Oklahoma economy the 
processing sectors have been separated into two groups, the demand 
determined non-energy sectors and the supply determined energy sectors. 
To identify the structure of this system, the disposition of output 
equation is partitioned into submatrices representing the demand de-
termined non-energy sectors and the supply determined energy sectors. 
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Using the subscript 111 11 for output of the non-energy sectors and the 
subscript 11 211 for output of the energy sectors, the matrix equations 
for the disposition of output can be written as follows: 
x, I All i A,2-, 
I j I 
- I 
--, 
x1 o1 + T1 
-1 ----!---L A21 . A22 
where A;j's are the partitions of the direct coefficients matrix, X's 
are the sector outputs, D's are final demands without trade, and T1 s 
are net trade. The matrix equation can be rewritten as two equations, 
the first representing the disposition of output for the demand deter-
mined non-energy sectors measured in dollars, the second representing 
the disposition of output for the supply determined energy sectors in 
BTU: 
The output of the supply determined energy sectors, x2, is exo-
genous. It has been predetermined and is not affected by the level 
of output of the demand determined non-energy sectors, x1. The two 
equations are solved independently on the basis of final demands 
(o1 + r1) and o2 and the predetermined energy sector output x2. 
Solution of net energy trade for Oklahoma, T2 is discussed in a fol-
lowing section. Given x2 as exogenous data, A11 and A12 as parameters 
of the model from the direct coefficient matrix, and (D1 + r1) as the 
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final demand for the demand determined sectors, the solution for x1 
can be derived from the equation for the disposition of x1. Rewriting 
the equation: 
This differs from the 11 standard input-output solution. 11 Final demand 
for the demand determined non-energy sectors is 11adjusted 11 to include 
the direct requirements of the supply determined energy sectors. The 
equation is presented in the simulation model as follows: 
where: 
(XD)t = column vector of output (X1) for the non-
energy secotrs in year t. 
(XE)t = column vector of output (X2) for the 
energy sectors in year t. 
A13 = direct and indirect coefficient matrix 
(I-A11 )-l of the non-energy sectors. 
A14 =direct requirements (A12 ) of output from the 
non-energy sectors per unit of output of the 
energy sectors. 
(Z)t =column vector of total final demand (D1 + T1) 
of the non-energy sectors in year t. 
(7.40) 
After estimating sector output, the simulation model projects 
variables such as employment (wage and salary, and proprietor), 
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income (wage and salary, proprietor, property, other labor, and trans-
fer payments), value added, federal government revenues, state and 
local government revenues, personal income, per capita personal in-
come, disposable income and per capita disposable income. Equations 
(7.47) through (7.92) represent the relationships used to project 
these economic variables. Population is projected as a separate com-
ponent and included in the simulation model. Equations (7.41) to 
(7.46) are used to project Oklahoma total population. 
Projecting State Economic Variables 
Population. There are alternative ways of including population 
in a simulation model. However, it is incorporated into the Oklahoma 
simulation model as a separate component. The absolute size of total 
Oklahoma population is utilized to determine future personal consump-
tion expenditures and state and local government purchases. A tradi-
tional population projection model as found in Hamilton, et al. [27] 
is used. Oklahoma data consistent with the model are not available 
so national population coefficients are used. The main variables 
used in projecting population are: death rates, birth rates, trend in 
death rates, migration rates, and population at the base period, 1972. 
A cohort approach is utilized. The population cohorts in years are: 
less than 15, 16-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-44, 50-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-79, 
and greater than 80 years of age, for both sexes, hence 22 cohorts in 
all. The total population is projected as follows: 
2 11 
(TP)t = l: l: (P .. )t 
j=l i=l lJ 
where: 
(TP)t = Total Oklahoma population in year t. 
(P .. )t =column vector of population in year t 
1J 
in cohort i for sex j. 
(P .. )t = (P .. )t 1 +(AP. l")t 1+(M .. )t1 -1J 1J - 1- J - 1J -
(AP· .. )t 1 - (D .. )t 1 1J - 1J -
where: 
(P .. )t 1 =column vector of initial population 1 J -
in cohort i of sex j. 
(AP;j)t =column vector of advancement from 
cohort i to cohort i + 1 between year 
t and year t + 1. 
Birth is estimated as: 
11 
(BJ.)t = l: (BR.) (P .. )t 
i=1 1 lJ 
where: 






(BR;)= diagonal matrix of birth rates for women 
in cohort i. 
a9 =distributive coefficient of births by ~ex. 
Deaths (Dij)t by members of cohort i of sex j are projected as: 
(0 .. )t =(DR .. )t l (T .. ) (P .. ). lJ lJ - lJ lJ t 
where: 
(OR .. )t 1 = di agona 1 matrix of death rates for lJ -
cohort i of sex j in year t-1. 
(T .. ) =diagonal matrix of trends in death 
1J 
rate for cohort i of sex j. 
Net immigration is estimated as follows: 
(M .. )t = a10(P .. )t(MR .. ). lJ lJ lJ 
where: 
(MR;j) =diagonal matrix of migration rates for 
cohort i of sex j. 
a10 = average immigration rate for Oklahoma. 
(7. 45) 
(7.46) 
The population coefficients used in projecting total Oklahoma 
population are available in Table XLVI of Appendix C. 
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Employment. State employment consists of two components: 
(1) wage and salary, and (2) proprietor. Total sector employment 
projections are the result of three data sources: (1) sector output, 
(2) labor-output coefficients, and (3) annual rate of change in labor-
output coefficients. 
Total sector employment includes all entries of the column vec-
tors of sector wage and salary employment, and sector proprietor 
employment. 
(TNN)t = ~ (SNN)t 
1 
(TEN)t = ~ (SEN)t 
1 
(TSN)t = (TNN)t + (TEN)t 
where: 
(SNN)t and (SEN)t = column vectors of total employ-
ment for non-energy and energy 








(TNN)t and (TEN)t = sum total of sector employment 
for non-energy and energy sectors 
in year t, respectively. 
(TSN)t = sum total of all sector employ-
ment in year t. 
(A15 )t and (A17 )t = diagonal matrices of labor-output 
coefficients for non-energy and 
energy sectors in year t, respec-
tively. 
= diagonal matrices of one plus annual 
growth rate in (A15 ) and (A17 ), respec-
tively. 






(WNN)t and (WEN)t =column vectors of wage and salary 
employment for non-energy and energy 
sectors in year t, respectively. 
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(A19)t and (A21 )t =diagonal matrices of wage and salary 
employment to total employment for the 
non-energy and energy sectors in year t, 
respectively. 
=diagonal matrices of one plus the annual 
growth rate of the corresponding elements 
of (A19 ) and (A21 ), respectively. 
Proprietor employment is the difference between total sector 
employment and wage and salary sector employment. 
(PNN)t = (SNN)t (WNN)t (7.58) 
(PEN)t = (SEN)t - (WEN)t (7.59) 
where: 
(PNN)t and (PEN)t = column vectors of proprietor employ-
ment for non-energy and energy sectors 
in year t, respectively. 
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Income. In this section, wage and salary payments and proprie-
tor income are projected by sector. Total value of all government 
wages and salaries, transfer payments, property income, and other 
labor income are also estimated. Using these estimates, total per-
sonal income and personal income per capita are computed. 
Sector wage and salary payments are estimated as a function of 
wage and salary employment. 
(WNP)t = (A23 )t (WNN)t (7.60) 
(A23)t = (A23)t-l A24 (7. 61) 
(WEP)t = (A25 )t (WEN)t (7. 62) 
(A25)t = (A25)t-l . A26 (7.63) 
(TNP)t = 4 (WNP)t (7.64) 
l 
(TEP)t = L: (WEP)t (7. 65) 
i 
(TWP)t = (TNP)t + (TEP)t (7.66) 
where: 
(WNP)t and (WEP)t =column vectors of wage and salary pay-
ments for non-energy and energy sectors 
in year t, respectively. 
(TNP)t and (TEP)t = sum total of wage and salary payments 
for non-energy and energy sectors in 
year t, respectively. 
(TWP)t =sum total of all wage and salary pay-
ments in year t. 
(A23 )t and (A25 )t = diagona1 matrices of wage and salary 
income rates for non-energy adn energy 
sectors in year t, respectively. 
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A24 and A26 = diagonal matrices of one plus annual 
growth rates of (A23 ) and (A25 ), respec-
tively. 
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Similarly, proprietor income by sector is estimated as a function 
of proprietor employment. 
(PNY)t = (A27)t (PNN)t (7. 67) 
(A27)t = (A27) t-1 A28 (7.68) 
(PEY)t = (A29)t (PEN)t (7.69) 
(A29)t = (A29)t-l A30 (7.70) 
(TNY)t = 2: (PNY)t 
i 
(7. 71 ) 
(TEY)t = z (PEY)t (7. 72) 
(PYT)t = (TNY)t + (TEY)t (7.73) 
where: 
(PNY)t and (PEY)t = column vectors of proprietor income 
for non-energy and energy sectors in 
year t, respectively. 
(TNY)t and (TEY)t = sum total of proprietor income for 
non-energy and energy sectors in year 
t, respectively. 
(PYT)t = sum total of non-energy and energy 
sectors proprietor income in year t. 
(A27 )t and (A29 )t =diagonal matrices of proprietor income 
rates for non-energy and energy sectors 
in year t, respectively. 
= diagonal matrices of one plus annual 
growth rates of (A27 ) and (A29 ), 
respectively. 
Transfer payments, property income, and other labor income are 
all projected as a function of population and the previous year's 
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per capita level adjusted for growth. These computations are given in 





(TTP)t = total transfer payments in Oklahoma in year t. 
(PTP)t-l = per capita transfer payment in year t-1. 
(TPY)t = total property income in Oklahoma in year t. 
(PPY)t-l =per capita property income in year t-1. 
(OLY)t = total other labor income in Oklahoma in 
year t. 
(PLY)t-l = per capita other labor income in year 
t-1. 
a11 = one plus annual growth rate in transfer 
payments. 
a12 = one plus annual growth rate in property 
income. 
a13 = one plus annual growth rate in other labor 
income. 
Total personal income in Oklahoma can be computed by summing 
individual components and subtracting social security payments from 
overall total. 
(TPI)t = (TWP)t + (PYT)t + (TTP)t + (TPY)t + 
(OLY)t - a14 a15 (TWP)t 
where: 
(TPI)t = total personal income in Oklahoma in year t. 
a14 = ratio of social security payments to wage 
and salary income. 




Personal income per capita is estimated by dividing total per-
sonal income by population in year t. 
where: 
(PIP)t = personal income per capita in Oklahoma in 
year t. 
(7.78) 
Value Added and Gross State Product. Value added by sector is 
estimated as follows: 
(VD)t = A31 (XD)t 




(VD)t and (VE)t = value added for non-energy and energy 
sectors in Oklahoma in year t, respec-
tively. 
= diagonal matrices of the ratio of value 
added to sector output for non-energy 
sectors, respectively. 
Gross state product (XG)t is the sum of sector value added: 
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( 7. 81 ) 
Federal Government Revenue. Federal government revenues consist 
of federal government tax collections in Oklahoma. These revenues are 
estimated in a simple regression equation as a function of total per-
sonal income: 
(TFT)t = -174145.55657 + 0.22382 (TPI)t 
2 t = 11.34, R = 0.9698, d = 1.0373 
where: 
(TFT)t = federal government tax collections in Oklahoma 
in year t. 
(7.82) 
Individual personal income tax which is included in total federal 
government tax revenue is estimated separately so that estimation of 
personal disposable income is possible. Individual personal income 
tax is projected in a simple regression analysis whose independent 
variables is total federal government tax revenue. 
(IIT)t = 87985.54320 + 0.620040 (TFT)t (7.83) 
t = 16.41 R2 = 0.9854, d = 2.0928 
where: 
(ITT)t = federal government individual income tax collec-
tions in year t. 
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State and Local Government Revenues. State and local government 
revenue has six components: (1) state sales tax; (2) gasoline and 
fuels excise and special fuels use tax; (3) state collections of indi-
vidual and corporation income tax; (4) other state and local govern-
ment taxes; (5) federal aid to state and local governments; and 
(6) all other revenues of state and local governments. Census data 
were used in a regression analysis to estimate the recursive system of 
total personal income determining values of each component. The esti-
mations are as follows: 
(SST)t = 2314.53069 + 0.01065 (TPI)t (7.84) 
2 . t = 18.30, R = 0.9904, d = 1.7275 
(GFT)t = 42094.39470 + 0.00540 (TPI)t (7.85) 
2 t = 7.40, R = 0.9012, d = 1.9854 
(ICT)t = -239860.95177 + 0.03714 (TPI)t (7.86) 
t = 23.90, R2 = o.9896, d = 1.6968 
(OGT)t = -12.66022 + 0.02775 (TPI)t (7.87) 
t = 21.97, R2 = 0.9877, d = 1.8482 
(FAG)t = 25985.85190 + 0.04648 (TPI)t (7.88) 
2 t = 20.53, R = 0.9906, d = 1.8613 
(AOR)t = -24.00523 + 0.03930 (TPI)t 
2 t = 25.46, R = 0.9982, d = 1.7610 
where: 
(SST)t = total value of state sales tax collections 
in Oklahoma in year t. 
(GFT)t = gasoline and fuels excise and special fuels 
use tax collections in Oklahoma in year t. 
(ICT)t = individual and corporation income tax with-
held by the state in Oklahoma in year t. 
(OGT) = all other taxes collected by state and local 
government in Oklahoma in year t. 
(FAG)t = federal aid to state and local government in 
Oklahoma in year t. 
(AOR)t = other revenues to state and local government 
in Oklahoma in year t. 
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(7.89) 
Total state and local government revenues projected are obtained 
by adding the six components. 
(SLC)t = (SST)t + (GFT)t + (ICT)t + (OGT)t + (7.90) 
(FAG)t + (AOR)t 
where: 
(SLC)t = total state and local government revenue 
collections in Oklahoma in year t. 
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Disposable Income. Disposable income is obtained by subtracting 
federal individual income tax (IIT) and state and local individual 
t 
income tax collections (ICT)t from total personal income (TPI)t as 
follows: 
(TDI)t = (TPI)t - (IIT)t - (ICT)t 
where: 
(TDI)t =total disposable income in Oklahoma in 
year t. 
( 7. 91 ) 
Disposable income per capita is estimated by dividing disposable 
income (TDI)t by Oklahoma population (P)t. 
where: 
(DIP)t =disposable income per capita in Oklahoma in 
year t. 
Projecting State Energy Requirements and 
Trade -
(7. 92) 
State Energy Trade. State energy trade by source is the residual 
between estimated state energy requirements and state energy supply. 
Assuming a linear relationship between energy use and output level, 
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the traditional input-output model can be used to project sector 
energy requirements [36]. The assumption of this projection is that 
technological efficiency in energy use and the distribution of energy 
by source is constant for the projected period. Alternative assump-
tions are tested in this study and presented in the following chap-
ters. 
As discussed in section three of this chapter, the disposition of 
output of the supply determined energy sectors was x2 = A21 x1 + A22 
x1 + o2 + T2. The state net energy trade is derived from this equa-
tion as: 
This equation is presented in the simulation model as follows: 
where: 
(ET)t =column vector of state net energy trade (T2) 
by source in year t. 
(FE)t = column vector of final energy demand (D2) by 
source in year t. 
I = identify matrix. 
A33 =direct energy requirements by source (A22 ) per 
unit of output of the energy sectors. 
(7.93) 
A34 = direct energy requirements by source (A21 ) 
per unit of output of the non-energy sectors. 
Final demand sectors consuming energy consist of three cate-
gori es--household, federal government, and state and local govern-
ment. Total final energy requirements are estimated as follows: 
(FET)t = (FEH)t + (FEF)t + (FES)t 
where: 
(FET)t = total sum of final energy demand in year t 
(FEH)t = total final energy demand by household in 
year t. 
(FEF)t = total final energy demand by federal govern-
ment in year t. 
(FES)t = total final energy demand by state and local 
government in year t. 
(7.94) 
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Household Energy Demand. Total energy demand (FEH) by household 




(a16 )t = ratio of total energy demand (FEH)t by house-
hold to total disposable income (TDI)t in 
year t. 
(a17 ) =one plus annual grotwh rate in a16 . 
To estimate the demand for each energy source by household the 
ratio of energy source to total energy demand by household is used. 
(FPH)t = petroleum products demand by household in 
year t. 
a18 = ratio of petroleum products demand to total 
energy demand by household. 
(FNH)t = natural gas demand by household in year t. 
a19 = ratio of natural gas demand to total energy 
demand by household. 






a20 = ratio of coal demand to total energy demand 
by household. 
(FTH)t = electricity and hydropower demand by house-
hold in year t. 
a21 = ratio of electricity and hydropower demand to 
total energy demand by household. 
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Federal Government Energy Demand. Total energy demand (FEF)t by 
federal government is estimated as a function of state federal govern-
ment purchases (TFP)t. 





(TFE)t = total federal government purchases for energy 
and non-energy sectors in year t. 
I' = row vector of l 's. 
(a22 )t = ratio of total energy demand by federal govern-
ment to total federal government purchases in 
year t. 
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a23 = one plus annual growth rate of a22 . 
Each energy source is computed as a share of total energy demand 
by the federal government: 
(FPF)t = a24 (FEF)t ( 7. l 04) 
(FNF)t = a25 (FEF )t (7. 105) 
(FCF)t = a26 (FEF)t (7 .106) 
(FTF)t = a27 (FEF)t (7 .107) 
where: 
(FPF)t = petroleum products demand by federal government 
in year t. 
a24 = ratio of petroleum products demand to total 
energy demand by federal government. 
(FNF)t = natural gas demand by federal government in 
year t. 
a25 = ratio of natural gas demand to total energy 
demand by federal government. 
(FCF)t = coal demand by federal government in year t. 
a26 = ratio of coal demand to total energy demand by 
federal government. 
(FTF)t = electricity and hydropower demand by federal 
government in year t. 
a27 = ratio of electricity and hydropower demand to 
total energy demand by federal government. 
State and Local Government Energy Demand. Total final energy 
demand by state and local government is estimated as a function of 




a28 = ratio of total energy demand by state and 
local government to total personal income. 
a29 = one plus annual growth rate in a28 . 
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The share of each energy source to total energy demand by state 
and local government is computed as follows: 
(FPS)t = a30 (FES\ (7.110) 
(FNS)t = a31 (FES)t (7.111) 
{FCS)t = a32 (FES)t {7.112) 
(FTS)t = a33 (FES)t {7.113) 
where: 
(FPS)t = petroleum products demand by state and local 
government in year t. 
a30 = ratio of petroleum products demand to total 
energy demand by state and local government. 
(FNS)t = natural gas demand by state and local govern-
ment in year t. 
a31 = ratio of natural gas demand to total energy 
demand by state and local government. 
(FCS)t = coal demand by state and local government in 
year t. 
a32 = ratio of coal demand to total energy demand 
by state and local government. 
(FTS)t = electricity and hydropower demand by state 
and local government in year t. 
a33 = ratio of electricity and hydropower demand to 
total energy demand by state and local govern-
ment. 
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The column vector of total final energy demand by energy source 
(FE)t is composed of the final demand for energy from petroleum pro-
ducts (FP)t, natural gas (FN)t, coal (FC)t and electricity and hydro-
power (FT)t. Total demand of each energy source is determined as 
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follows: 
(FP)t = (FPH)t + (FPF)t + (FPS)t (7 .114) 
(FN)t = (FNH)t + (FNF)t + (FNS)t (7.115) 
(FC)t = (FCH)t + (FCF)t + (FCS)t (7.116) 
(FT)t = (FTH)t + (FTF)t + (FTS)t (7.117) 
The final energy demand by energy source (FE)t is then a column 







State Energy Consumption. State energy consumption by energy 
source is the difference between state energy production (XE)t and 
state energy trade (ET)t by energy source. 
where: 
(EC)t = column vector of total state energy consumption 
by energy source in year t. 
(7.119) 
CHAPTER VI I I 
BASELINE PROJECTIONS OF THE OKLAHOMA 
SIMULATION MODEL 
The Oklahoma simulation model presented in Chapter VII is used to 
simulate baseline values for state economic variables by year from 
1972 to 2000. Data for the 1972 base year Oklahoma social accounts 
were contained in Chapters III to VI. Data needed for projecting the 
Oklahoma social accounts are presented and discussed in the following 
section of this chapter. 
Employment, income, government revenue and expenditure, dispos-
able income, gross state product, and energy production, consumption 
and trade are projected to year 2000. The level of the projection 
is not as important as the long tenn trend. Alternative projections 
assuming different growth rates for parameters of the model are impor-
tant for purposes of analyzing changes in the structure of the Okla-
homa economy. The impact of alternative strategies for energy use 
and development are analyzed in Chapter IX by comparing those results 
with the baseline projections of this chapter. 
Data Sources for the Baseline 
Projection Parameters 
The Oklahoma simulation model requires a number of parameter 
ratios and growth rates ~s detailed in Tables XXV and XXVI of 
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Chapter VII. Values assigned to these parameters are presented in 
Table XLV of Appendix B. Importance of these parameters cannot be 
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minimized because they provide much of the driving force for the model. 
Improvements in the estimation of these parameters should lead to over-
all improvement of the simulation model. 
Ratios used in the model are generally point estimates derived 
from 1972 base year data. Much of the data used in estimating these 
ratios are contained and described in the various social accounts 
presented in Chapters III to VI. 
Rates of growth as used in the model are derived from other 
studies or estimated using time series data and a logarithmic expo-
nential function. The estimating functio"n used is the following: 
where 
Y = b egt t 0 
Yt = value of the variable as measured through time 
e = natural logarithm 
t = time 
b0 and g = parameters 
The rate of growth of y is equal to: 
.9_y 1 = 9 b egt l = 9 d t y u y 
The parameter g is estimated using ordinary least squares regression. 
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The growth rate in capital-output ratios (A2) are estimated 
using national data between 1963 and 1975 obtained from the U. S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics [101]. Growth rates of exports (A8) for 
non-energy sectors are estimated using national sector outputs from 
1967 to 1972 as reported in [80]. This assumes Oklahoma's share of 
national output remains constant over time. Growth rates of energy 
production (A12 ) by energy sector are calculated using state data 
between 1970 and 1976 obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Mines [110] 
and the Edison Electric Institute [15] issues from 1971 to 1976. 
Growth rates of employment-output ratios (A16 and A18) and growth 
rates of wage and salary employment to total employment ratios (A20 
and A22 ) for both non-energy and energy sectors are estimated from 
time series data between 1963 and 1975 and contained in the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics [104]. Growth rates of wage and salary 
payments (A24 and A26 ) and proprietor income (A28 and A30 ) for non-
energy sectors are calculated using state data from 1970 to 1976. 
The data are available by major sector and Schreiner [69] was used 
to allocate the data to input-output sectors of the model. 
Growth rates of ratios of demand for durables (a2), non-dur-
ables (a4) and services (a6) to disposable income are estimated 
using national data between 1968 and 1975 obtained from the Statis-
tical Abstract of the United States, issues 1972 to 1977. Growth 
rates of federal government purchases for defense (a7) and non-
defense (a8) are estimated from time series data between 1967 and 
1972 obtained from the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity, Federal 
Government Outlays in Oklahoma issues from 1968 to 1973. Growth 
rates of property income (a11 ), other labor income (a12 ), transfer 
payments (a13 ) and ratio of social security payments to wage and 
salary income (a15 ) are estimated using data from 1967 to 1972 and 
obtained from the U.S. Bureal of Economic Analysis [80]. 
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Ratios of household energy consumption to disposable income 
(a16 ), federal government energy consumption to total federal govern-
ment purchases (a22 ) and state and local government energy consumption 
to personal income (a28 ) for the baseline projections are assumed to 
remain constant during the simulated time period. In this case, the 
annual growth rates for these ratios are zero. 
Population Projections 
Population is exogenously detenTiined in the present form of the 
Oklahoma simulation model. Population is projected starting from 
an initial base year count by cohorts and applying birth, death and 
migration rates to these cohorts. Trends in death rates by cohort 
are also incorporated to adjust population growth over time. Table 
XLVI in Appendix C contains the parameters for projecting Oklahoma 
population. 
Population projections serve as input for final demand projec-
tions. Personal consumption expenditures and state and local govern-
ment expenditures are based on the absolute size of population. 
Change in final demand over time varies with the change in population. 
Population projections for Oklahoma from 1973 to 2000 are presented 
in Table XXVII and Figure 4. Population estimates obtained from the 
Oklahoma Employment Security Commission [50] are also contained in 
Figure 4. Population projections are indicated by a solid line, 

















POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR OKLAHOMA, 
1973-2000 
Po2ulation Year Po2ulation 
2,664,700 1987 3,150,770 
2,696,780 1988 3,188,700 
2,729,250 1989 3,227,090 
2,762,110 1990 3,265,950 
2,795,370 1991 3,305,270 
2,829,030 1992 3,345,060 
2,863,090 1993 3,385,340 
2,897,560 1994 3,426,100 
2,932,450 1995 3,467,350 
2,967,750 1996 3,509,100 
3,003,480 1997 3,551,340 
3,039,650 1998 3,594,100 
3,076,240 1999 3,637,380 
3,113,280 2000 3,681,170 
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Oklahoma population is expected to equal 3,681 ,170 in the year 2000 
which is an increase of 38.1 percent over the 28-year simulated period. 
Employment Projections 
Trends in employment are directly affected by trends in sectoral 
output and employment-output ratios. Estimates of wage and salary, 
proprietor, and total employment from 1973 to 2000 are presented in 
Table XXVIII and Figure 5. Employment projections are indicated by 
solid lines and published estimates are shown by broken lines in 
Figure 5. Published data were obtained from the Oklahoma Employment 
Security Commission [46] and the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture 
[39] [40]. Total baseline employment is projected to be 1 ,041 ,730 in 
1973 and l ,764,951 in 2000, which is an increase of 69.4 p~rcent in 
twenty-eight years. Projected wage and salary employment is equal to 
1,383,269 in 2000 compared to 806,352 in 1973. Proprietor employment 
is estimated at 381 ,683 in 2000 compared to 235,379 in 1973. The 
increase in wage and salary employment is more significant than the 
increase in proprietor employment. Declining proprietor employment 
in the agricultural sectors, which account for 44.3 percent of total 
proprietor employment in 1972, is eventually offset by the increase 
in proprietor employment of the non~agricultural sectors. 
Income Projections 
Baseline projections of wage and salary payments, proprietor in-
come, property income, other labor income, transfer payments and total 
personal income from 1973 to 2000 in constant 1972 prices are presen-
ted in Table XXIX. Total personal income is expected to increase from 
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TABLE XXV II I 
WAGE AND SALARY, PROPRIETOR AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
PROJECTIONS, OKLAHOMA, 1973-2000 
Wage & Salary Proprietor Total 
Year b!J210~ent Em12lovment Emelo~ent 
1973 806,352 235,379 1,041,730 
1974 801,568 234,063 1,035,631 
1975 807,246 236.'i,606 1,042,852 
1976 815,789 237,968 1,053,758 
1977 825,885 240,739 1,066,624 
1978 837,132 243,803 1,080,935 
1979 849,227 247,074 1,096,300 
1980 862,171 250,553 1,112,724 
1981 876,424 254,339 1,130,763 
1982 892,156 258,434 1,150,590 
1983 909,104 262,793 1,171,897 
1984 926,675 267,338 1,194,013 
1985 945,015 272,077 1,217,092 
1986 964,258 277 ,029 1,241,287 
1987 984,456 282,208 1,266,664 
1988 1,005,923 287,693 1,293,616 
1989 1,028,691 293,480 1,322,171 
1990 1,052,774 299,575 1,352,350 
1991 1,078,591 306,112 1,384,703 
1992 1,105,996 313,030 1,419,026 
1993 1,134,771 .320,255 1,455,025 
1994 1,165,018 327,806 1,492,825 
1995 1,196,825 3.35,720 1,532,545 
1996 1,230,294 344,022 1,574,316 
1997 1,265,546 352,740 1,618,287 
1998 1,302,712 361,905 1,664,616 
1999 1,341,912 371,543 1,713,454 
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PROJECTED WAGE AND SALARY PAYMENTS, PROPRIETOR INCOME, PROPERTY 
INCOME, OTHER LABOR INCOME, TRANSFER PAYMENTS, AND TOTAL 
PERSONAL INCOME, IN CONSTANT PRICES, (1972=100), 
OKLAHOMA, 1973-2000 ($1,000) 
Total 
Wage & Salary Proprietor Property Other Labor Transfer Personal 
Year Pa::Q!!ents Income Income Income Pa:f:!!!ents Income 
1973 6,094,556 1,030,707 1,610,750 420,251 1,322,625 10,118,713 
1974 6,225,482 1,048,138 1,693,100 453,215 1,428,969 10,458,971 
1975 6,437,374 1,079,590 l,i79,660 488,765 1,532,279 10,901,875 
1976 6,676,703 1,116,111 1,870,645 527,104 1,643,058 11,388,905 
1977 6,937,102 1,155,743 1,966,281 568,450 1,761,846 11,912,938 
1978 . 7 ,216,815 1,198,057 2,066,807 613,039 1,889,222 12,472,767 
1979 7,514,262 1,242,746 2,172,473 661,126 2,025,807 13,067,555 
1980 7,830,438 1,289,895 2,283,540 712,985 2,172,267 13,699,315 
1981 8,171,012 1,340,056 2,400,286 768,911 2,329,315 14,374,903 
1982 8,539,429 1,393,404 2,523,001 829,225 2,497. 717 15,098,773 
1983 8,934,279 1,449,882 2,651,989 894,269 2,687,294 15,870,743 
1984 9,350,232 1,509,230 2,787,5i2 964,415 2,871,926 16,686,935 
1985 9,790,404 1,571,541 2,930,087 1,040,064 3,079,557 17,551,684 
1986 10,257,686 1,637,044 3,079,888 1,121,647 3,302,200 18,469,320 
1987 10,753,995 1,705,951 3,237,347 1,209,629 3,540,938 19,443,348 
1988 ll,284,549 1, 778,802 3,402,856 1,304,512 3,796,937 20,480,678 
1989 11,851,636 1,S55,776 3,576,827 1,406,838 4,071,444 21,585,278 
1990 12,457,395 1,937,073 3,759,692 1,517,190 4,365,796 22,761,101 
1991 13,108,953 2,023,603 3,951,907 1,636,198 4,681,430 24,017,382 
1992 13,807,098 2,115,286 4,153,948 1,764,542 5,019,883 25,356,768 
1993 14,551,819 2,Zll,904 4,366,318 1,902,952 5,382,804 2~,781,201 
1994 15,347,405 2,313,737 4,589,546 2,052,220 5,771,964 28,297,086 
1995 16,197,532 2,421,217 4,824,187 2,213,195 6,189,259 29,910,552 
1996 17.106,683 2,534. 731 5,070,823 2,386,798 6, 636, 723 31,628,524 
1997 18, 079. 9.43 2,654,699 5,330,069 2,574,019 7,li6,537 33,458,613 
1998 19,122,870 2,781,575 5,602,569 2,775,925 7. 631., 041 35,409,007 
1999 20,241,269 2,915,826 5,889,000 2,993,668 8,182,741 37,488,249 
2000 21,441,377 3,057,938 6,190,075 3,228,491 8,774,327 39,705,415 
$10,118,713,000 in 1973 to $39,705,415,000 in 2000 at constant 1972 
prices. Total personal income made a significant increase mainly 
due to increase in property income, labor income and transfer pay-
ments during the simulated period of time. 
Wage and salary payments are projected to increase from 
$6,094,556,000 in 1973 to $21 ,441 ,377,000 in 2000 at constant 1972 
prices. This is a projected 251.8 percent increase. Proprietor 
income, including farm and nonfarm sources, is projected to in-
crease from $1 ,030,707,000 in 1973 to $3,057,938,000 in 2000 or a 
196.J percent increase. 
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Property income is projected to increase from $1 ,610,750,000 to 
$6,190,075,000; other labor income is projected to increase from 
$420,251 ,000 to $3,228,491 ,000; and transfer payments are projected 
to increase from $1 ,332,625,000 to $8,774,327,000 over the 1973 to 
2000 period respectively. These baseline projections are highly 
influenced by the rates of increase estimated for the 1967 to 1972 
period. 
Projections of Government Revenues 
and Expenditures 
Baseline projections of state and local government revenue are 
presented in Table XXX. Total state and local government revenue is 
projected to increase from $1 ,517,489,000 in 1973 to $6,450,184,000 
in 2000 at constant 1972 prices for an increase of 325.1 percent. 
Based on the estimated relationship of revenue source to total per-
sonal income, all the components of state and local government revenue 
are projected to increase from 1973 through 2000 at constant 1972 
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TABLE XXX 
PRCJECTIONS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUE IN CONSTANT 
PRICES, ( 1972=100) ' OKLAHOMA, 1973-2000 ($1,000) 
Sales Gasoline Income Other Federal Other Total 
Year Tax Tax Tax Taxes Aid Revenue Revenue 
1973 110,079 96,735 135,948 280,782 496,304 397,641 1,517,489 
1974 113,703 98,573 148,585 290,224 512,119 411,014 1,574,217 
1975 118,420 100,965 165,035 302,514 532,705 428,420 1,648,058 
1976 123,606 103,594 183,123 316,029 555,342 447,560 1,729,255 
1977 129,187 106,424 202,586 330,571 579,699 468,154 1,816,622 
1978 135,150 109,447 223,378 346,107 605,720 490,156 1,909,957 
1979 141,484 112,659 245,468 362,612 633,366 513,531 2,009,120 
1980 148,212 116,071 268"; 932 380,143 662,730 538,359 2,114,447 
1981 155,407 119, 719 294,023 398,891 694,131 564,910 2,227,081 
1982 163,116 123,628 320,907 418,978 727,777 593,358 2,347,765 
1983 171,338 127,796 349,578 440,400 763,658 623;696 2,476,467 
1984 180,030 132,204 379,891 463,050 801,595 655, 773 2,612,543 
1985 189,240 136,873 412,009 487,047 841,788 689,757 2,756,714 
1986 199,013 141,829 446,090 512,511 884,440 725,820 2,909,702 
1987 209,386 147,088 482,265 539,540 929,713 764,100 3,072,092 
1988 220,434 152,690 520,791 . 568,326 977,928 804,867 3,245,036 
1989 232,198 158,655 561,816 598,979 1,029,270 848,277 3,429,195 
1990 244,720 165,004 605,486 631,608 1,083,922 894,487 3,625,228 
1991 258,100 171,788 652,145 666,470 1,142,314 943,859 3,834,675 
1992 272,364 179,021 701,889 703,638 1,204,568 996,497 4,057,978 
1993 287,534 186,713 754,793 743,166 1,270,776 1,052,477 4,295,459 
1994 303,678 194,899 811,093 785,231 1,341,234 1,112,051 4,548,187 
1995 320,862 203,611 871,017 830,005 1,416,228 1,175,461 /i, 817 ,181. 
1996 339,158 212,888 934,822 877,679 1,496,080 1,242,977 5,103,605 
1997 358,649 222,771 1,002,792 928,464 1,581,142 1,314,899 5,408,717 
1998 379,420 233,303 1,075,230 982,587 1,671,797 1,391,550 5,733,887 
1999 401,564 244,531 1,152,453 1,040,286 1,768,440 1,473,264 6,080,538 
2000 425,177 256,504 1,234,798 1,101,813 1,871,494 1,560,399 6,450,184 
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prices. The projected 1973 to 2000 increases are: state sales tax 
from $110,079,000 to $425~177,000; gasoline, fuels excise and special 
fuels use tax from $96,735,000 to $256,504,000; individual income tax 
from $135,948,000 to $1 ,234,798,000; other state and local taxes from 
$280,782,000 to $1 ,101 ,813,000; other revenues from $397,641 ,000 to 
$1 ,560,399,000; and federal aid to the state and local government from 
$496,304,000 to $1 ,871 ,494,000. 
State and local government expenditures are projected in five 
components: education expenditures, highway expenditures, public wel-
fare, health and hospitals and other state and local government expen-
ditures. Projections of state and local government expenditures are 
presented in Table XXXI. Total state and local government expendi-
tures are projected to equa1 $6,825,200 in 2000 compared to 
$1 ,780,818,000 in 1973 at 1972 prices. Education expenditures are 
projected to increase from $671 ,707,000 to $2,436,774,000; highway 
expenditures from $240,636,000 to $826,988,000; public welfare expen-
ditures from $296,774,000 to $1 ,049,265,000; health and hospital ex-
penditures from $125,643,000 to $562,235,000; and other state and 
local government expenditures from $446,058,000 to $1 ,949,933,000. 
Projections of Other Economic Variables 
Baseline projections of disposable income, personal and dispos-
able income per capita, gross state product, and total federal govern-
ment revenue in Oklahoma are presented in Table XXXII. Total dispos-
able income defined as total personal income minus federal individual 
income taxes and state and local individual income taxes is projected 
to increase from $8,685,228,000 in 1973 to $34,204,007,000 in 2000. 
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TABLE XXXI 
PROJECTIONS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE IN 
CONSTANT PRICES, (1972=100), OKLAHOMA, 1973-2000 ($1,000) 
Education Highway Public Health and Other Total 
Year ExI?enditures E~enditures 'Welfare HosI?itals E~enditures Ex2endi tures 
1973 671, 707 240,636 296, 774 125,643 446,058 1,780,818 
1974 679,649 252,699 300,161 127,607 452,824 1,812,940 
1975 701,494 259,839 309,473 133,010 471,437 1,875,253 
1976 729,928 269,132 321,596 140,044 495,664 1,956,363 
1977 761,196 279,351 334,926 147,778 522,304 2,045,555 
1978 794,839 290,347 349,268 156,969 550,969 2,141,523 
1979 830,780 302,094 364,591 163,990 581,59; 2,244,046 
1980 868,965 314,574 380,870 174,435 614,126 2,352,970 
1981 909,524 327,830 398,162 184,467 648,684 2,468,666 
1982 952,897 342,006 416,652 195,195 685;638 2,592,389 
1983 999,369 357,195 436,465 206,691 725,234 2,724,953 
1984 l,048,930 373,393 457,594 218,949 767,461 2,866,326 
1985 1,101,329 390,519 479,933 231,911 812,106 3,015,797 
1986 1,156,846 408,664 503,001 245,643 859,408 3,174,161 
1987 1,215,758 427,918 528,717 260,215 909,603 3,342,210 
1988 1,278,291 448,356 555,376 275,682 962,882 3,520,587 
1989 l,344,888 470,122 583,767 292,155 1,019,624 3,710,557 
1990 1,415,803 493,300 614,000 309,696 1,080,046 3,912,845 
1991 1,491,291 517,972 646,183 328,368 1,144,363 4,128,177 
1992 1,571,944 544,332 680,567 348,318 1,213,082 4,358,243 
1993 1,657,933 572,436 717,226 369,587 1,286,346 4,603,529 
1994 1,749,381 602,324 756,213 392,207 1,364,263 4,864,388 
1995 1,846,701 634,132 797,703 416,280 1,447,182 5,141,997 
1996 1,950,285 667,987 841,863 441,902 l,535,.'.J8 5,437,475 
1997 2,060,579 704,035 888,884 469,183 1,629,411 5,752,092 
1998 2,178,071 742,435 938,974 498,245 1, 729, 517 6,087,242 
1999 2,303,286 783,360 992,356 529,217 1,836,204 6,444,422 
2000 2,436,774 826,988 1,049,265 562,235 1,949,938 6,825,200 
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TABLE XXXII 
PROJECTIONS OF OTHER ECONOMIC VARIABLES IN CONSTANT PRICES 
(1972=100). OKLAHOMA, 1973-2000 ($1,000) 
Personal Disposable 
Disposable Incor:ie Income Gross State Total Federal 
Year Income Per CaEita Per Ca£ita Product Revenue 
1973 8,685,228 3,797 3,259 26,432,290 l,982,742 
1974 8,978,703 3,878 3,329 27,108,996 2, 038, 714 
1975 9,360,711 3,994 3,430 27, 9·54. 854 2,111,572 
1976 9,780,779 4,123 3,541 28,976,826 2,191,688 
1977 10,232,762 4,262 3,661 30,032,287 2,277,891 
1978 10,715,619 4,409 3,378 31,143,209 2,369,983 
1979 ll,228,629 4,564 3,922 32,308,335 2,467,826 
1980 11,773,528 4,728 4,063 33,527,503 2,571,751 
1981 12,356,227 4,902 4,214 34,803,615 2,682,885 
1982 12,980,571 5,088 4,374 36,143,053 2,801,961 
1983 13,646,402 5,284 4,544 37,549,857 2,928,950 
1984 14,350,374 5,490 4,721 39,023,951 3,063,214 
1985 15,096,228 5,706 4,907 40,563,220 3,2.05,465 
1986 15,887,696 5,932 5,103 42,171,893 3,356,416 
1987 16,727,804 6,171 5,309 43,854,262 3,516,644 
1988 17,622,510 6,423 5,527 45,614,480 3,687,285 
1989 18,575,236 6,689 5,756 47,458,733 3,868,991 
1990 19,589,394 6,969 5,998 49,391,066 4,062,414 
1991 20,672,947 7,266 6, 155 51,416,221 4,269,073 
1992 21,828,179 7,580 6,525 53,541,681 4,489,402 
1993 23,056,764 7,911 6,811 55,770,101 4, 723, 721 
1994 24,364,227 8,259 7,111 58,104,001 4,973,084 
1995 25,755,856 8,616 7,428 60,549,245 5,238,499 
1996 27,237,621 9,013 7 '761 63,111,591 5,521,105 
1997 28,816,088 9,421 8,114 65,797,361 5,822,155 
1998 30,498,319 9,852 8,486 68,613,393 6,142,995 
1999 32,291,683 10,306 8,878 71,566,911 6,485,030 
2000 34,204,007 10,786 9,292 74,665,383 6,849,754 
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Personal income per capita and disposable income per capita which are 
defined as total personal income and total disposable income divided 
by population, are expected to increase from $3,797 to $10,786 and 
$3,259 to $9,292 from 1973 through 2000, respectively. Gross state 
product which is defined as value added for business sectors plus 
federal and state and local government wage and salary payments is 
projected to increase from $26,432,290,000 in 1973 to $74,665,383,000 
in 2000. Federal government revenue in Oklahoma is projected to equal 
$6,849,754,000 in 2000 compared to $1 ,982,742,000 in 1973. All value 
of these variables are reported in constant 1972 prices. 
Projections of State Energy 
Baseline projections of state energy production, consumption and 
trade by energy source in trillion BTU's from 1973 to 2000 are pre-
sented in Table XXXIII. Each category is composed of petroleum pro-
ducts, natural gas coal and electricity and hydropower. 
Estimates of state energy production are determined exogenously 
and fitted into the simulation model. Total energy production is pro-
jected to equal 3,226,895 trillion BTU's in 2000 compared to 3,258,327 
trillion BTU's in 1973, decreasing by 1.0 percent during the simulated 
period of time. A declining trend in natural gas and petroleum pro-
duction is expected. Natural gas is projected to decrease from 
1 ,863,607 trillion BTU's to 1,834,147 trillion BTU's and petroleum 
products from 1 ,229,350 trillion BTU's to 924,742 trillion BTU's over 
the 1973 to 2000 period. Coal is expected to increase from 58.784 
trillion BTU's in 1973 to 143.476 trillion in 2000 and electricity 




























TABLE XXX I II 
PROJECTIONS OF STATE ENERGY PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION AND ENERGY TRADE 
BY ENERGY SOURCE IN BILLION BTU, OKLAHOMA, 1973-2000 
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BTU 1 s in 2000. 
Estimates of state energy consumption are determined endogen-
ously by the simulation model. Total state energy consumption is 
projected to equal 2,909.946 trillion BTU 1 s in 2000 compared to 
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1 ,047.555 trillion BTU's in 1973. Consumption of petroleum products 
is projected to increase over the 1973 to 2000 period from 325.259 
trillion BTU 1 s to 1 ,019.641 trillion BTU's, natural gas from 643.329 
trillion BTU's to 1 ,638.116 trillion BTU's, and coal from 1.885 tril-
lion BTU 1 s to 4.339 trillion BTU 1s. Electricity and hydropower con-
sumption is expected to increase from 77.082 trillion BTU's in 1973 
to 247.849 trillion BTU 1 s in 2000. 
State energy trade is the difference between state energy produc-
tion and state energy consumption. Oklahoma experiences a net energy 
surplus in which total state energy trade is projected to equal 
316.948 trillion BTU's in 2000 compared to 2,210.772 trillion BTU 1 s of 
energy surplus in 1973. The decline in net energy trade is due to the 
projected decline in natural gas and petroleum products production 
throughout the simulated period. Oklahoma is expected to have a defi-
cit of 94.899 trillion BTU's of petroleum products in 2000 compared to 
a surplus of 904.091 trillion BTU's in 1973 and a surplus of 196.030 
trillion BTU's of natural gas in 2000 compared to a surplus of 
1,220.278 trillion BTU 1 s in 1973. It has been observed that little of 
Oklahoma's coal is consumed in the state compared to what is produced. 
Consequently, the net coal trade is expected to increase from 56.899 
trillion BTU's in 1973 to 139.137 trillion BTU's in 2000. The surplus 
in electricity and hydropower is projected to increase from 29.505 
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trillion BTU's in 1973 to 76.681 trillion BTU's in 2000. The pro-
jected surplus of electricity and hydropower is utilized by neighbor-
ing states. 
CHAPTER IX 
ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
Economic Impact Analysis 
The current energy crunch and sharply increasing energy prices 
have become a serious problem that can no longer be neglected since 
nearly all economic activity uses energy. It is clear that a sudden 
reduction in energy supply and rising energy prices can have severe 
consequences on any economy-especially for those industries which use 
energy products not only as fuel but also as raw materials. From an 
economic point of view, it is expected that in the long run the price 
mechanism would lead to a new market equilibrium at higher prices in 
the event of a reduction of energy. Higher prices should stimulate 
increased activity in energy exploration and development in Oklahoma 
and increased energy production. 
Effects of new events that have no historical trend are generally 
not included in projections provided by models similar to the Oklahoma 
simulation model. These events, whether economic or non-economic, may 
have considerable impact on energy production, consumption and trade. 
Air pollution control of sulfur oxide emissions, mine safety regula-
tions and the current energy supply and price determination by Oil 
Producing and Exporting Countries (OPEC) indicate some of the institu-
tional and political forces that necessarily lie outside the capability 
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of any model to predict on the basis of historical trend. However, it 
is possible to evaluate the impacts of increased energy production and 
increased efficiency in energy utilization in terms of state employ-
ment; income; government revenue and expenditure; and energy trade. 
Analysis of an Energy Production Increase 
The growth rates of petroleum products, natural gas and coal pro-
duction are increased by 25 percent. Effects of increased energy 
production are measured against the baseline projections provided in 
Chapter VIII to determine the impact on state employment, income, 
government revenues and expenditures, gross state product, and energy 
trade. 
The impact of a 25 percent increase in the growth rates of petro-
leum products and natural gas production on total employment and total 
personal income is presented in Table XXXIV. For instance, total 
employment is expected to increase by 1,042 in 1980, 2,036 in 1990, 
and 2,606 in 2000. Total personal income is expected to increase by 
$9,745,000 in 1980, $23,199,000 in 1990, and $36,259,000 in 2000. 
The impact of a 25 percent increase in the growth rates of petro-
1 eum and natural gas production on the public sectors is presented in 
Table XXXV. As the result of the proposed increase, total state and 
local government revenue is expected to increase in 1972 dollars by 
$1,625,000 in 1980, $3,868,000 in 1990, and $6,045,000 in 2000. Total 
state and local government expenditure is expected to increase in 1972 
prices by $1,549,000 in 1980, $4,010,000 in 1990, and $6,404,000 in 
2000. The expected increase in federal government revenue in 1972 

















CHANGES IN TOTAL EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL PERSONAL 
INCOME AS A RESULT OF 25 PERCENT INCREASE 
IN THE GROWTH RATES OF PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS AND NATURAL GAS 
PRODUCTION 
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Changes in Total Changes in Total Personal Income 








CHANGES IN TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE AND TOTAL FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT REVENUE AS A RESULT OF 25 
PERCENT INCREASE IN THE GROWTH RATES 
OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND NATURAL 
GAS PRODUCTION (1972 DOLLARS) 
Changes in Total State & Local 
Government Changes in Total 
Federal Govern'.'" 
Revenue Expenditure Ment Revenue 
540,000 368,000 533,000 
1,625,000 1,549,000 1,603,000 
2,784,000 2,830,000 2,748,000 
3,868,000 4,010,000 3,817,000 
4,982,000 5,248,000 4,916,000 
6,045,000 6,404,000 5,965,000 
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Results of the impact of the 25 percent increase in the growth 
rates of petroleum products and natural gas production in terms of 
state energy trade are presented in Table XXXVI. Total energy trade 
is expected to increase by 24,210.773 billion BTU 1 s in 1980 and 71,285. 
753 billion BTU 1 s in 2000. Trade in petroleum products is expected to 
change by 23,915.302 bi1lion BTUs in 1980 and 69,430.966 billion BTUs 
in 2000. Natural gas is expected to increase by 362.720 billion BTU 1 s 
in 1980 and 2,086.246 billion BTU's in 2000. Coal trade is expected 
to decrease by 1.561 billion BTU's in 1980 and 5.292 billion BTU 1 s in 
2000. The expected decreases in electricity and hydropower trade are 
65.688 billion BTU 1 s in 1980, 226.167 billion BTU's in 2000. Coal 
and electricity consumption are increased due to the increase in the 
growth rates of petroleum products and natural gas production. There-
fore increases in coal and electricity consumption must be offset by 
equal decrements of energy trade as indicated in Table XXXVI. 
The impact of a 25 percent increase in the growth rate of coal 
production is further analyzed in terms of state energy trade and the 
results are presented in Table XXXVII. As the result of the proposed 
increase in coal production, total state energy trade is expected to 
increase by 4,777.191 billion BTUs in 1980 and 35,044.311 billion BTUs 
in 2000. This is the net effect of an increase in energy trade from 
coal and a decrease in energy trade from petroleum products, natural 
gas and electricity and hydropower. 
The impact of a 25 percent increase in the growth rate of coal 
production on total employment and total personal income is presented 
in Table XXXVIII. Total employment is expected to increase by 109 
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TABLE XXXVI 
CHANGES IN STATE ENERGY TRADE AS A RESULT OF 
25 PERCENT INCREASE IN THE GROWTH RATES OF 
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND NATURAL GAS 
PRODUCTION 
(BILLION BTUs) 
Petroleum Natural Electricity & 
Year Products Gas Coal Hydro power Total 
1975 9 ,411. 475 126.838 -0.510 -22.210 9,515.593 
1980 23,915,302 362.720 -1. 561 -65.688 24,210. 773 
1985 37,062.807 662.341 -2.829 -110.711 37 ,611. 608 
1990 48,985.871 1,065.631 -3.704 -150.613 49,897.185 
1995 59' 741. 758 1,535.061 -4.597 -190.071 61,082.151 
2000 69,430.966 2,086.246 -5.292 -226.167 71,285.753 
TABLE XXXVII 
CHANGES IN STATE ENERGY TRADE AS A RESULT OF 25 
PERCENT IN THE GROWTH RATE OF COAL PRODUCTION 
(BILLION BTU'S) 
Petroleum Natura 1 Electricity & 
Year Products Gas Coal Hydropower Total 
1975 -16.743 -16.791 1,543.287 -13.706 1,496.048 
1980 -65.052 -66.582 4,954.698 -45.872 4,777.191 
1985 -132.716 -134.674 9,694.959 -90.819 9,336.334 
1990 -228.287 -229.409 16,166.285 -152.853 15,555.736 
1995 -363.190 -361. 503 24,880.523 -237.559 23,918.271 
2000 -549.578 -541. 744 36,487.401 -351. 096 35,044.311 
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in 1980; 353 in 1990; and 775 in 2000. Total personal income is ex-
pected to increase by $1,072,000 in 1980; $4,281,000 in 1990; and 
$11,539,000 in 2000, in 1972 prices. 
The results of the impact of the 25 percent increase in the growth 
rate of coal production on the public sector are presented in Table 
XXXIX. Total state and local government revenue is expected to in-
crease by $179,000 in 1980, by $714,000 in 1990, and $1,924,000 in 2000, 
all in 1972 prices. Total state and local government expenditure is 
expected to increase by $164,000 in 1980, $702,000 in 1990, and $1,929, 
000 in 2000. The expected increase in federal government revenue is 
$176,000 in 1980, $705,000 in 1990, and $1,898,000 in 2000. Similar 
analysis can be made for other economic variables. 
Analysis of Energy Efficiency 
Energy efficiency in the fina1 demand sectors is assumed to in-
crease by 25 percent in the year 2000 compared to the efficiency in 
the 197Z base period. To acquire this increased efficiency, the growth 
rates of ratios of final energy demand for households to total dispos-
able income (a17), final energy demand for federal government to total 
federal government expenditures (a23), and final energy demand for 
state and local government to total personal income (a29), are proposed 
to decrease at the rate of 1.02 percent annually from 1972 to 2000. 
Energy coefficients for the processing sectors have not been changed. 
The results of the impact in terms of state energy trade are pre-
sented in Table XL. Total energy trade is expected to increase by 
29,242.906 billion BTU's in 1980 and 269,164.939 billion BTU's in 2000. 















TABLE XXXVI II 
CHANGES IN TOTAL EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL PERSONAL 
INCOME AS A RESULT OF 25 PERCENT INCREASE IN 
THE GROWTH RATE OF COAL PRODUCTION 
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Changes in Total Changes in Total Personal Income 
Employment ( 1972 Do 11 ars) 
25 239,000 
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billion BTU's in 1980 and 148,306.551 billion BTU's in 2000; natural 
gas by 9,901.262 billion BTU's in 1980 and 91 ,126.926 billion BTU's 
in 2000; and electricity including hydropower by 3,231.100 billion 
BTU's in 1980 and 29,731.462 billion BTU's in 2000. Change in coal 
trade is significant. Since energy production is not affected by the 
proposed change, energy consumption is expected to decline by equal 
amounts as indicated for energy trade in Table XL. 
Policy Implications 
Production Trends for Petroleum Products 
and Natural Gas 
Oklahoma's economy depends on the use of large amounts of energy, 
particularly natural gas and petroleum products, for generating elec-
tricity and other industrial operations. Its economic growth depends 
strongly upon its ability to continue as a major energy producer. This 
ability, in turn, depends on the extent of Oklahoma's remaining energy 
resources and on state and national policies regarding energy develop-
ment. 
The projected data on energy indicate decreased total energy pro-
duction. The declining trend in total energy production is attributed 
to the decline in production of petroleum products and natural gas. 
Results of the impact analysis of a 25 percent increase in the rate of 
growth of petroleum products and natural gas production indicate Okla-
homa will continue to have a positive net energy trade well into the 
next century. However, to stimulate higher energy production requires 
increased exploration of new oil and gas deposits and enhanced recovery 
of existing deposits. This means drilling for deposits located at 
Year 
TABLE XL 
CHANGES IN STATE ENERGY TRADE AS A RESULT OF 25 
PERCENT INCREASE IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE 
FINAL DEMAND SECTORS 
(BILLION BTU' S) 
Petroleum Natural Electricity & 
Products Gas Hydro power Total 
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1975 4,927.003 3,028.007 988.315 8,943.629 
1980 16'110. 546 9 ,901. 262 3,231.100 29,242.906 
1985 32,732.808 20,115.551 6,563.873 59,412.256 
1990 57 ,361.399 35,248.683 11,501. 322 104 ' 111. 403 
1995 94,011.598 57,767.555 18,848.164 170,627.318 
2000 148,306.551 91,126.926 29 '731. 462 269,164.939 
greater depths and technological advances in recovery methods. The 
comprehensive energy outlook essential for effective energy program 
planning. 
Energy Conservation 
Conserving energy by reducing consumption and making more effi-
cient use of energy consumed can be an important part of the solution 
to the energy problem. The most important means of achieving energy 
conservation are through economic incentives, restrictive legislation, 
and education of the general public to conserve energy. 
However, the economic and social development of the state has 
been directly related to abundant energy supplies at relatively low 
cost. The quality of life in the state has improved with increased 
use of energy. The current energy shortages and rising energy prices 
since the 1973 oil embargo have increase public awareness of the need 
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to conserve energy and to use available energy supplies as wisely as 
possible. But, the level of per capita energy consumption is stili 
extremely high. Energy demands are expected to increase further in 
the future pushing still higher energy prices. Increased energy demand 
will be due to growth of population, industrial development and the 
desire to improve life styles. To meet the increasing energy demand, 
further exploitation of alternative energy resources along with energy 
conservation will be required. 
Alternative Sources of Energy 
The search for alternative energy choices is of great concern at 
the present time. With high energy prices, more options exist now than 
ever before in meeting energy needs. Such options include coal, nuclear 
energy, biomass, solar energy, goethermal, energy from oil shales, tide, 
wind and gasohol. These alternative energy sources are increasingly 
becoming more feasible with increased energy prices. Numerous prob-
lems, however, still need to be solved before these alternative energy 
sources are made extensively available. The exploitation and develop-
ment of such energy sources as nuclear and solar energy demand high 
investments involving great resks and uncertainties in terms of envi-
ronmental results. 
The most realistic and secure source of energy at this time and 
for some time in the future is coal. The immediate response to the 
energy crisis by government and the energy industries should be to em-
phasize energy sources that can be integrated easily in the vast exist-
ing transportation, distribution, and combustion systems. Because coal 
is the largest remaining U.S. energy reserve, it is logical to consider 
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conversion of this fuel into synthetic oil and gas so that they can be 
transported by existing pipelines, stored in existing storage tanks, 
and burned in standard cars, boilers and home furnaces and, most im-
portant, used in the generation of electricity to be distributed via 
existing grids. The transition to this energy source would disrupt 
investments, equipment, and life styles the least amount. In view of 
the nation's dwindling oil and natural gas reserves, this appears to 
be the best way that the United States can become less dependent upon 
foreign energy sources in the foreseeable future [6]. 
For Oklahoma, the opportunity for investment in coal production 
is enormous. Coal is the most abundant fossil fuel in the state and 
can provide a growing share of total energy production. Oklahoma's 
coal deposit is 17th in the nation. The coal field extends over 
15,000 square miles (21 percent of state area) of eastern Oklahoma. 
The field has at least 2.5 billion tons of steam coal, suitable for 
electricity generation [25]. At current prices ($22 per ton), that is 
$55 billion worth of coal sitting in 19 Oklahoma counties. In addi-
tion, there are 700 million tons of high quality metallurgical coal, 
worth about double steam coal. Most of Oklahoma coal production is 
presently shipped to other states with some exported to Japan, Mexico, 
and West Germany. Among the major direct users of Oklahoma coal are 
the electricity generating industries in Missouri, Kansas, and Iowa; 
coke for steel mills in Colorado and Texas; and cement industries in 
Arkansas and Texas [8]. 
Very little of the coal produced in Oklahoma is used in the state. 
Oklahoma coal generally exceeds the sulfur content allowed under pre-
sent state anti-pollution standards. The state air quality standards 
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allow 1.2 pounds of S02 emmissions per million British Thermal Units 
(BTU) of fuel. This is equivalent to about 0.7 to 0.8 percent sulfur 
content in coal with a heat value of 12,000 to 14, 000 BTU per pound. 
The Oklahoma Geological Survey [24] estimated that the weighted average 
sulfur content of coal resources in the state is 2.2 percent with a 
local maximum and minimum sulfur content of 5.0 and 0.4 percent, re-
spectively. Consequently, the Oklahoma gas and electric companies 
use low-sulfur coal shipped from Wyoming to generate 2,930 mega watts 
of electricity in 1975 [109]. However, Oklahoma coal, once washed 
and scrubbed of sulfur pollutants, could become more cost effective 
than coal hauled all the way from Wyoming. Wyoming coal costs from 
$5 to $7 per ton but, by ~he time it reaches Oklahoma, freight has 
pushed the cost to $22 per ton. And Wyoming coal contains only 8,000 
BTU per ton. Oklahoma coal could be bought from a moderate-sized firm, 
scrubbed and trucked to the electricity generating plant for $22 and 
have coal containing 12,000 BTU per ton [63]. 
Oklahoma coal represents still another energy source in an already 
energy rich state. As the nation becomes increasingly aware of the 
value of coal as a secure source of energy, the future appears bright 
for the coal industry in Oklahoma. 
CHAPTER X 
SUMMARY, EVALUATION, AND LIMITATIONS 
Summary 
The increasing dependence upon energy for society's economic and 
cultural needs with rapidly rising demand for and declining supplies 
of conventional energy products, led to the current national energy 
problems. In Oklahoma, however, energy production is also an extreme-
ly important element of it's economic base. This study investigates 
the long-term structural adjustments of the state economy in relation 
to alternative energy choices. The major objective of this study is 
to construct a comprehensive energy data base for Oklahoma for 1972 
and to integrate this information into a dynamic simulation and input-
output model for purposes of evaluating the alternative energy choices 
and projecting economic variables such as employment, income, popula-
tion, and government revenues. The data base is constructed using 
secondary data. The Oklahoma input-output structure consists of 
eighty-one processing sectors, seven dummy and special industries, and 
eight final demand sectors. 
The social accounting system for Oklahoma for 1972 is presented 
in five major accounts: (1) interindustry, (2) capital, (3) human re-
sources,. (4) government, and (5) energy. The interindustry account 
is the base of the social accounting system. The capital account, the 
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human resource account, the government account, and the energy account 
are connected to the interindustry account. 
The interindustry account consists of the transactions matrix, a 
direct coefficients matrix, and a direct and indirect coefficients 
matrix. The transaction matrix is basically derived from the 1972 
input-output structure of the U.S. economy. By collecting the state 
sector output totals the location quotient approach is utilized to 
construct the state transaction matrix. State direct input coeffi-
cients are assumed the same as the national direct coefficients for 
self-sufficient and surplus producing sectors. Adjustments are made 
to the national direct coefficients of deficit producing sectors using 
location quotients to allow for state imports. State direct input re-
quirements and total requirements are obtained by mathematical mani-
pulation. The transactions matrix is an empirical description of the 
flow of inputs and outputs in the state economy in 1972. The direct 
coefficients matrix estimates the initial, direct effect on sectors 
of the economy when a given sector expands its output. The total re-
quirements matrix estimates the total direct and indirect effect on 
the processing sectors from an increase in final demand for output of 
the processing sectors. 
A capital account is important for a dynamic model. It provides 
the basis to evaluate the change in capacity on the capital economy 
due to economic growth or a structural change resulting from an energy 
choice. The capital account includes estimates of a capital coeffi-
cient matrix, capital-output ratios, the capital stock, investment 
coefficients, capacity levels, capital unit matrix, and depreciation 
coefficients. The capital coefficient matrix forms the core of this 
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account. Each capital coefficient is an estimate of the amount of 
capital goods purchased from a row sector per dollar of capital expen-
ditures made by each column sector. Capacity operating levels for 
1972 in each sector are estimated by using peak period employment data. 
Capital-output ratios are defined as the ratio of the total cost of 
plant and equipment to output at capacity. The capital stock matrix 
consists of the total value of capital goods in each sector. Depre-
ciation rates represent annual depreciation per dollar of depreciable 
assets. 
The human resource account is an important part of the social 
accounting system. Estimates of population, employment and income are 
included in this account to provide measures of regional impacts of 
alternative energy choices on the level of employment, income and pop-
~lation. The population section is a separate component of the sim~ -
ulation model. A cohort approach is used to project total Oklahoma 
population. The main parameters are: birth rates, death rates, trend 
in death rates, migration rate and initial population. The employ-
ment section includes sector wage and salary employment, proprietor 
employment, total employment, and output-employment ratios. Sector 
total employment represents wage and salary plus proprietor employ-
ment. Output-employment ratios indicate the value of the output pro-
duced by each employee in each sector. The income section includes 
wage and salary and proprietor incomes, wage and salary and proprietor 
income rates, total personal income, and disposable income. Wage and 
salary and proprietor income rates indicate the wage and salary and 
proprietor income payments per employee, respectively, in each sector. 
Total personal income is determined by summation of sector wage and 
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salary and proprietor incomes, property income, other labor income, 
and transfer payments and subtraction of personal contributions to 
social insurance. Disposable income is determined by subtracting per-
sonal taxes from total personal income. Per capita personal income 
and per capita disposable income are estimated by dividing total per-
sonal income and disposable income by total population of Oklahoma. 
The government account is also an important element in the social 
accounting system in providing the basis for estimating government ex-
penditures and revenues due to alternative energy choices. Government 
account is constructed around two groups of activities: federal gov-
ernment and state and local government. Federal government expendi-
tures are estimated on a trend basis. State and local government 
revenues are estimated by regression in six components: (1) state 
sales tax, (2) individual income tax, (3) gasoline and fuels excise 
tax, (4) all other state and local taxes, (5) federal aid to state and 
local governments, and (6) all other state and local revenues. State 
and local government expenditures are estimated in a similar way to 
the state and local government revenues. State and local government 
expenditures include expenditures on (1) education, (2) highways, 
(3) public welfare, (4) health and hospitals, and (5) all other state 
and local government expenditures. 
The energy account is the unique component of the social account-
ing system and the core of the entire study. It provides the basis to 
evaluate the state energy requirements, state energy trade and mea-
sures of regional impact of alternative energy choices upon the level 
of employment, income government revenues, and population. The energy 
account presents sector disaggregation of energy consumption and 
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energy production by basic energy sources - petroleum products, nat-
ural gas, coal, and electricity and hydropower measured in BTU. Direct 
energy requirements per unit output are estimated by sector and energy 
source. 
The simulation model is formulated around an input-output system 
of analysis. The model consists of a series of 119 major equations 
constructed in a recursive sequence to describe the dynamic behavior 
of the state economy. Operation of the model for a given year in-
volves: (1) estimating final demand; (2) determining sector output; 
(3) projecting state economic variables such as employment, income, 
government revenues, and gross state product; and, (4) projecting state 
energy requirements and energy trade. 
The standard solution to the input-output model as presented in 
Chapter III, X = (I - A)- 1Y, has been altered to accommodate the sepa-
ration of the processing sectors of the state economy into two groups. 
The first group includes the non-energy sectors whose outputs are de-
termined by the final demand for their output and by the direct 
requirements of the energy sectors. The second group includes the 
energy sectors whose outputs are determined exogenously and fed into 
the model. In accordance with this division of processing sectors, 
the disposition of output equation is partitioned into submatrices 
representing supply output determined energy and demand output deter-
mined non-energy sectors. Using the subscript 11 111 for demand output 
non-energy sectors and subscript 11 211 for supply output energy sectors 
the equation for disposition of output is written: 
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where A .. 's are partitions of the direct coefficients matrix, X's are 
lJ 
the outputs, D's are final demands with no trade, and T's are the 
trade. The matrix equation can be rewritten as two equations, the 
first representing the disposition of output for the non-energy sectors: 
xl = Allxl + A12X2 + 01 + Tl 
X2 = A2lxl + A2252 + 02 + T2 
The output of the energy sectors, x2, is exogenous. The two solutions 
required and determined in the simulation and input-output model are 
the values of x1 and T2 in which the equations are written as follows: 
xl = (I - All)-1 [A12X2 + 01 +Tl] and T2 = (I - A22) X2 - A2lxl 
- 02 
where T2 is the state energy trade. The formation of these equations 
differs from the 11 standard so1ution 11 of input-output models in view of 
the adjustments made. However, the general formulation of the model 
is consistent with the input-output structure. The model is formulated 
in Fortran and run on the computer. 
Evaluation 
Baseline projections of economic variables in the Oklahoma simu-
lation model are on an annual basis so that time paths from the base 
year 1972 to the terminal year 2000 can be traced and analyzed. Input 
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data for these simulations are presented in Chapters III-VI and in 
Appendices A, B, and C. The input data are linked to a simulation 
model formulated in Chapter VII. The terminal year, 2000, was selec-
ted to observe the effects of alternative energy choices and other 
uses in Oklahoma. Empirical estimates of variables of primary inter-
est to planners in business, industry and government are presented: 
population, employment, government revenues and expenditures, income, 
gross state product, and state energy production, consumption and 
trade. Oklahoma population is projected to increase by 38.1 percent 
from 1973 to 2000 with an average rate of increase of about 1.2 per-
cent annually. Population projection closely follows the trend in its 
determining factors such as birth rates, death rates, trend in death 
rates and migration rates. According to the projections, Oklahoma 
population is expected to increase consistently throughout the 28-
year simulated period of time. 
Total employment is expected to increase by 69.4 percent from 
1973 to 2000. Wage and salary employment is projected to increase 
from 1973 to 2000 by 71.6 percent whereas proprietor employment by 
62.2 percent. The slower rate of growth in proprietor employment is 
due basically to the decline in the proprietor employment in the agri-
cultural sector which constitutes the large majority of total proprie-
tor employment. As the economic activity increases a continued 
decline in proprietor employment in the agricultural sector is expected 
which offsets the increase in proprietor employment of the other sec-
tors. This is an indication of capital intensity and concentration 
of large size farms in the agricultural sector and an out-migration 
of farm population to the urban areas for employment. 
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Total personal income constitutes wages and salary payments, pro-
prietor income, property income, other labor income, transfer payments 
less personal contributions to social insurance. Total personal in-
come is expected to increase by 292.4 percent from 1973 to 2000. In-
dividual rates of increase for the components of total personal income 
are: wage and salary payments by 251.8 percent, other labor income by 
668.2 percent, property income by 284.3 percent, and transfer payments 
by 558.4 percent. Wage and salary payments follow patterns which are 
similar to wage and salary employment projections. Proprietor income 
also follows the trend in proprietor employment and is expected to in-
crease by 196.7 percent from 1973 to 2000. 
Disposable income which is directly affected by personal income 
and federal and state and local government individual income taxes, is 
expected to increase from 1973 to 2000 by 293.8 percent whereas dis-
posable income per capita and personal income per capita are expected 
to increase by 185.1 percent and by 184.1 percent, respectively. Gross 
state product is expected to increase by 182.5 percent from 1973 to 
2000. 
In this study there is a level of public services determined by 
the simulation model. This includes the projections of federal govern-
ment revenues and state and local government revenues and state and 
local government expenditures. Total state and local government re-
venues from 1973 to 2000 are expected to increase by 325.1 percent 
while individual rates of increase for the six components of state and 
local government revenues are: state sales taxes by 286.2 percent, 
gasoline fuels excise and special fuel use tax by 165.2 percent, in-
dividual income tax by 808.3 percent, other state and local taxes by 
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292.4 percent, federal aid to state and local governments by 277.1 per-
cent and other state and local revenues by 292.4 percent. 
Total state and local government expenditures are expected to in-
crease from 1973 to 2000 by 283.3 percent, whereas the individual 
rates of increase of the five components of state and local government 
expenditures are: education expenditures by 270.8 percent, highway 
expenditures by 243.7 percent, public welfare expenditures by 253.6 
percent, health and hospital expenditures by 347.5 percent, and other 
state and local government expenditures by 337.2 percent. Federal 
government revenues are expected to increase by 245.5 percent from 
1973 to 2000. 
Projections of energy production are determined exgenously and 
incorporated into the simulation model. Total annual rate of growth 
of energy production is expected to decrease from 1973 to 2000 by 1.0 
percent. The declining trend in total energy production and conse-
quently the energy trade is attributed to the decline in the production 
of petroleum products and natural gas. Natural gas and petroleum pro-
ducts are expected to decrease from 1973 through 2000 at average annual 
rates of 0.1 percent and 1.1 percent, respectively. Coal and electri-
city are expected to increase at average annual rates of 3.4 percent 
and 4.2 percent, respectively. 
Total energy consumption is expected to increase from 1973 to 
2000 by 177.8 percent, whereas the rates of increase for individual 
components of energy consumption are: petroleum products by 213.5 
percent, natural gas by 154.6 percent, coal by 130.2 percent, and el-
ectricity by 221.5 percent. 
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Projected state energy trade is estimated as the difference be-
tween energy production and energy consumption. Total state net 
energy trade is expected to decrease from 1973 to 2000 by 85.7 per-
cent whereas the rates of change for individual components of energy 
trade vary in different directions. Energy trade is expected to de-
cline by 110.5 percent for petroleum products and by 83.9 percent for 
natural gas. Projected coal trade is expected to increase by 144.5 
percent and electricity is expected to increase by 159.9 percent from 
1973 to 2000. 
The impact analysis consists of measuring the effect of a 25 per-
cent increase in the growth rates of petroleum products and natural 
gas production, 25 percent increase in the growth rate of coal produc-
tion, and 25 percent increase in the energy efficiency in the year 
2000 compared to the energy efficiency in the 1972 base period. The 
expected changes on total employment, personal income, government 
revenue and expenditure and state energy trade due to the assumed 
changes were presented for evaluation. 
Total employment is expected to increase by 2,606 and income by 
$36,259,000 in 2000, in 1972 prices, from a 25 percent increase in the 
growth rates of petroleum products and natural gas production. Total 
state and local government revenue and expenditure are expected to 
increase by $6,045,000 and by $6,404,000 in 2000, in 1972 prices, re-
spectively. Total federal government revenue is expected to increase 
by $5,965,000 in 2000, in 1972 prices. Total state energy trade is 
expected to increase by 71,285.753 billion BTU's in 2000. Energy 
trade increases by energy sources are: petroleum products by 69,430. 
966 billion BTU's, natural gas by 2,086.246 billion BTU's, coal by 
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5.292 billion BTU's, and electricity including hydropower by 226.167 
billion BTU 1 s, in 2000. 
Total energy trade is expected to increase by 35,044.311 billion 
BTU 1 s in 2000 because of the assumed 25 percent increase in the annual 
growth rate of coal production. Energy trade of individual energy 
sources is expected to decrease: petroleum products by 549.578 bil-
l ion BTU's, natural gas by 541.744 billion BTU 1 s, and electricity in-
cluding hydropower by 351.096 billion BTU 1 s in 2000. Coal trade is 
expected to increase by 36,487.401 billion BTU's in 2000. Total em-
ployment is expected to increase by 775 and total personal income is 
expected to increase by $11,539,000 in 2000, in 1972 prices. Total 
state and local government revenue and expenditure are expected to 
increase by $1,924,000 and by $1,929,000 in 2000, in 1972 prices, re-
spectively. Total federal government revenue is expected to increase 
by $1,898,000, in 2000, in 1972 prices. 
Energy efficiency is assumed to increase by 25 percent in the 
year 2000 compared to the efficiency in 1972 base period. To achieve 
this efficiency the growth rates of ratios of final energy demand by 
household to total disposable income, final energy demand by federal 
government to total federal government expenditure, and final energy 
demand by state and local government to total personal income, are 
proposed to decrease each at the rate of 1.02 percent annually from 
1972 to 2000. Because of this change total energy trade is expected 
to increase by 269,164.939 billion BTU's, in 2000. Energy trade of 
individual energy sources is expected to increase: petroleum products 
by 148,306.551 billion BTU 1 s, natural gas by 91,126.926 billion BTU 1 s, 
and electricity including hydropower by 29,731.462 BTU's, in 2000. 
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Change in coal trade is very insignificant. 
Limitations 
Data Limitations 
The lack of appropriate data is a major constraint for the simu-
lation model of this study. The study used secondary data based on 
national coefficients. Data limitations occur since a vast amount of 
data are required and time and funds prohibited the collection of pri-
mary data. With primary data, the model could have been developed in 
greater detail, allowing a more comprehensive analysis. 
The capital account has data limitations. National data for 1967 
are used to estimate the capital coefficient matrix. They are the 
latest and most detailed data available for the study period. Margi-
nal rather than average capital-output ratios and state rather than 
national capital-output ratios should be used. Capacity levels are 
estimated using employment peaks on a quarterly basis rather than the 
preferable quarterly industrial production indexes. Additional re-
finements of the human resource account are also possible. National 
figures on birth rates, death rates and trends in these rates are 
used in the population model. Oklahoma data consistent with the 
model are not available. 
The energy account has data limitations by sector disaggregation 
and energy source both for processing and final demand sectors. The 
national and regional ratios of sector distribution of energy consump-
tion by energy source are used at the state level. Lack of time 
series data in energy consumption by final demand sectors in estima-
ting annual growth rates for each energy source is a limitation. 
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Model Limitations 
Model assumptions also limit the study. The simulation model is 
built around the input-output model and thus has basic input-output 
assumptions. The most serious assumption is that technical coeffi-
cients are fixed which implies no input substitution and constant 
technology. For shortrun projections, the fixed coefficient assump-
tion is not a major limitation. However, fixed input coefficients for 
a 28 year projection of an economy experiencing rapid changes, can li-
mit usefulness of results. To provide for some adjustment, capital-
output and labor-output ratios follow a trend to reflect improved 
technologies. The accelerator principle assumed in the capital invest-
ment equation and the constant export share assumption in the export 
equation are limitation inherent in the model. 
Moreover, it has been observed that energy prices particularly 
for petroleum products and natural gas have been rapidly increasing 
with the sharply rising demand for and declining supply of energy pro-
ducts. Consequently an alteration of social and economic structures 
may occur over time. In due course, new developments and substitutions 
of energy products may create environmental impacts due to changing 
energy choices over time. 
Additional Research 
Further research is needed to alleviate the above mentioned data 
and model limitations. With more data, additional equations could be 
included in the model, making it more realistic in testing such stra-
tegies as state energy programs and environmental policy. For in-
stance, to evaluate the energy resource usage patterns requires more 
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complex modeling of such factors as effects of environmental and other 
government legislation, higher prices of imported energy, different 
levels of technological change and other related factors. The imple-
mentation of federal or state and local government energy programs and 
environmental restrictions may effect the state economy differently. 
The impacts of these government programs can be analyzed and measured 
in terms of jobs created and income and government revenue generated 
if appropriate adjustments are made with the simulation model. A more 
detailed model will provide more information concerning the condition 
of the state economy in general and the state energy in particular. 
Moreover, a more detailed model would involve a great deal of time and 
money, as primary data would have to be collected. 
Additional research is needed to apply the Oklahoma simu1ation 
model as an inter-regional model in analyzing the economy of eastern 
Oklahoma, particularly the coal region. Such an analysis would indi-
cate the economic conditions within the region, as well as how the 
economic conditions of the region effect or are effected by the condi-
tions of the rest of the state. The model could project economic 
variables and analyze the impact of alternative planning actions. The 
impact of investment and expansion of the coal industry, other govern-
ment energy programs and environmental restrictions could be determined 
from the inter-regional simulaton model. The implementation of an 
inter-regional simulation model would again require a large amount of 
primary data. However, the results would be useful to industrial, 
governmental and agricultural planners. 
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METHODS AND SOURCES USED FOR THE CONSTRUCTION 




CLASSIFICIATION OF INDUSTRIES 
The Oklahoma model consists of 81 endogenous industries and 15 
exogenous industries. Production is grouped into 88 industries as the 
industrial categories, input-output numbers and SIC composition are 
given in the table or. the following page. Seventy-nine of these are 
combinations of industries as defined in the Standard Industrial 
Classification Manual, 1972 edition [23]. Two are government enter-
prises, which are not identified in the SIC. Seven are special in-
dustries established because they improve the classification if in-
dustries for input-output purposes [80]. Table XLI summarizes a 
classification of all the categories. All data refer to 1972 in 
current prices. 
Definition of Industries and Sources of Data 
1. Agricultural. Forestrv, and Fishery Sectors 
The output of the agricultural industries is the value of all 
farm production. It is defined on a commodity basis. The output 
total for a given industry covers all farm production of the products 
primary to that industry, whether they are produced for sale or for 
their own use and whether or not they are produced on farms whose major 
products were primary to that industry. 
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TABLE XLI 
INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION OF THE 1972 OKLAHOMA 
INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE 
Industry Number. and Title 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
1, Livestock and livestock products 
2. Other agricultural products 
3. · Forestry and fishery products 
4. Agricultural, forestry, and fishery services 
Minirg except fuels 
5. Iron and ferroalloy ores mining 
6. Nonferrous metal ores mining 
7. Stone and clay mining and q_.arrying 
8. Chemical and fertilizer 
Construction 
9. New construction 
10. Maintenance and repair construction 
Manufacturing 
11. Ordnance and accessories 
12. Food and kindred products 
13. Tobacco manufactures 
14. Broad and narrow fabrics, yarn aud thread mills 
15. Miscellaneous textile good!!> and floor coverin3s 
16. Apparel 
17. Miscellaneous fabricated textile products 
18. Lumber and wood products, except containers 
19. Wood containers 
20. Household furniture 
21. Other furniture and fixtures 
22. Paper and allied products, except containers and boxes 
23. Paperboard containers and boxes 
24. Printing and publishing 
25. Chemicals and selected chemical products 
26. Plastics and synthetic materials 
27. Drugs, cleaning and toilet preparations 
28. Paints p.nd allied produrts 
29. Paving and Roof Materials 
30. Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products 
31. Leather tanning and finishing 
32. Footwear and other leather products 
33. Glass and glass products 
34. Stone and Clay products 
Related Census-
SIC Codes (1972 
Edition) 
pt. 01, pt. 02 
pt. 01, pt. 02 
081-4, 091, 097 
0254, 07 (excl. 074), 
085, 092 
101, 106 
102-5, pt. 103,109 
141-5, pt. 148, 149 
147 
pt. 15-17, pt. 108, 
pt. 1112, pt. 1212, 
pt. 148 
pt. 15-17, pt. 138 




221-4, 226, 228 
227, 229 
225, 23 (exel. 239) 
239 

















TABLE XLI (Continued) 
Industry Number and Title 
35. Primary iron and steel manufacturing 
36. Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing 
37. Metal containers 
38. Heating, plumbing, and fabricated structural metal products 
39. Screw machine products and stampings 
40. Other fabricated metal products 
41. Engines and turbines 
42. Farm and garden machinery 
43. Construction and mining machinery 
44. Materials handling machinery and equipment 
4S. Metalworking machinery and equipment 
46. Special industry machinery and equipment 
47. General industrial machinery and equipment 
48. Miscellaneous machinery, except electrical 
49. Office, computing, and accounting machines 
SO. Service industry machines 
51. Electrical transmission and distribution equipment and 
industrial apparatus 
S2. Household appliances 
S3. Electric lighting and wiring equipment 
S4. Radio, T.V. and communication equipment 
SS. Electronic components and accessories 
56. Miscellaneous electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies 
57. Motor vehicles and equipment 
58. Aircraft and parts 
59. Other transportation equipment 
60. Professional, scientific, and controlling instruments and 
supplies 
61. Optical, ophthalmic, and photographic equipment and sup-
plies 
62. Miscellaneous manufacturing 
Transportation, Communication, and Utilities 
63. Transportation and warehousing 
64. Communications, except radio and T.V. 
65. Radio and T.V. broadcasting 
66. Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
Related Census-
SIC Codes (1972 
Editio.:) 




345, 3465-6, 3469 




















373-5, 3792, 3799, 
2451 







494' 495, 496 
TABLE XLI (Continued) 
Industry Number and Title 
Wholesale and Re.tail Trade 
67. Wholesale and retail trade 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
68. Finance and insurance 
69. Real estate and rental 
Services 
70. Hotels and lodging, personal and repair services (except · 
·auto) 
71. Business services 
72. Eating and.drinking places 
73. Automobile repair and services 
74. Amusements 
75. Health, educational, and social services and nonprofit 
organizations 
Government Enterprises 
1l. Federal Govetnment enterprises 
77. State and local government en.terprises 
Encra ::cctor 
78. Petroleum Production 
79. Natural Gas Production 
80. Coal Mining 
81. Electricity and Hydro Power 
Dummy and Speical Industries 
82. Noncomparable imports 
83. Direct Imports 
84. Scrap, used, and secondhand goods 
85. Government industry 
86. Rest of the world industry 
87. Household industry 
88. Inventory valuation adjustment 
89. Value Added 
90. Total Inputs 
Related Census-
SIC Codes (1972 
Edition) 
50-57, 59, 7396, 8042 
60-74, 67 




73 (excl. 7396), 7692, 




074, 80 (excl. 8042), 
32-84, 86, 8922 
not applicable • 
not applicable 
291, 299, 131 pt.' 132 pt., 
492, 131 pt., 132., 138 pt. 
1111, pt. 1112. 1211, pt. 1211 
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TABLE XI.I (Continued) 
Industry Number and Title 
Final Demand 
91. Personal consumption expeditures 
92. Gross private domestic fixed investment 
93. ChanBe in business inventories 
94. Net export 
95. Federal government purchases, national defense 
96. Federal government purc.hases, nondefense 
97. State and local government.purchases, education 
98. State and local government purchases, other 
99. Total Final Demand 
100. Total Output 
Related Census-




Detailed information forihe value of the agricultural commodities 
in 1972 are obtained mainly from the Oklahoma Agriculture, 1972 [39], 
Agricultural Statistics, 1972 [71]. Thedata are supplemented by the 
Farm Income Situation [74], 1973 Fisheries of the United States [97] 
and 1969 Census of Agriculture [82] and 1974 Census of Agriculture [83]. 
I/01. Livestock and Livestock Products 
The output of this industry includes the output of primary products 
and secondary products and receipts. The major secondary receipts are 
the farm rental received and secondary dairy products. The list of 
items included and estimated values are presented in Table XLII. 
TABLE XLII 
ESTIMATED OUTPUT FOR LIVESTOCK AND LIVESTOCK 
PRODUCTS OKLAHOMA, 1972 
Components 
Cattle and Calves 
Hogs and Pigs 
Sheep and Lambs 
Wool 




Honey and Beeswax 















Farm rental received are allocated to livestock and livestock products 
and to other agricultural products (mainly crops) by assuming each 
sector's share in proportion to their total output. 
I/02. Other Agricultural Products 
The output of this industry includes farm production for open 
market sale. It includesaportion of farm rental received and govern-
ment payments. The estimated values of the components included in this 
industry are presented in Table XLIII. 
I/03. Forestry and Fishery Products 
The output of this industry includes raw furs, standing timber, 
Christmas trees, tree seeds and seedlings, gums, barks and miscellaneous 
forest products and products of fisheries. The estimated values of 
the items produced in Oklahoma includes the following: 
Components 
Forest 








I/04. Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery Services 
Output is defined on an activity basis and includes (1) cotton 
ginning, fruit picking, crop dusting, custom work and other agricul-
tural services, (2) poultry hatching, (3) animal breeding, (4) forestry 
services and operation of fish hatcheries. The estimated values of the 
activities that took place in Oklahoma are: 
TABLE XLIII 
ESTI¥ATED OUTPUT FOR OTHER AGRICULTURAL 






Corn for Grain 
Sorghum for Grain 
Sorghum for Silage 
Cotton Lint and Cotton Seed 
Soybeans for Beans 





Hairy Vetch Seed 
Strawberries 
Vegetables (watermelon, 













































In 1972 there were 332,000 bales of cotton at $19.16 cost per bale. 
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The custom work in general is assumed equal to the values of machine 
hire and custom work. The value is estimated on the basis of the 
values of 1969 [82] and 1974 Census of Agriculture [83]. The values 
of the chicks hatched estimated on the basis of number of chicks 
hatched and the cost per 100 hatched. There were 2,282,000 broiler 
type at $18.00 per 100 and 2,598,000 egg type at the cost of $26.90 
per 100. Oklahoma turkey poults hatched in 1972 were 1,007 ,000. 
To estimate the value the price at national average of 0. 566 per bird 
hatched is used. Other agricultural, forestry and fishery services 
are not available for consideration. 
2. Mining Except Fuels Sector 
Non-energy mining industries are defined on an establishment 
basis which include extraction of solid minerals occurring naturally. 
That is, each industry includes the value of shipments and receipts 
from all economic activities, both primary and secondary performed by 
the establishments. The output of the non-energy mining sector spec-
ified by the list of industries mentioned below are based on the 
values of receipts plus the value of minerals used in the non-energy 
mining sector. The state values of production for the four industries 







Iron and Ferroalley Ores Mining 
Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining 
Stone and Clay Mining and Quarrying 









Estimates concerning the value of production for the non-energy mining 
industries are based largely on the data from 1972 census of Mineral 
Industries [87] supplemented by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals 
Yearbook 1972 [106]. The census source provides data on total receipts 
for each 3 or 4 SIC digit mining industry; these are subsequently ag-
gregated to the desired classification defined for the state input-
output study. 
3. Construction Sector 
Output of new construction and maintenance and repair construction, 
reflect the value created by erecting and maintaining structures and 
other facilities. Output of new construction is defined on an activity 
basis and measures the value put-in-place of private and public origi-
nal erections, additions and alternations which increase or alter the 
stock of facilities [64]. 
New construction includes building and non-building facilities. 
It also includes the value of materials used in residential construction 
performed by households on a do-it-yourself basis. Equipment that is 
an integral part of the facility and essentials for its general use is 
included in the value of construction. Construction covers the value 
of work of construction contractors, operative builders and establish-
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ments performing oil and gas field services that are performed in the 
mining industries. 
Maintenance and repair construction includes the value created by 
any economic sector in maintaining-or restoring the existing stock of 
facilities [64]. The cost of which are charged to current expense. 
It also includes an estimated value of materials used in residential 
maintenance performed by households on do-it-yourself basis [64]. 
Total value of output includes the maintenance by government agencies 
or non-construction firms with their own employees. The output values 












The values of output for the construction industries appear in the 
1972 Census of Construction Industries [84] and U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
1972 Minerals Yearbook [106]. 
4. M:tnufacturing Sector 
Output of each industry in the manufacturing sector consisting of 
52 sectors is defined as the value of production of the industries in 
that sector. Manufacturing outputs are based on establishment in 
that sector and therefore include receipts from primary and secondary 
activities performed by the various establishments [64]. 
Because the value of shipments constitutes the major portion of 
the value of production, as defined for an input-output industry, 
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is generally considered a relatively good proxy of the pattern of state 
outputs. Minor items included in the definition of output, but ex-
cluded from the value of shipments, consist of work-in process and 
finished goods inventory changes. Therefore, shipments data are then 
groups by input-output industry definition and aggregated in 52 indus-
tries. Each industry's output is estimated by adding the value of 
shipments and the value of inventory change in which case the total 
available state value of inventory change is allocated to the various 
industries inproportion to the distribution of value of shipment of 
each industry to the total statevalueof shipments. Output estimates 
of the industries in the manufacturing sector are presented in Table 
XLIV. The values of shipments and inventory changes for the manufac-
turing sector are obtained fromthel972 Census of Manufacturing [86]. 
The general services are divided into four major sectors namely 
(1) Transportation, Communication and non-energy Utilities, (2) Whole-
sale and Retail Trade, (3) Finance, Insurance and Real Estate, and 
(4) Services. These broad sectors are given jointly because same 
techniques are used to estimate each sector's output. No source in-
dicates the output directly for the state. Therefore, it needs to be 
estimated from the national data. For the.estimates, it is assumed that 
the ratio of output between Oklahoma and the United States is the same 
as the ratio of employment between Oklahoma and the United States. In 
other words it is assumed that the labor productivity of Oklahoma is 
equal to that of the nation. By this method, output is estimated for 
each sector as shown below. 
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5. Transportation, Communication and Utilities Sector 
The output of this sector is defined on a modified activity basis. 







Transportation and Warehousing 
Communications Except Radio and T.V. 
Radio and T.V. Broadcasting 
Water Supply and Sanitary Services 
TOTAL 







The output of wholesale and retail trade is defined on a gross 
margins basis. It reflects a modified activity definition. Its major 
receipts are gross margins (operating expenses plus profits) from the 
reselling activities of wholesale and retail trade establishments. It 
is the value of services performed in handling goods. The output 
estimate is obtained as: 
I/O Industries Value ($'000) 
67. Wholesale and Retail Trade 2,567,829 
7. Finance, Insurance and Real Estate Sector 
The output is defined as the value of receipts received for 
services in this sector. The output estimates for the industries in-
eluded in this broad sector are as follows: 
I/O Industries 
68. Finance and Insurance 







8. Service Sector 
The output is defined onanactivity basis as the amount paid to 
the industries of this broad sector for their service activities. The 
values of output of the industries are given below: 
I/O Industries 
70. Hotels and Lodging, Personal and 
Repair Services (Except Auto) 
71. Business Services 
72. Eating and Drinking Places 
73. Automobile Repair and Services 
74. Amusements 
75. Health, Educ. and Social Services 










The output for the industries in the general services are estima-
ted by using the information in the Survey of Current Business, 1972 
Input-Output Structure of the U.S. Economy [80]. Employment statis-
tics both for the United States and Oklahoma industries are available 
in the County Business Patterns [88). 
76. Federal Government Enterprise 
This industry includes all the activities of those federal 
government agencies, with separate accounting records, that cover over 
half of their current operating cost by the sale of goods and services 
to the general public. State outputs of federal government enterprises 
includes three major components: (1) post office services, (2) the 
receipts of post exchanges, and (3) the value of services provided by 
other government enterprises [64). No source indicates the state out-
put directly. It is, therefore, estimated from national data. To con-
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struct state estimates of output of federal government enterprises, it 
is assumed that the ratio of output between Oklahoma and the United 
States is the same to the ratio of total government personnel con-
sisting both the active duty military personnel and civilians between 
Oklahoma and the United States. By this method, output is estimated 
at $222,640,000. The main source of national output is the 1972 Survey 
of Current Business [80]. Government personnel statistics are obtained 
from Selected Manpower Statistics [98] and 1975 Statistical Abstract 
of the United States [91]. 
I/O 
77. State and Local Government Enterprises 
Output is defined as revenue received. This industry holds the 
activities of the state and local government agencies, with separate 
accounting records, that cover over half of their current operating 
costs by the sale of goods and services to the general public. State 
and local government enterprises includes: (1) gas and electric util-
ities, (2) water supply facilities, (3) transit facilities, (4) liquor 
stores, (5) water transportation and terminals, (6) air transportation 
facilities, (7) highway toll facilities and such activities as (8) 
sewers and sewage disposal, (9) low-cost housing and urban renewal, and 
(10) some miscellaneous activities such as offstreet parking and city 
markets [64]. State output for the state and local government enter-
prises is estimated on the basis of ratio of Oklahoma revenue to U.S. 
revenue for the items mentioned above multiplied by the industry out-
put for the United States. The output of the Oklahoma state and local 
government enterprises is estimated at $116,832,000. Industry output 
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for the United States is obtained by using the information in the 1972 
Survey of Current Business [80]. The U.S. and Oklahoma revenues for 
the included activities are obtained fromthel972 Census of Governments 
[ 85] . 
9. Energy Producing Sector 
Output of these sectors is defined as energy produced in BTU. The 
quantities usually reported are material quantities such as tons of 
coal, barrels of crude oil, cubic feed of natural gas, kilowathour of 
electricity, etc. The initial material quantities of energy output in 
units to a particular energy source are converted to BTU units. The 
Bureau of Mines [7] American Gas Association [2] and National Coal 
Association [37] are the primary source for scale factors converting 
original measures to BTU. The raw data on physical units for the 
energy sources are obtained from the Bureau of Mines, Mineral Yearbook 
[106] and Edison Electricity Institute. Yearbook [lll. The output in BTU 







Petroleum Products Production 
Natural Gas Production 
Coal Mining 
Electricity and Hydro-Power 
TOTAL 






In accordance to the 1972 input-output industrial classification 
of Oklahoma economy, there are seven special industries established to 
/ 
improve the classification of industries for input-output purposes. 
These industries are identified individually as listed below. 
11. Imports 
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Imports are divided into two categories namely non-comparable 
imports and direct imports. Imports that are not comparable to domesti-
cally produced commodities are showninthis category as noncomparable 
imports at foreign port value. This activity represents payments to 
foreigners for merchandise, services and the factors of production. 
Direct imports are payments for goods and services directly imported 
from other industries outside the state. The values of these catego-
ries for the various industries estimated on the basis of the location 
quotient approach derived in Chapter III. 
12. Scrap, Used and Secondhand Goods 
This is a "dummy" industry. It has not primary output and does 
not correspond to any SIC category. The output total is composed of 
transfer from various intermediate industries of currently produced 
scrap and from imports. The state output values and distribution of 
scrap, used and secondhand goods is based on the estimation made using 
the national coefficients [79]. 
13. Rest of the World Industry 
This industry reflects the income and product originating in the 
rest of the world. It reflects foreign transactions relating to vari-
ous activities, government receipts and payment of interest and foreign 
travel and living expenditures. State value for this category is esti-
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travel and living expenditures. State value for this category is esti-
mated on the basis of the national coefficients [79]. 
14. Household Industry 
This industry measures income and product originating in house-
holds. Expenditures for goods and services by individuals appear as 
purchases by the household industry on the product side. Represented 
on the income side is the household income or output which includes 
wages and salaries, proprietor income, other labor income, property 
income and transfer payments. It is estimated to be $10.359 billion. 
The values are obtained from the 1975 Statistical Abstract of Oklahoma 
[5]. 
15. Inventory Valuation Adjustment 
The purpose of this category is mainly to make the necessary ad-
justments to establish consistency for the change in business inven-
tories. State value is based on the national coefficient [79]. It is 
estimated to be $61,722 million. 
16. Final Demand Sectors 
In accordance to the 1972 U.S. Input-Output Study six major 
categories of final demand are identified in this study. These are: 
(1) personal consumption expenditures (PCE), (2) gross private capital 
formation (GPCF), (3) net inventory change (NIC), (4) net export, (5) 
federal government purchases (SLGP). The federal government and state 
and local government purchases are subdivided each into two categories. 
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This section presents a brief overview of the methodology and data 
base behind the estimates for each category. 
Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) Personal consumption ex-
penditures represents the largest, the most important item of the six 
components of final demand at state and national level. The aggegate 
sum of PCE includes all actual expenditures for goods and services by 
private individuals plus the services rendered to individuals by non-
profit institutions [67]. There is a lack of any really reliable com-
prehensive expenditures data on the differences in consumption patterns 
by residence, type of family and family income at state level. The 
Consumer Expenditures Survey (CES) published by the U.S. Department of 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics [ 103] does not provide a comprehensive 
consumption expenditures state data for analysis [67]. Since no source 
indicates the personal consumption expenditures directly for the state, 
it needs to be estimated from the national data [80]. It is assumed 
that the ratio of personal income between Oklahoma and the United 
States is the same as the ratio of personal consumption expenditures 
between Oklahoma and the United States. In other words, it is assumed 
that the national average expenditure rate and saving rate are equal 
to the state rates. By this method the personal consumption expendi-
tures (PCE) for the State of Oklahoma in 1972 is estimated at 
$7 ,887. 032 million. The total estimated personal consumption expen-
ditures for the state are allocated into the input-output industry 
groupings by using the national coefficients [79]. 
Gross Private Capital Formation (GPCF) The total amount of cap-
ital investment made by the private sector are included in this sec-
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tor's output. This value consists of new capital formation, capital 
replacement needs and residential housing construction. The gross 
private capital formation (GPCF) in an input-output study shows how 
much capital is produced and sold by each industry and the types of 
capital goods consumed in a given year. For obtaining state gross 
private capital formation column vector, the ideal data would then be 
summed to obtain total gross private capital formation in the state. 
Available state data on capital formation are limited and nonexistent 
to figures on total expenditures by industry on plant and equipment 
[60]. To estimate the gross private capital formation for the state 
several steps are followed. First, capital expenditures by sector are 
estimated for the state. The 1963 and 1976 latest and detail national 
capital expenditures by sector are identified to estimate the capital 
expenditures for 1972. By estimating growth rates of capital expen-
ditures by sector in five year period, the national capital expen-
ditures by sector for 1972 are calculated. By using the state to 
national output ratios, the capital expenditures for the 81 processing 
sectors for the state are estimated. Second, the capital expenditures 
by sector are multiplied by the national 1976 capital coefficient 
matrix [76] to determine sector compositions of capital needs for each 
sector for the state. Third, a gross private capital formation column 
is obtained for the state by summing all sector requirements of a par-
ticular capital good. 
The method used to estimate state gross private capital formation 
is based on the assumption that the capital technology for the state 
is the same as the capital technology shown in the national capital 
flow matrix and state estimates of total expenditures by industry on 
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plant and equipment. The state gross private capital formation is es-
timated to be $2,306 million. 
Net Inventory Change (NIC) Net inventory change measures the value 
of change in the physical· volume of inventorie.s held by business. For 
input-output, the inventory change for each industry consists of the 
total change in inventories of products primary to the industry irres-
pective of ownership. Each entry in net inventory change column re-
presents book value rather than average prices during the year. How-
ever, the total value of change in inventory is converted to average 
prices during the year by means of the inventory valuation adjustment 
which appears as a single entry in row 85, within the net inventory 
change column [80]. 
Actual net inventory change figures for the agricultural sector 
are available from the Oklahoma Agriculture, 1974 [40]. The net 
inventory change of manufacturing industries for finished goods, work-
in-process, and materials is derived from the 1972 Census of Manufac-
tures [86]. Since reliable inventory data on the state level are al-
most nonexistent for the remaining input-output sectors, their values 
are estimated from the national figures. Percentage-of-gross-output 
figures are chosen as allocation factors to approximate the percentage 
distribution of net change in inventories [79]. Total net inventory 
change is estimated to be $84,150 million. 
Net Export Exports and imports are usually computed as resid-
uals. First a flow table is completed using the entires of previous 
sectors. Row entries are summed to show the demand for the product. 
Then this sum is subtracted from the estimate of sector output. If 
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the residual is positive, it implies a surplus; whereas a negative re-
sidual implies a shortage. The net export is then the net surplus 
figures estimated by subtracting the imports from the exports [64]. 
The state export is estimated by using the location quotient approach 
as illustrated in Chapter III. 
Federal Government Purchases (FGP) Federal government purchases 
of goods and services include the current and capital account purchases 
made for general operations by the federal government agencies plus 
the capital account purchases of federal government enterprises [60]. 
Federal government purchases are divided into defense (military) and 
nondefense (nonmilitary) purchases. The military category included the 
Department of Defense, the National Aeronautics and Space Agency and 
the Atomic Energy Connnission, while the nonmilitary category included 
all other federal agencies except the current account purchases of 
federal government enterprises. The federal government purchases for 
Oklahoma are obtained from the Federal Outlays in Oklahoma published 
by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Economic Opportunity 
[ 96] . The total federal government purchases for the state is $2, 94 7. 633 
million, out of which $881.501 for defense and $2,066.132 for non-
defense. Data that could be used to distribute federal government pur-
chases for the state among the input-output industry groupings proved 
to be scarce or, in many cases, nonexistent. The national coefficients 
[79] are employed to allocate the federal government purchases for the 
state into the various input-output sectors. 
State and Local Government Purchases (SLGP) State and local gov-
ernment purchases are the net direct purchases of goods and services 
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include the expenditures made on current and capital account for the 
general governmental activities plus the purchases or capital account 
of state and local government enterprises and public utilities. Ex-
penditures by state and local governments are usually classified by 
character and object or by function. The classification by character 
and object includes current operation capital outlays (for construction, 
equipment, land and existing structures), assistance and sub.sidies, 
interest on debt and insurance trust. To make more closely represent 
net purchases of goods and services, assistance and subsidies, current 
expenditures of government enterprises, interest on general debt and 
insurance trust expenditures, are excluded [ 79] . State and local gov-
ernment purchases are classified by two major functions: (1) education, 
and (2) others which include health and hospital, public welfare and 
sanitation, safety, highways and all other state and local government 
purchases [68). State and local government purchases of goods and 
services for Oklahoma in 1972 equalled a total of $1,786,900 million, 
out of which $666.500 million for education and $1,100.400 million for 
other purchases. The total state and local government purchases for 
education and other government activities are distributed among the 
input-output sector by using the national coefficients [79]. The major 
source of data of state and local government purchases by function for 
Oklahoma is obtained from the Census of Governments [85]. 
APPENDIX B 
VECTORS AND SCALARS WHICH WERE NOT PRESENTED 
IN THE SOCIAL ACCOUNTS 
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TABLE XLIV 
ESTIMATED OUTPUT FOR MANUFACTURING SECTORS 
OKLAHOMA, 1972 
Value of Inventory 
Industries Shipments Change 
($ 1 000) 
11. vrdnance and Accessories 
12. Food and Kindred Products 
13. Tobacco Manufacturers 
14. Broad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn and 
Thread }Ulls 














Misc. Fabricated Te:<tile Products 




Other Furniture and Fixtures 
Paper and Allied Prod. Ecept 
Containers 
Paperboard Containers and Boxes 
Printing and Publishing 
















26. Plastics and Synthetic Materials 0 
27. Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet Preparations 6, 482 
28. Paints and· Allied Products 10,634 






















Rubber and Miscel. Plastic Products 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 
Footwear and Other Leather Products 
Glass and Glass Products 
Stone and Clay Products 
Primary Iron and Steel Manuf. 
Primary Nonferrous Metals Manuf. 
Metal Containers 
Heating, Plumb. and Struct. Metal 
Products 
Screw Machine Prods. and Stampings 
Other Fabricated Metal Products 
Engines and Turbines 
Farm and Garden Hachinery 
Construction and Hining Machinery 
Materials Handling Mach. and _Equip. 
Metal Working Hach. and Equip. 
Special Industry Hach. and Equip. 
General Industrial Mach. and Equip. 
Misc. ~..ach. Except Electrical 
Off ice, Computing and Accounting 
Machines 









































































































TABLE XLIV (Continued) 
Industries 
Value of Inventory 
Shipments ~~ 
($ '000) 
51. Electric Indust. Equip.and Apparatus 42,111 
52. Household Appliances 2,072 
53. Electric Lirhti.ug and Wiring Equip. 6,162 
54. Radio, T.V. and Commun. Equip. 264,549 
55. Electronic Components and Accessories 23, 239 
56. Misc. Electrical lfach. and Supplies 7, 269 
57. Motor Vehicles and Equipments 98, 400 
58. Aircraft and Parts 121,382 
59. Other Transport. Equip. 81,368 
60. Scient-and Controlling Instruments 19,445 
61. Optical, Ophthalmic, and Photo. Equip.12, 727 































llatrh •2 •s 
lee tor 
1 0. 9504S o.o 
2 0.95989 o.o 
) 0.95980 o.o 
" 0.95786 0.0 s o.o o.o 
' 0.95512 0.0 1 1.00055 0.00004 
I o. 97211 0.011001 
' o. 911285 0.0 10 0.94285 o.o 
11 o. 97398 0.00012 
12 0.96602 o.o 
1l 0.99105 o.o 
14 0.99004 o.o 
15 0.9940 0.0 
16 1.00275 0.0 
17 J.00278 o.o 
11 0.91756 0.00265 
19 0.97587 o.o 
20 0. 96A54 0.01995 
21 0.97611 0.0071 
22 0.91742 o.o 
u 0.91777 0.0 
24 o. 97170 o.o 
u o. 99137 o.o 
26 o.o o.o 
27 0.98235 o.o 
21 0.98402 o.o 
2' 0.96691 o.o 
30 o.ts>H o.o 
TABLE XLV 
VECTORS AND SCALARS WHICH WERE NOT PRESENTED 
IN THE SOCIAL ACCOUNTS 
., A7 •• A9 AIO All Al6 
0.00481 o.o 1.01840 0.01213 0.00066 0.00001 0.96150 
0.01516 o.o 1.03942 0.03485 0.00160 0.00100 1).96150 
0.00094 o.o o.o 0.00116 O.OOCllll o.ooom 0.96150 
o.o 0.00026 o.o o.o 0.00029 0.00015 0.90764 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 0.00751 o.o o.o l.00199 
o.o o.o o.o 0.00855 o.o 0.00052 0.98990 
o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.00001 0.98990 
o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 0.09045 0.23189 0.99635 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01159 0.01964 0.996110 
o.o o.o o.o 0.00076 o.o 0.00001 0.98408 
0.16426 o.o o.o 0.00514 0.01516 0.00580 0.910!17 
0.0000] 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.97451 
0.00036 o.o 0.0 0.00326 0.00004 0.00009 0.91517 
0.00501 o.o l.06082 0.01584 0.0 0.00002 0.97517 
0.01068 0.0 o.o 0.01441 0.00001 0.00017 0.91012 
0.00546 o.o o.o O.Olll7 0.00008 0.00027 0.97984 
o.o 0.0 o.o 0.00912 0.00029 0.00002 0.90279 
0.0 o.o o.o 0.00787 o.o 0.0 0.97890 
o.o o.o o.o 0.01340 0,00016 0.00006 0.99498 
0.0 o.o 0.0 0.01067 0.00131 0.00047 o. 99142. 
0.00415 0.0 o.o 0.00404 0,00199 0.0016] 0.98067 
0.00021 o.o o.o 0.00449 0.00019 O.OOOll 0.98428 
0.01897 o.o 1.01180 0.00898 0.01901 0.00114 o. '18227 
0.00046 o.o o.o 0.00612 0.001150 0.00071 0.93595 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
0.001]7 o.o o.o 0.00079 0.000011 0.00019 0,98410 
0.00011 o.o o.o 0.00915 0,00028 0.00002 0.98676 
0.00308 o.o 1.01062 0.24799 o.o o.o 0.99980 

































































































TABLE XLV (Continued) 
tlatrb A2 A' A6 A7 A8 A9 AlO Au 
Sector 
Jl l. 00121 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
32 1. 0092 7 0.0 0.00663 0.0 o.o 0.02045 o.o 0.00004 
)) 0.95503 0.005ll o.o o.o 1.02628 0.01288 0.00067 0.00090 
J4 0.94 776 0.00575 o.o o.o o.o 0.01364 0.00011 0.00012 
35 0.97328 0.00002 0.11 o.o o.o 0.01246 0.00001 0.00002 
36 0.99796 O.OOOIJ o.o o.o o.o 0.01685 o.u o.o 
J7 o. 96635 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.00109 0.00001 o.o 
38 o. 97488 0.00121 o.o o.o 1. 02223 0.02581 0.0 o:b 
19 0.97782 0.00068 o.o 0.0 o.o 0,00405 O.OOOll o.o 
40 o. 97632 0.00784 o.o o.o 0.0 0.01862 0.00068 0.00012 
.41 o. 97357 0.00013 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0393 o.o 0.00010 
42 0.99151 0.00018 0.0 o.o o.o 0.01351 0.00006 0.00011 
0 0.97414 o.o o.o o.o 1.04100 0.04942 o.o 0.00133 
44 0.96921 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.02658 0.00001 o.o 
0 l.006R9 0.00029 o.o o.o o.o 0.00746 0.00006 0.00004 
46 O. 99A90 0.00042 0.0 o.o o.o 0.02674 0.0002) 0.00001 
47 1.00107 0.0 o.o o.o 1.03060 0.04238 o.o 0.00032 
49 1.00108 0.00016 0.0 o.o o.o 0.02520 0.00211 0.00040 
49 1.0IJl09 0.00200 o.o 0.0 1.01727 0.04257 0.00269 0.00121 
so o. 97692 0.00'•60 o.o 0.0 1.03254 0.06017 0.00213 0.00048 
51 l.00106 0.0001 s o.o o.o o.o 0.00676 0.00012 0.00046 
sz 0. 9A41S 0.00150 o.o o.o o.o 0.00055 0.00001 0.00001 
SJ 0.97697 O.OOJIJ o.o o.o 0.0 0.00299 0.00001 0.00001 
54 1.00022 0.04496 o.o o.o 0.0 0.01992 0.00194 0.00073 
55 1.0004 3 0.00067 o.o o.o o.o 0.00536 0.00002 0.00004 
S6 0.97754 0.00267 o.o o.o o.o 0.00587 0.00002 0.00010 
51 0.9SJ09 0.040'~ o.o o.o o.o 0.00429 0.00051 0.00160 
SB l.00110 0.00054 o.o o.o o.o 0.01570 o.o O.OOOOJ 
59 0.94056 0.01178 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.01490 0.00012 0.00078 
60 0.9991)4 1.00201 o.o o.o o.o 0.00959 0.00014 0.00061 
61 0.9!'991 0.0027S o.o o.o o.o 0.00901 0.00040 . 0.00046 
A16 A20 
o. 98231 1.00000 
o. 98249 1.00000 
o. 9901,7 l.00006 











0. 99725 1.00000 
0.98208 1.00000 
o. 981112 1.00000 
0.98c:'27 1.0000) 
0.98JJ7 1.00000 
0.9115 74 1.00000 
0.98351 1.00000 
0.98640 1.00008<• 












































































































tl&trb "z "s "' lee tor 
62 0.98520 0.03319 o.o 
63 0.94313 o.o o.o 
64 0,97141 o.o o.o 
65 0.99447 o.o o.o 
66 0.96990 0.0 0.0 
67 0.97155 o.o o.o 
68 0.99068 o.o o.o 
69 0.96959 o.o o.o 
70 0.95803 0.0 o.o 
71 0.98827 o.o o.o 
7Z 0.!17355 o.o o.o 
1J 0.98209 o.o o.o 
74 0.99710 o.o o.o 
75 0.!14343 o.o o.o 
76 o.o o.o o.o 
77 o.o o.o o.o 
"12 "1a 
78 11.95211 0.90952 0.98469 
79 0.942U 0.9!19U 0.98694 
10 0.94244 1.0))60 0.99821 
11 0.96990 l.011210 0.97502 
•1 0.14 ,6.\ •7 1.00712 
•2 0.98884 "8 1.01262 
•3 0.40294 •9 2.00000 
•4 0.99371 •10 0.00900 ., 0.42776 •u 1.05954 
.6 0.99480 •u 1. 03162 
TABLE XLV (Continued) 
"1 "1 
,., 
"10 "u 1116 
o.o o.o 0.01430 0.00278 0.00074 1).97654 
0,06468 o.o 0.00744 0.01473 0.01004 0.97476 
0.03663 o.o o.o 0.00428 0.00908 0.97550 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.99534 
0.00508 0.0 o.o 0.00123 o.o 0.99540 
0.43978 o.o 0.00528 0.00892 O.OIJ66 0.97074 
0.10982 o.o o.o 0,00290 O.Mlfi5 0.99669 
0.33562 o.o 0.0 0.00477 0.01]73 0.99600 
0.06385 o.o o.o o.-o 0.00816 0.99751 
0.02065 o.o o.o 0,02070 0.02840 0,'1'111i8 
0.11752 o.o o.o 0.03171 0.00290 0.97904 
0.04319 o.o o.o 0,00100 0.00356 IJ.99&04 
0.02205 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.99Ul 
0.20749 o.o o.o o.o 0.0750 0.99355 
0.00680 o.o o.o 0.00012 0.00584 0.99860 
0,00623 0.0 o.o 0.00036 0.00021 0.99840 
"22 1126 "10 "12 
l.00003 1.02204 1.01228 0.0000004840 
l.00000 1.02210 1.01228 0.0000003576 
1.00000 1.02214 o.o 0.0000001866 
1.00000 1.02424 1.01226 0.0000023139 
•u 1.06561 •19 0.32346 •25 0.29689 ... 0,05890 •20 0.00000 •26 0.00000 
•1-s 1.0)122 •21 0.09490 8 27 0.02553 
•16 28957. 763611 •22 3370.33138 •21 2221.12123 

































































PARAMETERS FOR ESTIMATION OF TOTAL 
OKLAHOMA POPULATION 
Age Initial Trend In 
Distri- Population Cohort Size Birth Rates Death Ratea Death Rates 
but ion Hal ea Female• Hal ea Feinalea Mal ea Feulea Hal ea Pemalea Hal ea Females 
00-15 351790 3!36721 15 15 o.o 0.0004 ·u.00058 0,00042 0.02190 0.02390 
15-19 122876 118659 5 5 o.o 0.0581 0.00147 0.00057 0.00580 0.02040 
20-29 185861 184744 10 10 o.o 0.1161 0.00181 0.00068 0.00880 0.01360 
30-39 134245 143767 10 10 o.o 0.0373 0.00224 0.00124 0,01110 0,00960 
40-44 69961 74695 5 5 o.o 0.0048 0.00420 0.00240 0.01070 0.01630 
45-49 71692 75718 5 5 o.o o.o 0.00691 0.00376 0.00770 0.01320 
50-59 136992 139572 10 10 o.o o.o 0.01474 0.00702 0.00540 0.01300 
60-64 56675 65850 5 5 o.o o.o 0.02790 0.01263 0.00420 0.01300 
65-69 46435 57116 5 s o.o o.o 0.04040 0.02009 0.00360 0.01300 
70-79 57710 78625 10 10 o.o o.o 0.06861 0,05068 0,00510 0.01220 
80 + 22463 37407 20 20 o.o o.o 0.15918 0.11760 0.00870 0.01080 
-·-·--·---
Source: U.S. Department of COl!IHrce1 Bureau of The Cenaua, Statistical Abatract·of The United 
States - 1976~Waahinaton, DC 1976. 
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